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U.S. may bomb
Iraq's missiles

INSIDE:

Meet. Kelsey Tate
Christopher, Miss
Spring 1992, in a special section featured in
today's issue. Special
section

SPORTS:
The rookies on this
year's Murray State
Racer basketball squad
are enjoying the attention gained from their
NCAA tourney appearance. Page 10

WASHINGTON (AP) — Unless
Iraq blows up its ballistic missile
facilities, American bombers may
do the job, U.S. officials say.
U.S. officials say the Bush administration has drawn up contingency plans for a bombing strike
against weapons-related facilities
in Iraq.
By agreement with U.N. allies,
any U.S. action "would be a limited, specific strike," said an official familiar with the administration's thinking. Iraq would be
given notice of the raid to avoid
harm to civilians, he added.
A decision to bomb would
depend in part on the outcome of a
trip by a U.N. team to Iraq this
Saturday to oversee Iraqi destruction of equipment for building
Scud missiles. Iraq prevented the
team from carrying out its mission
last month, prompting the Security
Council to warn that further
defiance would result in serious
consequences.
But Egypt and Syria, the main
Arab partners in the Gulf War coal-

ition against Iraq, said Wednesday
they don't want military reprisals
against Iraq for refusing to comply
with the U.N. resolutions.
Presidents Hosni Mubarak of
Egypt and Hafez Assad of Syria
voiced the opposition at the end of
Assad's 24-hour visit to Cairo for
discussions on Arab-Israeli peace
talks and other Middle East issues.
"We are not prepared to support
military action against Iraq in light
of the present situation," Assad
said. "It does not need the use of
military force, especially since Iraq
assures that it is committed to the
U.N. resolutions."
Rolf Ekeus, director of the U.N.
special commission for the destruction of Iraq's weapons, said Wednesday night that Iraq had been
given a list of 10 items that the
United Nations wants destroyed
under the supervision of the inspection team. He said the team members planned to stay in Iraq until
March 29.
"This next inspection could be
the trigger," said another official.

Associated Press photo

Former Massachusetts senator Paul Tsongas, shown during a recent rally, has withdrawn from the
Democratic presidential race due to a lack of funds.

Tsongas bows out of race
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer

WASHINGTON — Paul Tsongas is withdrawing from the Democratic presidential race because of a
shortage of campaign funds, his
spokeswoman said today. The surprise announcement left frontrunner Bill Clinton in a head-tohead matchup with maverick Jerry
Brown.
•
Tsongas planned a midafternoon
announcement in Boston.
"He feels that he has changed
the agenda of the Democratic Party
and he leaves with his head high,"
aide Peggy Connolly told The
Associated Press.
Brown said he and Clinton
would now "battle for the soul of
the Democratic Party" and that he
would stay in the race to the July
convention.
Tsongas, a former Massachusetts
senator who won the New Hampshire primary just a month ago,
was taking his leave from a field
that was five candidates just three

accepts
panel
Senate
THURSDAY
administration budget
March 19
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

WORLD
LONDON — Prince Andrew
and his wife, Sarah, are discussing a formal separation, Buckingham Palace said today, confirming media speculation that
their marriage was on the rocks.
Page 2

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Dow Corning Corp., the leading maker of
silicon gel breast implants, said
today it was quitting the business for good following public
outcry. Page 2

FORECAST
Tonight: Becoming partly
cloudy and colder. Low around
30. North wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny. High
around 50.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4A1R
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.2, -0.4; below 315.1, -1.1
BARKLEY LAKE
354.0, -0.4; below 320.9, -0.8
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
SI..
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 7S3-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular ofHce hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday;
a.m.-noon Saturday.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A prison
compromise and elimination of
some vocational education overhead were the last significant items
that emerged from the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue Committee budget construction.
The committee's spending plan,
unanimously approved Wednesday
and expected to go to a vote in the
full Senate late this week, is largely a reversion to the spending plan
initially proposed by Gov. Brereton
Jones.
The Senate adopted a plan that
would close eight of the state's 14

regional vocational centers by July
I. The centers now coordinate the
work of 15 vocational schools.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D Lexington, said the Workforce
Development Cabinet agreed to the
proposal and will retain centers in
Madisonville, Bowling Green, Elizabethtown, Lexington, Ashland
and Hazard.
The prison matter was an example of where differences between
the Senate bill and the one passed
by the House last week will be
easy to resolve.
The Corrections Department
asked for permission to place two
(Coni'd on page 2)

Seat-belt
bill passes
committee

A

ride after

the rain

weeks ago.
"It came down to not being able
to raise enough money to be competitive," Connolly said.
Arkansas Gov. Clinton has
emerged as the Democrats' frontrunner in the campaign for the
White House. Brown has won only
one primary and two state caucuses, compared to 10 primaries
and three caucuses for Clinton. In
the race for nominating delegates,
Clinton has 947 and Brown 129.
Tsongas — winner of five primaries and two caucuses — has
430 delegates, now up for grabs.
Tsongas planned no immediate
endorsement, said Connolly.
The reaction from the Clinton
campaign was undisguised surprise: "What?!" Tsongas was
attempting to place calls to both
Clinton and Brown, Connolly said.
"We can stop calling Bill Clinton the presumptive nominee,"
said Democratic consultant Ann
Lewis. "He is, barring something
totally new and unexpected, the
nominee."

Tsongas' candidacy was surprising from beginning to end. He was
the first to throw his hat in the
ring, and by far the least known.
Yet it was Tsongas who took
advantage of Clinton's winter controversies and emerged victorious
in New Hampshire.
Tsongas' withdrawal forces Clinton into battle with Brown, a combative, low-cost candidate who has
recently leveled some scathing
attacks on Clinton's character and
electability. He refers to a "scandal a week," but despite the controversies Clinton has built up a
big string of victories.
The Tsongas announcement was
being readied as Democratic candidates were focusing on upcoming
primaries in Connecticut, New
York, Wisconsin and Kansas.
"Our problem has not been winning," Tsongas said in mulling the
campaign on Wednesday. "Our
problem has been winning big
states that are media-oriented,
where huge TV buys can tip the
balance."

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A mandatory seat-belt bill remained in the
legislative fast lane by moving on
to the Senate for a pivotal vote.
In a rerun of a recent House
debate, and with the same outcome,
the Senate Health and Welfare
Committee on Wednesday decided
the safety value of seat belts outweighs any loss of personal
freedom.
The bill cleared the committee
on a 6-2 vote.
Majority Floor Leader Joe
Wright said House Bill 460 would
probably be voted on next week by
the Senate, and he expected the
vote to be close.
Earlier this week, the bill was
passed by the House amid /hot
debate.
Rep. Mike Ward, D-Louisville
and the bill's main sponsor, was
upbeat about its chances in the
Senate.
"It's real close but it will pass,"
he said.
The bill would require drivers
and passengers to wear seat belts.
Violators could be fined up to $25.
Failure to buckle up would be a
secondary offense, meaning that
people could be cited only if
stopped for another alleged traffic
violation.
Sen. Landon Sexton opposed the
bill, Saying it was an intrusion by
government into a personal decision. Sexton, R-Pine Knot, prefaced his remarks by stating that he
wears a seat belt.
"Am Ito dictate to those people
... out there who do not want a seat
belt around them?" he asked.
The other dissenting vote came
from Sen. Walter Blevins, DMorehead.
(Cone'd on page 2)

to kill a person and bury the body
in a wilderness area in Stewart
County.
Phipps, 33, spent almost two
hours on the witness stand Tuesday
afternoon telling both attorneys he
went to Presson's home out of love
for his estranged wife, hoping she
would return home.
Radford showed the jury a
shovel and a pickax and argued
that a knapsack, garbage bags, duct
tape and nylon rope taken from
Phipps' pickup truck after the incident was evidence that defendent
plotted the murder.
Radford said that a witness,
Elaine Walker, had testified the
defendant beat the victim for five
or six minutes while they were on a
neighbor's porch. The weapon used
was reportedly an axe handle.

Johnson Co. sheriff slain after
tracking down accused rapist

CANDY ISATIMIN/Ledger& Thais photo

Brook Sally, 1, enjoys some sightseeing between rain showers as
babysitter, Hope Fandrich pulls her along in a wagon on South 16th
street Wednesday afternoon.

PAINTSV1LLE, Ky.(AP) — An
eastern Kentucky sheriff was fatally shot in the head with a shotgun
after he tracked down an accused
rapist who disappeared during a
recess in the man's trial.
Flem Burchett, 63, was charged
with murder in the death of Johnson County Sheriff Cecil Eugene
Cyrus on Wednesday afternoon,
according to state police.
Cyrus, 56, was taken to the Paul
B. Hall Regional Medical Center in
Paintsville where he died about two
hours after the 3 p.m. EST
shooting.
Kentucky State Police spokesman Gbomer Prater said Burchett
allegedly shot Cyrus and then
turned the gun on himself.
Burchett, of Oil Springs off U.S.
460, underwent surgery late Wednesday night at St. Mary's Hospital

in Huntington, W.Va. and was
listed in critical condition. This
morning, a hospital spokeswoman
said his condition was listed as
serious.
Burchett had been accused of
second-degree rape involving a girl
relative, and a jury was selected
Wednesday morning in Johnson
Circuit Court. Burchett disappeared
after Judge Stephen Nick Frazier
called a recess until early afternoon, when opening arguments
were to have begun.
When court was to resume, Frazier asked public defender Mary
Chandler where Burchett was. She
told the judge she had no idea,
according to observers in the
courtroom.
Frazier then issued a warrant for
(Coat'd on page 2)
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A Henry County, Tenn. Circuit
Court jury has found Army Sgt.
David W. Phipps guilty of beating
Michael Presson, his estranged
wife's lover, to death in Henry
County last June 1.
Phipps was sentenced Wednesday to life in prison on the first
degree murder charge. The defense
had said the prosecution was relying on speculation.
At the time of the incident
Phipps' wife, the former Marcia
Pimm, worked at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital as a registered
nurse.
District Attorney Gus Radford
placed emphasis on a conversation
between Phipps and two military
friends that took place two weeks
before Presson was killed. According to published reports, he said
they talked of how easy it would be

Associated Press Writer
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Phipps given life sentence
in beating death of Presson

By BRUCE SCHREINER
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Open records law changed in committee

FTEIRM
Volunteer

American Heart Association

Certificates
of Deposit.

7.75%*
Erk
Penalstee
520 Main St.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Senate committee has approved a
change in the state's Open Records
Law, touching off objections by
some legislators and the Kentucky
Press Association.
Under the amendment approved
by the Senate Judiciary Committee
Wednesday, all police investigation
files could be closed to the public,
This would "totally tie the hands
of the media and others" seeking
records, said Jon Fleischaker, a
KPA attorney,
Fleischaker said he expects a
compromise amendment to be
offered.
The committee approved HB 106
after adding the amendment Wednesday, as well as FIB 16, the

But Rep. Albert Jones, one of
the sponsors of the bills, told the
committee that Baker's amendment
would allow police files to be
closed forever.
"You'll never know what happened" to cases that were investigated, said Jones, a Paducah
Democrat and former prosecutor.
-How would you ever know if the
police goofed up?"
Jones said some victims interested in an investigation could also
be stymied in efforts to get files.
Baker said later he would meet
with KPA representatives to discuss a compromise. Baker served
on a task force that studied the
records and meetings laws last
year.

meetings bill. Both now go to the
full Senate.
The current law and the bill
would keep the files of ongoing
police investigations off-limits.
The amendment, offered by Sen
Walter Baker, broadens the definition of records that are excluded
from the Open Records/Law so that
any records dealing with criminal
investigations could be closed.
The Glasgow Republican said he
offered the amendment to keep
defense attorneys from going on
"fishing expeditions" by searching
the files of prosecutors.
Baker said he also was concerned that the names and addresses of crime victims could become

Public.

Trade deficit improved slightly in January
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. trade deficit improved slightly
to $5.77 billion in January even
though American export sales fell
for the third straight month, the
government said today.
The Commerce Department said
that January's deficit was the smallest in two months. It represented a
3.9 percent improvement from a
revised $6 billion December

Johnson Co. sheriff...
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unemployment rate was still likely
to rise from the current six-year
high of 7.3 percent in coming
months before stronger growth
starts sending the jobless level
down in the last half of the year.
While the lower trade deficit was
certain to be hailed by the Bush
administration, economists warned
that the good news is not likely to
last.

deficit.
In a second report today, the
Labor Department said the number
of newly laid off workers applying
for unemployment benefits fell to
433,000 during the first week of
March.
The figure for unemployment
claims represented a drop of
27,000 from the previous week, hut
analysts cautioned that the nation's

UPS
1-5 p.m.
753-23M)

Ross Insurance Agency

(Cont'd from page 1)
Burchett and ordered him to appear
in handcuffs at 9:30 a.m. Thursday.
State police and Cyrus were trying to locate Burchett when the
sheriff's office received a report
that Burchett was in his home and
was threatening to commit suicide
or kill someone.
"Sheriff Cyrus arrived alone in
his police cruiser and walked onto
the porch of the residence," in Oil
Springs, about eight miles rwest of
Paintsville, the statement said. "At

753-0489

6th & Main
•
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Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the Kentucky
Lottery: Pick 3: 6-1-2 (six,
one, two': Lotto Kentucky:
three, eight.

o

Shell

—{Hot Spring Give Away)

dishwasher or clothes washer for the same low price and
same outstanding value as well as these Kitchen/kid
rfrr'C,"franCe durability and quality features
KUDA4220T Buitt-In
Dishwasher

PALACE: ROYAL BREAKUP POSSIBLE
LONDON — Prince Andrew and his wife, Sarah, are discussing a formal
separation, Buckingham Palace said today, confirming media speculation
that the marriage was on the rocks. The terse announcement came six
years to the day after the queen's second son announced his engagement
to the former Sarah Ferguson. "Last week lawyers acting for the Duchess of
York initiated discussions about a formal separation between the duke and
duchess," the palace statement said. "These discussions are not yet complete and nothing more will be said until they are. The queen hopes that the
media will spare the Duke and Duchess of York and their children any
intrusion."

HELP FOR CYSTIC FIBROSIS SUFFERERS

BOSTON — An aerosol spray made from genetically engineered proteins
helps clear the infected mucus that clogs and eventually destroys the lungs
of cystic fibrosis patients, according to a study published today. "It's not a
cure, but there is no question it works," said Dr. Ronald G. Crystal, who
directed the study reported in the New England Journal of Medicine. Trouble
breathing is a key problem of cystic fibrosis, which fills the lungs with thick
mucus. Doctors say the new treatment is the first medicine to break up the

mucus. About 50,000 Americans have the inherited disease, which is often
fatal by age 30. Until now, it mainly has been treated with antibiotics to prevent infections and by pounding on patients' chests to loosen the mucus.
WASHINGTON — The Army has begun to give about 2,000 senior officers
and enlisted men and women the painful news that they've been selected
for "early retirement" and must leave the service within six months. The
move is part of the Pentagon's effort to slash its forces by 25 percent by
1997. It affects several groups of soldiers who have been in the Army for
more than 20 years and therefore are eligible for retirement — primarily
those holding the rank of lieutenant colonel, full colonel, command sergeant
major and sergeant major, said Army spokeswoman Maj. Barbara Goodno.
The unwelcome word that the Army doesn't want them any more will be
delivered by the end of this week.

DO THEY THINK THE PUBLICITY WILL HURT?
LOS ANGELES — The new thriller "Basic Instinct" explodes with explicit
sexual violence. But the film's real fireworks could go off outside theaters
this weekend when gay activists demonstrate against the movie. Scores of
protesters, using posters, billboards and megaphones, plan to give away the
movie's ending in an attempt to drive away audiences.

(C'ont'd from page 1)
House plan to change the definition
inmates in some 450 cells at exist- of minimum security to include
prisoners with longer time to serve
ing prisons, a procedure called
double trunking7 The House substi- until parole eligibility.
"We strongly recommend that
tuted a private prison and the
the classification system not be
department hOwled in-protest.
Last week, Jones threw his own tampered with," said Corrections
agency a curve by accepting the Commissioner Jack Lewis.
Senate
Priv,itc prisgI, idef..41‘ *ea*, ,On several items the
adopted Wecttliday would- be to 'either reverted to the original Jones
award a contract for- the +ovate budget or changes the governor has
prison by - Am( -and open 'it by embraced in the last few weeks.
The Senate committee accepted
April 1993 for minimum security
administration plan on the issue
the
inmates,
As a compromise of sorts, the of higher fees for air pollution
Senate budget would also let the emission permits. The House had
department double bunk 300 reduced the fees by about half from
inmates at medium -security prisons the administration recommendation
of $18.25 in 1993 and $20.50 in
in Morgan and Lyon counties.
1994. The money will go to pay for
the
adopt
not
did
The Senate

nine. ihirken.
twenty -three.

ge/

WASHINGTON — Dow Corning Corp., the leading maker of silicon gel
breast implants, said today it was quitting the business for good following
public outcry that the implants could cause cancer and other health problems. Dow Corning Chairman Keith McKennon said the gel implant is not
profitable and, given the adverse publicity it's gotten in recent months, the
company only expects things to get worse. The company stopped making
and selling the implants on Jan. 6 after the Food and Drug Administration
asked for a moratorium because of health concerns, but it didn't announce
whether it would exit the market permanently. The company has said there
is no proof that fluid leaking from the implants causes such major health
problems as cancer and autoimmune diseases. The FDA has said research
needs to continue to sort that out. The company said it was setting up a $10
million fund to pay for breast implant research. In addition, the company
says it will pay up to $1,200 per patient to defray the cost of having implants
removed for women who cannot afford such an operation. The other conditions are that the implant must be a Dow Corning product and that the
woman's physician says the removal is medically necessary.

Senate panel approves administration budget...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

the operations of the Division of
Air Quality in the Cabinet for
Natural Resources.
License fees of the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
would also be allowed to rise under
the Senate budget. The license
increases, such as going from $15
to S20 for a combination hunting
and fishing license for Kentucky
residents, will not take effect until
1993. But the House had prohibited
the department from spending the
estimated $4.7 million proceeds.
The most significant differences
between Senate and House spending plans are in elementary and
secondary education, especially on
the timing of assessment programs
and extended school services.

Seat-belt

This Tractor Has A
Lifetime Wanian

Take you' CnO,Ce Or 3 k!ICrlenkkod

DOW TO STOP MAKING SILICONE IMPLANTS

UNCLE SAM DOESN'T WANT YOU ANYMORE

approximately the same time
Trooper Lowell Ward, Detective
Paul Estep and Detective Les Stapleton arrived to assist the
Sheriff."
State police said the officers
were getting out of their cars when
Cyrus was shot once in the head
with a shotgun. Burchett then went
into the residence and the officers
heard another shot. Burchett was
found with an apparent selfinflicted gunshot wound to the
head. according to the statement.
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(Cont'd from page I)
Ward said his bill seeks to protect families from the emotional
and financial shock of having relatives killed or injured because they
weren't buckled up. By reducing
the severity of injuries, he said, a
seat-belt law would reduce the cost
to the public of caring for accident
victims.
The committee amended the bill
in an attempt to placate insurance
companies. The bill requires a 20
percent rollback of certain parts of
auto insurance policies for five
years, effective this month.
Insurance companies could contest the reduction. The new version
would allow the state insurance
commissioner to decide whether
rates are too low.
But spokesmen for two insurance
companies said the reduction
would disrupt a free-market system
that's working. They said the roll-

back could prompt some companies
to leave Kentucky or reduce the
number of policies they write.
Patrick Crowe of Kentucky Farm
Bureau said only 11 states have
lower insurance rates than Kentucky because of competition. "Let
the market decide these factors, not
a regulator," he said.
Another critic was Prentice
Harvey of State Farm Insurance.
Like Crowe, he said his company
supports a seat-belt law, but no
rollback of insurance rates.
Committee Chairman Benny Ray
Bailey, D-Hindman, said a seat-belt
law would lower costs for insurance companies by reducing injuries, but consumers don't trust
companies to pass along savings
voluntarily.
The committee also voted to
exempt drivers and passengers of
farm and coal trucks.

Tott‘ SAVE $2.00-1
Model K4WE-540W Clothes Washer
• Extra c_apacty for extra-iarge loads
• SURE,SCRUB Ciorles Mover Agitator
with Double Achon Movement
• QUIET SCRUB sound reduction system
• In Dura porcelain -on -steei inner basket
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TOPA (Fotal Owner Protection) Lifetime Warranty For a limited
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Kentucky lags behind in scientific research
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky researchers say there is a
silver lining to the state's dismal
ranking in the amount of topquality scientific research at its
universities.
Kentucky ranks 45th among the
50 states and the District of Columbia in the amount of research.
University of Louisville biochemist Jerald Hoffman says Kentucky's deficit in research is "really an indictment of our (state) educational system from the bottom
up." Because elementary and secondary schools haven't provided
the training many students need to
do advanced research, it's limited
the universities' ability to compete,
he said.
And Kentucky only has two
public research universities, the
University of Kentucky and U of L,
which require advanced research
by their professors.
But the silver lining is that the

state's low ranking helped it win a
recent $3.9 million grant from the
National Science Foundation. That
money, along with another $3.9
million in state money and $7.5
million in staff time and other
resources, primarily from state universities, will be used to help boost
Kentucky into the big leagues of
scientific research.
According to the grant application, Kentucky won $6 per capita
in federal research and development money in 1988, when the
national average was $30 per person. Maryland headed the list at
$97 per capita, and Idaho and
Maine tied for last at $3 per
person.
Other statistics tell the same
story. For example, Kentucky had
only $3.4 million worth of National
Science Foundation funding in
1988, or about 91 cents per capita,
compared with the U.S. average of
$4.70 per person. It ranked 46th

among the 50 states and the District of Columbia on that list.
States that win a lot of research
funding, like Massachusetts or
Maryland, have a tradition of scientific education and experimentation, which Kentucky does not,
said John Connolly, a UK faculty
member. He's project director for
Kentucky's program to encourage
research — the Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research.
States that win a lot research
money also have large, high-tech
industries that stimulate and support research.
Educational reform eventually
may help, said Hoffman, who studies how enzymes — naturally produced chemicals — can make
environmental poisons less toxic.
But the state's research stimulation program will help, too,
Connolly said. Many people who
won money in the first round of

grants awarded in 1986 have gone
on to win large grants from other
programs, he said.

Hopkins admits
84 overdrafts
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Rep. Larry Hopkins has acknowledged he wrote 84 overdrafts at
the House bank in a 39-month period from, 1988 to 1991 and that the
total amount was $12,022.24.
Hopkins, R-Lexington, disclosed
in October during his gubernatorial
campaign that he had 32 overdrafts
totaling $4,035 during a 12-month
period. He is not seeking reelection.
"After consulting the Ethics
Committee, I reviewed the records
... for the full 39 months that have
been under investigation and am
making the findings public in the
same spirit of full disclosure as I
did when this issue first surfaced
last year," the 6th District congressman said in a statement issued
Wednesday.
"I said then that it was reasonable to assume the overdrafts
would not be limited to the
12-month period being questioned
at the time," Hopkins said. "It is
embarrassing and painful, but I
have nothing to hide. Although
some members continue to stonewall about their accounts, I have noting to hide."
By number of checks, U.S. Rep.
Chris Perkins, D-7th, was eighth on
a list of 21 of the 24 to be labeled
"abusers" under a formula devised
by the ethics committee. Perkins
has denied doing anything wrong,
saying everyone he wrote a check
received their money and no taxpayer money was involved.
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the proposal would bring great&
consistency and professionalism ti
economic development efforts,
while reducing politically motivated intrusions.
Also under the bill, the board
would oversee the Economic Development Cabinet. The cabinet's
secretary would be selected by
Gov. Brereton Jones following a
national search.
The secretary would serve at the
board's will.
Besides the governor, the board
would consist of the secretaries of
the Finance and Natural Resources
cabinets, along with eight members
appointed by the governor based on
the recommendations of groups
representing business, labor and
agriculture.

LOG CABIN
RESTAURANT

all reigstered Republican voters (except those who switched their
registration to Republican after January 28, 1992), who reside in
said County are eligible to participate in the County mass Convention and to seek a position as a Delegate or Alternate to the
District and State conventions.

For further Information, please contact:
Bill Fandrich, County Chairman 753-3193
Republican Party of Kentucky
Post Office Box 1068
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602
Phone: 502/875-5130
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KENTUCKY REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION

Radiefhack
AMERICA'S

In other action, the Senate
passed:
•Senate Bill 373, which would
allow local governments to select
architects and engineers based
upon their qualifications. The bill
passed 35-2 and goes to the House.
•HB14, which ainAild authorize creation of a Kentucky'Peace Corps to
draw upon the talents of Kentuckians to assist those in need; 38-0.
The corps would remain a concept
because it won't receive any
money in the state budget. The bill
now goes to Gov. Brereton Jones.
•SB418, which would give authority to the Department of Personnel
to write its own regulations, something that's now done by the State
Personnel Board. The bill passed
24-14 and advances to the House.

•
'• -

-

The purposes of this Convention are (1) to fill any vacancies in
Precinct Officers which may exist after the Precinct Conventions,
(2) to elect a member of each of seven Committees of the District
Convention, and (3) to elect 16 Delegates and the same number
of Alternates to attend the 1st District Convention and the

He cut through that problem with
the help of funding from the first
round of National Science Foundation grants. His research team
bought $60,000 worth of genetic engineering equipment and computers six years ago with. part of its
grant.
Since then, he's won about
$600,000 worth of additional
grants from the National Institutes
of Health, largely because of the
work he did .with the initial grant.
The $15 million in Kentucky's
research-stimulation kitty --- the
new federal grant, the equal
amount of state money and the
time and resources contributed by
universities — is to be used over
three years by eight groups of scientists and engineers primarily at
UK and U of L.

Senate passes economic development bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With little fanfare, the Senate voted
to overhaul the management of
Kentucky's economic development
efforts.
House Bill 89, the product of a
45-member task force assembled
last year, was passed 35-3 Wednesday and sent back to the House for
action on a Senate amendment.
Sen. Dan Kelly, R-Springfield,
said the vote was a "watershed
moment" that continued the transfer of power from the governor's
office.
The bill would shift considerable
control over economic development
policy from the governor to an
independent board headed by the
governor.
The bill's supporters have said

ALL REGISTERED REPUBLICANS
ARE URGED TO ATTEND AND PARTICIPATE IN THE
CALLOWAY COUNTY
REPUBLICAN MASS CONVENTION
10:00 A.M., SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1992
WEAKS COMMUNITY CENTER
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What would their mothers say?

Mrray Ledger & Times
DANIEL T. PARKER
Managing FAilior

WALTER L. APPERSON
Pilishrr

TED DELANEY
General Manager
'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'

Constance Alexander
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Perspective on Politics

Being an incumbent
isn't what it used to be
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press News Analysis

CHICAGO — Now it's members of Congress who are getting bounced,
not their checks.
So far, five Democratic House members have been defeated in primaries, along with a two-term senator who hadn't lost an election in 43
years. And incumbent-hunting season has just started.
All the political perils that incumbents in congressional and state primaries will face were on display in Illinois on Tuesday: redistricting; voter outrage at overdraft checks on the House bank; local headaches; the
grudges that go with a voting record in Congress. And looming over it all
was the mood of disenchantment with Washington and its ways.
Redistricting guaranteed two incumbent defeats because Illinois lost
House seats and lawmakers were running against each other in two new
districts.
The House check kiting affair hit for the first time in the defeat of a
veteran Democratic congressman, Illinois Rep. Charles Hayes, who was
high on the overdraft roster.
Illinois Sen. Alan Dixon lost in a three-way Democratic primary. His
most aggressive opponent ran last, but helped open a victory route for
Carol Moseley Braun, the Cook County recorder of deeds. If she wins the
ieneral election. Braun would be the first black female senator.
The angry mood of the voters shows in public opinion polls, in crowd
responses when candidates take on Washington, in any conversation at a
campaign rally. It's behind the movement to limit terms in office, behind
the applause when presidential campaigners complain about congressional
pay raises.
Members of Congress have been hearing about it, and some have been
worrying about it, since the last campaign. It didn't hit then; 96 percent of
the House members who sought new terms won. Only one member of
Congress was defeated in a 1990 primary, a Republican accused of sexual
misconduct. Fifteen House members lost in the general elections.
This time, the symptoms are more severe, particularly since the uproar
over the House bank and the penalty-free overdraft system that enabled
lawmakers to write checks exceeding their balances.
Hayes was denied renomination to a sixth term after it was disclosed
he'd wntten 716 overdraft checks on the bank, now shut down. An aide
called it a powerful, turnaround issue. Hayes insisted it was a false one:
"I'm not a criminal and I don't want to be treated like this," he told
reporters on election eve.
His defeat wasn't simple cause and effect; long before the check
uproar. Hayes' opponent, Bobby Rush, won the endorsement of the powerful Democratic organization in a crucial Chicago ward. Rush used the
bank scandal to press his claim that Hayes had become a captive of congressional perks.
None of that can be politically comforting to the other 295 House members on the overdraft lists.
Rep. Gus Savage. D-111., a confrontational black congressman. lost after
six terms to Mel Reynolds, a college instructor challenging him for the
third time. Reynolds went to his victory rally with a bandage on his forehead, covering the wound he suffered from shattered glass in the drive-by
shooting of his campaign car.
Reynolds, also black, won in a Chicago-area district that included more
white voters than the old Savage constituency. And Savage, typically
blamed his loss on the white racist press and on Jewish opponents.
So that could hardly be rated a test of incumbency to be applied
elsewhere.
The Dixon defeat also had its one-of-a-kind features. Dixon did much
of his campaigning against Albert Hofeld. an attorney who put $4.3 million of his own money into the campaign and ran a barrage of negative
television commercials attacking the senator as a Washington insider.
Braun. a former state legislator, entered the race after Dixon cast one of
only 11 Democratic votes for the confirmation of Supreme Court Justice
Liarence Thomas.
Ironically, the check-cashing affair may have hun Dixon, although the
Senate doesn't have such a bank and adopted a resolution to remind voters of the difference.
It didn't help Dixon; his poll rating was said to have slumped when the
hank story hit.
Braun won with 38 percent of the vote to Dixon's 35; Hofeld got 27
percent.
So, again, it was not a simple, direct test of incumbent vs. outsider.
Two weeks ago in Maryland, Rep. Beverly Byron was defeated in a
primary race for her eighth term to a seat held before her by her late
husband, whose parents each had held it before that.
"I think the people were ready for a change from business as usual in
Washington," said Tom Hattery, the state legislator who beat her with a
campaign claim that she'd lost touch with her district, a classic tactic
against an incumbent
Dixon was the first senator denied renomination since 1980. Only one
House. member had been defeated in a primary in each of the last two
campaigns. This time, though, incumbency may not be what it used to be.
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Mr. Clifford (not his real name)
offered the same admonition etery
NlAIN ST1:E I.:
year to every group of juniors who
took chemistry in my high school.
"There are only two things you
have to pay attention to in this world,"
he'd glare at us, his bushy eyebrows
and pointed ears making him look
Ledger & Times columnist
positively satanic. "Pay attention to
God and Clifford, and not necessarily
in that order."
Then he'd emit one of his demonic until the bell rang at the end of the didn't need to. Sure, the system was
corrupt - we knew it even at the tender
cackles and disappear into his office, double period.
That meant, of course, that you age of 16 - but most of us didn't care.
while his students struggled through
the week's lab experiment unassisted. could breeze through chemistry with- As far as we knew, we were carrying
There were all sorts of rumors out ever learning how to light a on a 10C2i tradition.
Now, I'm not writing about this
about Mr. Clifford, including one that bunsen burner. All you had to do was
had him distilling alcohol, and quaf- hand in the written work and mernor- because I'm particularly proud of my
fing it liberally, in the back room. Ire the right answers to the ICUS - they memories of chemistry class, but I've
been thinking a lot about Mr. Clifford
Another slanderous bit of gossip were multiple choice.
Chemistry notebooks were handed lately. The recent scandal over bad
linked him to a love affair with Miss
Yago, the girls' guidance counselor, down from generation to generation checks in the House of Representawho couldn't say the word "puberty" in my school, which might explain the tives' bank brings the old codger to
dearth of rocket scientists from Metu- mind.
without blushing.
Just last week, the house voted to
Besides his "God and Clifford" chen, New Jersey. (David Copperspeech,the wizard of the them lab had field,the magician,is from Metuchen, reveal the names of all the 355 current
other routines that never varied from but I'm not sure if Mr. Clifford had a or former members who wrote bad
checks over the 39 month period
year to year. He gave the same tests, hand in his career or not.)
Anyhow,there were kids who liked examined by the House Ethics Comand had his classes conduct the same
experiments in the same order, with- chemistry so much that they read the mittee. Some have written hundreds
out fail. And, as soon as he gave the book and conducted the experiments of bad checks, while others are guilty
directions for the weekly experiment, so they could learn something. Many of only an occasional overdraft. Some
he fled to his office, where he stayed of the rest of us didn't bother. We admit to poor judgment, while others

March 16; Nash vilk (Tena.) Banner on boatmen! checks:
The decision of Congress, under public pressure to release the names of
all members who WOW bad checks, was the proper one. Obviously, some
members whose accounts were overdrawn only a few times and by only
small amounts, will not enjoy being listed with those who routinely wrote
bad checks on the House Bank as an easy way to obtain instant, nointerest loans.
But the American people are not stupid. They will be able to distinguish between those who made honest mistakes or got caught in a small,
temporary financial pinch and those who abused a perk. .. .
The House Bank had a policy for years of paying in overdraft checks
that did not exceed the amount of a member's next paycheck. But apparently the bank didn't bounce even checks far in excess of that.
All bad checks were made good by members before the bank was
closed late last year. So the practice didn't cost the taxpayers. But citizens
will be keenly interested to see which congressmen abused their banking
privileges.
The worst offenders may lose their seats over the issue. But they'll only
be getting what they deserve. Maybe if a new batch of representatives —
more responsible with their own money — gets sent to Washington. Congress will show a bit more responsibility with the taxpayers' dollars, too,
by passing reasonable budgets.

insist it's not their fault.
What intrigues me about the situation is that some of the offenders have
reacted without any apparent contrition: "Everybody else was doing it,"
they say.
1 can't help but think of my mother and everybody else's mother - and
how they'd respond to that kind of
VICUSC.

"But you're not everybody else,"
any self-respecting parent would say.
"If everybody else jumped off the
Brooklyn Bridge, would you do it
too?"
When I was 16 I might have. In
fact, when it came to chemistry class, I
did, after a fashion.
You'll be relieved to know that Mr.
Clifford retired the year I graduated
from high school,and was replaced by
a young energetic chemistry fanatic
who made sure kids learned chemistry. Me, I'm a lost cause to science,
but I had great English teachers.
And what of Mr. Clifford? I'm not
certain, but at the last reunion it was
said that he'd moved to Washington,
for a job in a private bank. That's all I
heard, though there was some mention of a check cashing service at the
House of Representatives.

'CAN HE DO THAT?'
World Editorial Roundup
March 14; The Dispatch, Lexington, N.C., on Nixon-Bush:
Richard Nixon is right. ...
The former president, who has tried to become America's elder foreign
policy statesman with a series of books and papers released in recent
years. (says) ... U.S. assistance to Boris Yeltsin's government in Russia
had been "a pathetically inadequate response."
Although the question itself was unthinkable even a couple of years
ago, there is a growing consensus that the United States must do more to
help democracy sur‘ive in Russia.

(President) Bush ... is right when he says he doesn't have a "blank
check" to write the Russians. Times are tight and we must take care of
our own people who are hungry, or homeless, or without medical care.
But at the same time, this is an historic moment. ... If we miss the
chance to help democracy to flourish in the former Soviet Union, that
splintered nation may fall back into the hands of its right-wing military.
And that scenario might mean an unstable and dangerous government in
control of a vast stock of nuclear and conventional weapons.

Hamlet at home in Frankfort
FRANKFORT — "To succeed, or
not to succeed: that is the question:
Whether 'Us nobler..."
No, not since the late Bill Brinkley
of Madisonville has there been a
member of the Kentucky General
Assembly with a voice capable of
twisting Hamlet's words oratorically
to suit a topic before the legislature.
But, Shakespeare's hapless Danish
prince would be right at home here
these days, fretting about whether
governors should or should not be
allowed to run,for a second term of
office. Certainly, he would have
plenty of company.
A constitutional amendment permitting statewide officeholders to
seek second terms has passed the
Senate and awaits action in the House.
Now, everyone is wringing their
hands (but not, it is hoped, muttering
to skulls in graveyards) about what to
do, what to do.
Gov. Brereton Jones supports succession but, unlike his predecessor
Wallace Wilkinson, not for himself.
That's a good decision; since the
state's voters soundly rejected Gov.
John Y. Brown's effort to succeed
himself and the Senate flatly turned
Wilkinson down in his single-minded
queg for a second tam. But, with die
ghost of Wilkinson continuing to
haunt him, Jones wants passage of a
succession amendment tied to passage
of a bill requiring runoff primaries if
no candidate receives mcre than 40

percent of the primary vote.
For their part, many legislators are
fearful that a succession amendment
will so strengthen a governor that the
independence of the General Assembly will be threatened. House
Speaker Donald Blandford is especially teary of succession and what it
would mean to legislative powers.
First, Blandford and other House
leaders wanted to balance succession
with an amendment extending House
terms to four years and Senate terms
to six years. In particular, they don't
want incumbent legislators running in
the same year as a gubernatorial
election, raising the specter of candidates for governor trying to influence
legislative elections. (Wilkinson's
ghost, like Hamlet's father, just won't
leave town.)
The public, however, took to ex
tending legislators' terms with about
as much enthusiasm as it did the last
legislative retirement bill.
In reality, fears of a General Assembly under the jackboot of guber-mai& power once again are prob-

ably groundless. In the 12 years since
Brown announced he had no interest
in dictating the Democratic leaders in
the House and Senate, let alone
committee chairmen, the legislature
has come too far to slide back under
the full sway of a governor. Wilkinson's own effort to defeat incumbents
who opposed him was only marginally successful.
There's been talk of countering
succession with another amendment
which would permit a short legislative
session in off years. That makes sense,
because in fact the General Assembly
is meeting annually anyway after a
series of special sessions on topics
picked by governors. Indeed, it will
meet at least twice in 1992, with a
special session in November to deal
with health care reforms.
Whether the voters would see the
balance and approve succession and
annual legislative sessions is another
thing entirely.
Unfortunately, what the voters are
seeing is a confused and sometimes
contradictory effort to reform the

entire election process. That effort
goes in practically every direction partial public financing of statewide
races; slates of governor-lieutenant
governor candidates; limits on campaign contributions and campaign
spending in gubernatorial races; runoff primaries; succession; elimination of some elections and statewide
offices are only a few. It involves
rewriting both the constitution and
state election laws. The jockeying,
trading and balancing could result in
voters simply rejecting the amendments because they don't understand
what's been going on.
At least by Act V, Hamlet had
decided what he had to do. Jones and
legislative leaders need to do the same
thing soon so the public understands
and supports what they're aiming to
accomplish.
S.C. Van Curon, 1911-1992
Samuel C. Van Curon, editor of
The State Journal from 1959 to
1976 and co-writer of the "Agree
Or Not" state editorial column,
died after a long illness. He was
80.
Van Curon died Tuesday at
King's Daughters Memorial
Hospital.
Van Curon had a 67-year journalism career that began as a
9-year-old paperboy in Ada. Okla.,
and ended in 1976 with his retirement as State Journal editor.
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THEATRES!

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Fish fries planned at St. Leo's
Fish fries will start Friday, March 20, at 5:30 p.m. in the Parish Center of
St. Leo's Catholic Church. The cost will be $3.50 for adults, $1.75 for children, 6 to 12, and children under six, free. For information or for transportation call Donna Harris at 435-4502 or Susan Cunningham at 753-1482.

First Amendment events planned
The Committee for First Amendment Rights of Western Kentucky will
have a bake sale on Friday, March 20, at 9 a.m. in the lobby of Wal-Mart,
Murray. The Corniiiittee will meet Sunday, March 22, at 2 p.m. Meetings will
be scheduled on each Sunday. For more information call 753-9892 or
753-8618.

Arabian HOrse meeting Sunday
West Kentucky Arabian Horse Association will meet Sunday, March 22, at
2 p.m. at L. & S. Arabians at Hanson, Ky. For directions to the place at
Hanson call Theo Tuck at 753-6825.

Coldwater singing on Sunday
A gospel singing featuring The Gage Boys will be Sunday, March 22, at
1:30 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church. A potluck meal will be served at 12
noon following the morning worship service with the Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor, as speaker. The public is invited to attend.

Music Department plans contest
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club is offering a $25 first
pnze for each division, to the winner of its Middle School and High School
String, Woodwind, Brass and Percussion Contest. Second and third prizes
may be awarded at the discretion of the judges. The contest will be held
Tuesday, April 21, at 7:30 p.m. at the Woman's Club House. Deadline date
for entries is Friday, April 10. For additional information contact Joan Niffenegger at 753-8561.

Art Guild Show at Curris Center
The Women's Show of the Murray Art Guild is now on exhibit at Curris
Center Gallery, Murray State University. The show will continue through the
month of March. Admission to the gallery is free.

Country Club plans' dance
Murray Country Club will have a spring dance on Saturday, March 22, at
9 a.m. This will feature a live band. A cover charge of $5 per person will be
made. For reservations call 753-6113.

"memoirs of an
Invisible man"
(PG13)

• Rent your movies • at the movies!!
4,• 1008 Chestnut a 753.3314 •
•
•
•

Open 11:am to 10:pm

•
•

THIS WEEK!
THE COCKTAIL
HOUR
By A. R. Gurney

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

Franklin and Sitton vows
to 12e solemnized June 13

March 20-21 at 8 p.m.
March 22 at 2 p.m.
March 26-28 at 8 p.m.
March 29 at 2 p.m.'

759-1752

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Franklin of Paducah announce the engagement and
forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Janece Michelle Franklin, to
Brian Lee Sitton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sitton of Bandana.
Miss Franklin is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lexie Wilkerson and the
late Robert Wilkerson of Murray, and of Mrs. Rcba Franklin and the lare
W.A. Franklin Sr. of Marion.
Mr. Sitton is the grandson of Mrs. Grace Riehn and the late Walter
Riehn of Millersville, Mo., and of the late Mr. and Mrs. William Sitton.
The bride-elect is a 1987 graduate of Lone Oak High School and is a
senior Fashion Merchandising student at Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 1987 graduate of Ballard Memorial High School
and received his bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Missouri Rolla, Rolla, Mo. He is employed by Nooter Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, June 13, at 6:30 p.m. at
Lone Oak United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Newborn admission, dismissals
listed in Tuesday hospital report
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, March 17,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Darnall baby girl, parents, Shawna
and David, Rt. 10, Box 135, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Deborah Cowan and baby boy,
328 Church St., Paris, Tenn.; Ms.
Jeanna Roberts and baby boy, Rt. 4,
Box 356, Hickman;
Mrs. Rachel Ann Hines and baby
girl, P.O. Box 806, Calvert City; Mrs.
Angie Curran, At. 6, Box 10, Benton;
Robert Lax, HC Box 25, New Concord; Mrs. Reva Bailey, Rt. 1, Box

306, Almo; Mrs. Christine Melton, P.O.
Box 63, Dexter;
Charles Michael Stephenson, Rt. 1,
Box 147B, Almo; Ms. Myrtle Louise
Thornton, 706 Riley Ct., Murray;
Mrs. Michelle Rickard, Rt. 8, Box
262, Benton; Mrs. Myrtle Hicks, Rt. 2,
Box 730, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Janice Parm, Rt. 1, Box
274A-1, Sedalia; Mrs. Joyce Ann Gordon, 1905 Gatesborough Circle,
Murray;
Roger Johnson, At. 1, Box 275A-,
Almo; Mrs. Lisa Gaye Stanislaus, Rt.
1, Box 140, Farmington;
Paul Hart, At. 1, Box 118A, Hazel;
Paul Victor Jr., At. 1, Box 305, Big
Sandy, Tenn,

Leigh

Ann Steely Grady
(502)753-1159

THE DREAM MACHINES

STATESMAN®
POWER EQUIPMENT

You are invited
to a

Prices Good Thru March 2S

12.5 HP 42 IN. MOWER

Spring Fest

B & S I/C quiet engine. 7-spceil.
(#3429-21). Grass Catcher
not included.

Nightly 7 p.m.
March 22, 23, 24
Sunday-Tuesday

March Membership Month
March is Membership Month for the Humane Society of Calloway County.
It is time for old members to renew and to welcome new members. Volunteers are also urgently needed now more than ever, according to Terry J.
Shertzer, membership chairman. For further information call 436-5400 or
write P.O. Box 764, Murray, Ky. 42071.

99995

STATESMAN
or.
co**. Mew row
1•••••••••

—

Special Music

12 HP 38 IN. MOWER

Nursery Available

B & S Industrial/Commercial
engine. 7-speed.(#3389-21).
Grass Catcher not included.

Congregational Singing

Symposium planned March 27

Kenlake State Park is sponsoring an Essay contest for fourth and fifth
grades classes in Marshall and Calloway County Schools. Each student's
essay should comply to the following rules: Subject, Kentucky BiCentennial; length, 300-500 words; criteria: content, spilling and neatness;
due date. May 1, 1992; cover page: student's name, name of school, home
telephone number and grade. One winner from each county (Marshall and
Calloway) will be a special guest of the perk and receive a weekend vacation at Kenlake State Resort Park which will include two nights' lodging and
dinner for winner and immediate family (not to exceed four persons), with
lodging subject to availability. Winner will be notified May 15, 1992. Essays
should be mailed to Kenlakit State Resort Park, ATTN: Ky Bicentennial, Rt.
1, Box 522, Hardin, Ky. 42048. For more information call Gloria PeckHargrove at 474-2211 or 1-800-325-0143.

(PG13)

tt:tid
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Janece Michelle Franklin and
Brian Lee Sitton to marry

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society will meet Saturday, March 21, at
12 noon at Pasta Vino Restaurant, 2711 Jackson St., Paducah. Marty Perry
from the Kentucky Heritage Council, Frankfort, will be the speaker. His discussion will be about the concerns selection of sites for inclusion on the
National Registry. The luncheon will be $6.50 per person. Reservations
should be made by Tuesday, March 17, with the secretary, Miss Margaret
Heath, 1202 Joe Clifton Dr., Benton, Ky. 42025.

Essay Contest by Kenlake

'lune s
World'

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

JPHS meeting on Saturday

'Health Care Issues of the 90's will be the theme of the symposium to be
Friday, March 27, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Martha Layne Collins Industry
and Technology Auditorium, Murray State University. Featured speakers will
be Nancy Galvagni, vice president, Kentucky Hospital Association, on
'Legislation for the 90's'; Dr. Wally Montgomery, general surgeon, Paducah,
on 'Medical Issues"; Dr. Ozzie Wiggins, philosopher, University of Louisville,
on 'Ethical Issues*; and Barbara Dermody, executive director of Kentucky
Nursing Association, on 'Nursing Concerns.' This symposium will give 7
CEU's. it is being sponsored by Delta Sigma Epsilon of Sigma Theta Tau,
Murray State University, Department of Nursing, KNA District 13.

with John Candy

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Two free golf clinics for all lady members of the Murray Country Club
have been rescheduled for Wednesday, March 25, at 10:30 a.m. and on
Saturday, March 28, at 10 a.m. at the practice range of the club. These will
be held if weather permits. The clinic will be conducted by head professional
Tom Schwettman and is sponsored by the Ladies Golf Association. Instruction will be at all levels of golf experience, with beginners and new members
especially welcome. For more information call Dana Stonecipher, 753-0392,
or Betty Lowry, 753-1285.

Are you interested in losing weight? Meet with others who have a similar
problem. A new TOPS (taking off pounds sensibly) chapter will meet tonight
(Thursday) at Calloway County Hearth Department (West entrance), 701
Olive St., Murray. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and the meeting will
be from 7 to 8 p.m. Any interested persons are encouraged to attend this
meeting. TOPS is a noncommercial, nonprofit weight-control organization
which was the first of the major.weight-control clubs. The purpose of TOPS
is primarily to help all the overweight who are sincerely interested in losing
weight and keeping it off sensibly. For more information call 753-7638.

1:30
3:20
7:05
9:05

WAL-MART

Golf clinices rescheduled

TOPS meeting tonight

"Once upon
a Crime" (PC)

We are pleased to
announce that Lisa
Flanigan, bride-elect
of Eddie Brandon,
has made her domestic and household
selections
through
our bridal registry.
Lisa and Eddie
will be married April
5, 1992.

The Singles Organizational Society will have special activities on Friday, March 20, Saturday, March 21, and Sunday, March 22. The Singles
will meet at 7:45 p.m. Friday on the deck of Playhouse in the Park to
attend "The Cocktail Hour." On Saturday, the Singles will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building to caravan/carpool to Earlington
for interaction with the Madisonville Division of Singles from 8 p.m. to
12 midnight. The group will meet Sunday at 1 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to go for a hike and visit to Woodlands Nature Center, Land
Between the Lakes, with Joe as host. The SOS is a nonprofit support and
social group for single adults. Info/Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224,
Rebekah/1-247-5765 or Shirley/1-527-9748.

PACE 5

Judge Tom and
Frankie Spain

89995

SUNDAY—Judge Tom and Frankie Spain of the Madisonville First
Presbyterian Church.Tom is an Associate Supreme Court Justice for
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

5 HP REAR TINE TILLER
•41,

MONDAY — Mr. & Mrs. John (Tracy) Markley of Marion, Ill.,
Alciersgate United Methodist Church. John is the Director of
Financial Services for Resources, Inc. He is a graduate of Murray
State University where he was a member of the MSU Football Team.

Counter rotating tines. Power reverse
chain drive transmission. Adjustable
handles. 17 in. tilting width. 7 position
depth stake.(#5056-24)

TUESDAY— Dr. Randle Dew of Paducah was a national leader in
his denomination with offices in New York prior to his retirement.
Under his leadership some 12homes have been built in Paducah,and
65 major repairjobs completed. Paducah was the #7 Habitat Chapter
in the United States. There are now over 600 chapters nationwide,
and projects in 35 countries worldwide.

First Christian Church
North of the Square on 5th St.
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5 14p molly,* moans
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Jones Mill News

Orrs host fish dinner for their tobacco workers

Springtime Special
Save 10% On

By CAROLYN KAMINSKI

THERMALINE

Murray Lodger I Times Correspondent

Vinyl Siding or Easy-Clean
Replacement Windows
Up to $25 trade in on
old storm windows
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Thennaline Today!

759-4433

•
t • 2 '07.:

•

h

great food
place in Aurora

t.

es

•

▪ Opcst at 51'.9I

••
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Telus and Louie Mae OnT were
hosts of their tobacco workers for a
fish dinner on Friday, Feb. 21.
Those present were Gerald and
Peggy Holley. Charles and Carlene
Paschall. Ricky', Judy and Jamie
Orr, Bernice Fletcher. Sylvia Ku)-kendall. Haro:d and Mildred KuKendall, lames Bovd and Evel.sn
Harding.
Berna Love Tarkington held the
first home q,.ilting bee this week.
Those pr:s...in were Tina Paschall,
Jennie Welber. Bernice Fletcher.
Sylvia KLokendall, Clarice Duncan. Sue Nance. Carlene P. Paschall. Lowe Mae Orr and JoEtta
Paschall.
_ Jamie Orr spci S.:::;rJay night
Aith Chris F:ether of Springville.
Tenn. Chris was one of 10 boys
..chcsen for 1991-92 A:: Henry
County Tea. He istriZ!.grandOn
Bernice Fletcher.
JoEtta Paschall's guests on Sunday. Feb. 23, were SteNcn, Tina
and Benjamin F's hall. Jannic
Weiher. Mitch, Marilsn and Math-

Open
for the
Scas011
March 25th.!
••

74-27
•

.

•,

IMPIMMIMMIMMIMI
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'est Ken t ucky's
first ,!l-star
urant
Resta
the finest 'harbroolea
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steak.s that made our reputatzott. to oar
Rd). tre,h tiNh special,. and
mach more .. The Bros,.
Lantern LS (Iihliqhi far 011 _tad. (bin t
tchole
miNs Carok (tilt Shop
featuring ...ter tnui sdrer
- .1, trulT71- ta...luon watches
•
• and a -f(S'Aritrof
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cw Sykes, John Weiher Ill, and
Jennifer. Erica and Brandon
Weiher.
The Pat Kaminski family were
guests of Jim and Winnie Pearce of
McKenzie. Tenn., on Saturday.
Feb. 29. Other guests were Tony.
Pam and Joshua Campbell of Mayfield for dinner at the Ponderosa,
Mayfield.
Tina Paschall's quilt was started
the week of March 5.
Thomas and Clarice Duncan
were in Jacksonville. Fla., the
weekend of the first for the wed-

CALENDAR
Thursday, March 1St
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a m.4:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 19
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Infor/62-1385.

Deacon/Staff Fellowship Meal of
Grace Baptist Church/6
p.m./Rudy's Restaurant.

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center. St.
Leo Catholic Church.

General Lloyd Tilghman Camp
#l4f;5 (SCV)/7 p.m./Anne
Washington Leslie House,
Paducah.

/ BRIDAL
,REGISTRY

Carol Poe Group First Baptist
Church Women/7 p.m./Debbie
Steiner.

We are pleased to
announce that Yvette
Lambert, bride-elect
of Toy Williams, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Yvette and Toy will
be married May 9,
1992.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
flours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Specialty Items
Our Specialty
'Wedding Invitations
•Thank You Notes
•Paper Plates
& Napkins
•Ink Rubber Stamps
Much, Much More.

Premium Bedding
rtoadt n red le
ulctco lbry Prices!
t

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Lisa-Anne Samples and
Andrew Wooldridge to marry

Wedding will be May 16
Mn. and Mrs. Johnny J. Samples of Kuttawa announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lisa-Anne Samples, to
Andrew Wooldridge.
Mn. Wooldridge is the son of Mrs. Lauria Cook of Murray and the late
Robert Wooldridge of Louisville.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 16, at 3 p.m.
at Cornerstone 'Community Church, Paducah.
All relative andfriends are invited to attend.

(Cont'd on page 7)

Hazel club members decorate shirts
A lesson on "Decorating Shirts"
was presented at the February
meeting of Hazel Woman's Club
held at the Hazel Community
Center.

Silk Screening
T-Shirts, Caps etc...
"Best Prices In Town"

Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mrs.
Gary Story and Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth conducted the lesson. They
helped club members decorate
shirts and had brought paints and
other art decorating materials for
members to use.

QUICKPRINT
Southside Shopping Center
759-4796

Presiding was Mrs. Hughes Bennett, president. She welcomed Terri
Sanders and Alesia Harris, visitors.
A new member is Mrs. Dan
(Debbie) Boaz.
It was reported that Woodmen of
the World had donated 40 chairs
and five tables to the Hazel Community Center.

MARCH
MADNESS
k•fsce.
papome
uG
Nm
R
s
or
arr:M
SPRI
FBa
.
ttmes.
Ma

ding of his great-niece, Lisa
Wright. Their daughters, Hilda
Bennett, Linda Bennett and Nancy
Moore also accompanied them to
Jacksonville.
Get well wishes are sent to Mrs.
Audie Grooms who has returned
home from Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.
Saturday afternoon guests ot
Enloe and Berna Love Tarkington
were his nieces and nephews, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Cobb, Mr. and
Mrs. Buck Gordon, Michigan, and
Virginia Driver of Tri City.

Elaine Paschall, second right, is being given instructions for decorating shirts by, from left, Tammy Story, Clarkie Butterworth and Inez
Butterworth at a meeting of Hazel Woman's Club.

eirdS%

Your Health Is Our Concern

th•
1301

Wvi

$899
ØáaWl

%SO,

S

•Computenzed Prescnption Records
'Name Brand 8 Generic Drugs
'Over The Counter Preparations
•Health Care Products
FREE DELIVERY

.15% Cash Discount On All
Prescriptions
.PCS• Medimet• BC-BS• Paid State Ad
•Medical Claims Service

LAND DRUGS
HOL
753-1462
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
4th St.

109 S.
Each quality manufaiured sectional has buit irr..kners
tha let you lean back into luxurious relaxation This group
is constructed with a sold oak kame

InclInor Soctional
In Luxurious Velvet

„

Solid Wood 3-Piece Dinette
"abie

$199

$169
American Chrome
(
Jar".nq at •
Dinette

Akr

You Are Invited To Hear

Perry Cotham

Full Size

Sofa Sleeper

$399

Occasional Tables
Starting at

The club will have its annual
foreign dish dinner tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
Inez Butterworth.

GOSPEL MEETING

F7
"

The club voted to install a telephone at the center. The Senior
Citizens of Hazel had volunteered
to help with the purchase and bill.
Refreshments were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Mark Paschall and
Mrs. Steve Knott.
Other members present were
Mrs. Russ Wilson, Mrs. Bill Hudson, Mrs. Tommy Paschall, Mrs.
Joey Butterworth, Mrs. Joe Thompson, Mrs. Phil Liddle, Mrs. Leroy
Bennett, Mrs. Gerald Ray, Mrs.
Bruce Wilson, Mrs. Harold Wilkinson, Mrs. James Latimer, Ms. Carolyn Parks, Mrs. Butch Elliott,
Mrs. Lawrence Overby and Mrs.
Gerald Gallimore.

at the

29

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
March 22-27

Full Size
Recliner
Starting at

- 18139
Choice of Colors

Sunday 9 am. & 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday 7:30 p.m.

Purdom Furniture

%

Everyone Is Cordially Invited

One the West Side to the Court Square - Murray
753-4872
90 Days Same As Cash TO Qualified Buyers
Visa-MasterCard-Discover-Layaway
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Conley birth is announced

,uccl, aciftlable it Allimal

Pct,

THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1992

Brandi Marie Conley
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Conley of Rt.
6, Box 263, Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Brandi Marie
Conley, born on Saturday, Feb. 22,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed six pounds
and 14 ounces. The mother is the

former Teresa Lynn Taylor. Paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Conley of Florida. Maternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Robertson and Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry T. Taylor of Paris. A
maternal great-grandmother is Mrs.
Opal Taylor of Paris.
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EADQUARTERS

Thursday, March 19
Self-Help/Support Group of Visually Disabled/7 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Info/753-1161 or 436-2432.

Thursday, March 19
Research Evening by Sigma Theta
Tau, Delta Epsilon Chapter, Murray State University/5:30
p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.

Friday, March 20
Murray State University Men's
Tennis Team plays Northeast
Louisiana/2:30 p.m./Purcell Tennis
Courts.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
RCIA/7 p.m.

Men's Stag Night at Murray
p.m.
Club/7
Country
Reservations/753-6113.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Mule Pull, sponsored by West
Kentucky Mule Pullers
Association/6- p.m./West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center.

Friday, March 20
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steak House, Draffenville. Note change in place.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.

AA and AI-Anon/open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/rehearsal/7
p.m./club house.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

Dancing/Ronny's Place/7-10 p.m.

"Cocktail Hour"/8 p.m./Playhouse
in the Park.

Faculty Recital John Schlabach,
t 6.. Schlabach,
trumpet, and 'Vt
..ell Recital Hall,
(
flute/8 p.n c2P
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission free.

1 I
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Cabbage, Broccoll,
Cauliflower

Guest Speaker
Dr. Jerry Jeffords

Hello
Stranger!

Special Music and
Nursery Provided
Nightly!

4 for 99'

For more beautiful and healthy'Monkey Grass'remove old folige
from plants before new growth appears
White supply last No other discount
appies to sale merchandise

Mon.-Frl. 8-5
Sat. 8-4, Sun. 1-4
759-4512
Hwy. 94 East

HOffillant

The Public Is
Cordially Invited!
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COOL CROPS

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Feeding
time of Fallow and White-tailed
Deer/9:15 a.m./Nature Center;
Seven Wonders of the Solar
System/11 a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor
Center.

JEWELERS

Cs";

Coral Bells, Hershey Red, Hino Crimson,
Snow & Several Girard Varieties
Azaleas 10-12' Reg. $6.00... 13.50

South Pleasant
Grove
United Methodist
Church

-

-ge,
Pansies
4 for 4.25
Purple & White
Creeping Phlox ,,,,
8' Pot 12.99
Flat Price (20-3" Plants) *12.00

at

Hostess Kathryn OtAtand 753-3079
Hostess Ingsborg King 492-83443

X
.
At-M"‘16;f
(
1040-184;i*

BLOOMING PLANTS

94-icom?1/rsok

Administration of ABLE test/8:30
a.m./Counseling and Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. Info/762-6851.

'12.00
'12.00
'18.00

Brown' 10-12' Reg. $16.00
Wardi 10-12' Reg $1600
Densiformis 12-15 Reg $2300

REVIVAL

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, its my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useui
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.

HARDY EVERGREENS
Japanese Yews

MURRAY
TODAY

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)

.`

441

These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Daisy," a female Terrier mix; "Susie," a female house cat; "Kelly," a female German
Shorthaired Pointer, housebroken; and "Lady," a female spayed Lab. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m., Monday,
Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of
Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.
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Characteristics of baby boomers still remain a mystery
If you were born between 1946 and

1964 then you are a member of the
single largest generation in American
history. Social Security has devoted a
lot of study 10 the baby boom generation...and with good reason. The
Social Security system will provide
retirement benefits for the 76 million
members of this generation who will
begin to reach retirement age in the
second decade of the next century.
While we know with certainty that
the first baby boomer will turn 65 in

2011, there are many uncertainties
about this generation. One is this: no
one is sure just how many baby
boomers' will be retired in 2020, for
example. According to the Census
Bureau, it could be as many* as 58
million or as few as 48 million. It
depends a great deal on unknowables
— how long are the baby boomers
likely to work, and how long are they
likely to live?
Take the question of work. Some
experts say that because of lower birth

rates that followed the boomer gen- began in 1935,the average life expeceration, there will be fewer young(er) tancy for people turning65 was a little
workers in the early years of the next Imre than 11 years for men and 13
century. So, there will be greater years for women; today those numdemand for older workers to continue bers are 15 years for men and 19 for
working. On the other hand,the same women; and when the rust baby
experts agree that recent experience boomer reaches 65 in 2011, the
indicates just the opposite: workers numbers could be as many as 18 for
seem to be retiring at increasingly men and 23 for women. But that last
number is iffy. New diseases, enviryounger ages.
hazards or unexpected inonmental
we
A similar situation exists when
look at probable mortality rates for the creases in, for example, heart disease
baby boomers. When Social Security could cut future life expectancy. By

the same token,new medical breakthroughs or healthier lifestyles might
Lengthen boomers' years after retirement. For example. the U.S. Public
Health Service has estimated that a
substantial reduction in cancer could
add 3 years to everyone's life expectancy.
The Social Security disability insurance trust funds will also be affected by the health of the baby boom
generation. Already, the average age
of a male disabled beneficiary has

SPRING

declined from 57.3 years in 1960, to
51.1 years by 1987. We at Social
Security continue to watch this generation with great interest - and plan
accordingly. Our trust fund balances,
for example, are accumulating
enough reserves to pay benefits for at
least 50 years. But so much about the
baby boomers remains unpredictable.
And frankly, a generation that has
always prided itself on being different
probably likes it that way.
For more information about Social
Security contact the Paducah Social
Security office at 443-7506,the Mayfield Social Security office at 2478095 or call our toll-free number all800-772-1213.

Woman redeems
third winning
lottery ticket
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
third winning ticket from Saturday's $18 million Lotto Kentucky
drawing was redeemed Wednesday
by a Barbourville woman, her sister and her mother.
Janet Wilson, 31, bought the
ticket with her sister, Denise
Smith, 33 of Acworth, Ga., and
their mother, Ellen Mathis, 51, of
Rome, Ga.
The family members will split
S228,000 a year after taxes for the
next 20 years.
They received their first cash
payments Wednesday from Kentucky Lottery President Jim
11osker.

Contract Bridge
Tender
Loving Care
ALL DENIM JEANS FOR
MISSES. PETITES & WOMEN

JUNIORS JEANS
Sale 19.99 Reg 26 99 Rio' jeans
Sale 19.99 Reg 22 99 Mixed Blues!' ea^s

East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4. A 14 853
V A94
•J63
+52
EAST
WEST
+QJ10972
111.18732
•K Q6
•9 4
•8
4 KQ10984
+763
SOUTH
+64
✓ 105
• A K Q10752
•A J
The bidding:
South West North
East
Dble
3*
1•
Pass
5•
Pass
4•
44
Opening lead — queen of spades.

BOYS & GIRLS
SPRING SAVINGS

JEANS FOR MEN FROM "THE
ORIGINAL ARIZONA JEAN CO."

LEVI'S® JEANS
FOR MEN

OFF
0/0
25

Sale 21 99 Reg $30 Enzyme indigo Jeans

20%-30% OFF
•ALL MEN'S
DRESS
SHIRTS FROM:

25°'

OFF

ALL CHIC FOR
MISSES, PEITITES
& WOMEN

Stafford Stafford Executive
and Van Heusen

30

SAVE ON
•HUNT CLUB
SHIRTS. PANTS
& SHORTS
FOR MEN
o'•

'
DOCKER'S1
APPAREL FOR MEN
Now 26.99. Twill pants
Now 17.99. Shod-sleeve pique shirt
Seas priors effective through Afar 29Ih

OFF

CULTURED PEARLS
& GEMSTONES

• ALL SWIMWEAR
• ALL NOVELTY T-SHIRTS &
TANK TOPS
• ALL BEACH PANTS
• ALL SHORTS SETS
• SELECTED SHORTS
• SELECTED SHORT-SLEEVED
TOPS

Or OFF
50% OFF

Sale 14.99 Reg $24 Polo shirt
^ fashion colors or twit pants
Sale prices effective through
Mar. 29th

One ofthe purposesofa preemptive
bid is to cmwd the bidding in the hope
that the opponents will then stumble
intothe wrongcontract:11ms,intoday's
deal,after his partner passes,West has
good reason tothink thatthe opponents
have a game. Furthermore, nothing
dreadfulcah occurto him ifhe bidsthree
spades and gets doubled. West has six
probable tricks,and if North-South can
make a game or a slam, the penalty
incurred will be worthwhile.
In theactual case,North doubles
three spades and East runs to four
clubs. South then winds up in five
diamonds, but note that his side
might have reached three notrump
(making five) had there been no interference.
As it happens,five diamonds is a
sound contract that cannot be defeated if declarer plays correctly.
However, the fact is that it's very
easy to play the hand incorrectly.
West leads the spade queen and
South's mettle is tested at once. The
proper play is to follow low from
dummy and let West win the trick!
When West then continues with the
jack, declarer ducks again, and he
ducks a third time when West returns the ten,this time ruffing in his
hand. South then has no trouble
collecting the rest of the tricks.
If declarer makes the mistake of
playing high from dummy on any of
the first three spade leads, he goes
down one. However, he should realize from the bidding that West has
six spades and East none, so he
should let West win the first two
tricks.
Another way to state the actual
situation is to say that South sees 11
tricks assoon asdummy comesdown,
and all he has to do is to treat them
with tender loving care.

14 KT GOLD
CHAINS
AND BRACELETS

• ALL SUNGLASSES &
SUMMER ACCESSORIES
• ALL HATS

Tomorrow. Bidding quiz

Reed* prices appearing in this ad are offering prices only
Ube may or may not have been made et regular concise

C1902 JCPeriney Cormier", Inc

Anwetry swellsble only el JCPeriney stores with Fine
Jewastry devotionals. Selection new very by store
SONM nteranendlee rim net be wettable et every store
en Nem le net swelled* et pow nearest JCPenney store
ere via ~if order it tor you. Ids prices effective N.
19111 Vireo. titer 2111111

JCPenne
Salon Hours
Mon Tues Wed 108
Thorn & Fri 9e
Sat 9-6, Sun I.

Chestnut Hills • Murray

Store Hours
Mon Sal 109
Sun 12 30-5 30

brie prices effective ttwough Mar 21st. unless otherwise
noted Percentages off represent savings On regular Or
original prices Intermediate markdown. may have been
taken on original prices. Reductions on onginai pnced
merchandise effective until Mock is depleted All mass
exclude JCPenney Smart Values Now prices represent
savings on regular prices

Oltice Phone
756 1400

Catalog Phone
759 4080
1 SOO 222 6161

A&A Auto &
Van Rental
*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
& Vans
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
, -it East Main St.
I- 7 . 1

753 4461
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Murray's Playhouse opens fourth fall/winter season show Friday
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
opens the fourth production of its
1991-92 Fall/Winter season Friday.
"The Cocktail Hour" is the third
play by A.R. Guerney to be featured at the Playhouse. "The
Dining Room" and "What 1 Did
Last Summer" were previously
well-received by Playhouse
audiences.
Playhouse veteran Carol Julian
directs "The Cocktail Hour" and
plays the role of Nina. Julian
recently appeared in the Playhouse

productions of "Crimes of the
Heart" and last year's West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival presentation of "Die Like a Dog In the
Middle of the Road."
Assisant director Louise Weatherly directed the record-breaking
1990 production of "Steel Magnolias" and the Playhouse's new premier presentation of "The
Crucible."
Rick Jobs plays John, the playwright son who has returned home
to ask his family's permission to

produce his latest play. Jobs is very the Middle of the Road" and
familiar to Playhouse audiences, "Black Comedy."
Playing the role of Ann, John's
having last appeared as Petruchio
in
Shrew"
and Bradley's wife, is Mary
the
mother
of
Taming
in "The
1991. Jobs has appeared in several Anne Medlock. Last seen as Hattie
Playhouse roles, dating from the in the 1991 summer offering
first plays produced in the park. "Laundry and Bourbon," Medlock
Murray State University's John has served as actress, stage manaGriffin returns to the stage as the ger and youth group advisor at the
father, Bradley, who violently community theater.
The stage manager is Donald R.
opposes his son's new play for reashame.
family
Assisting Fleming is
a
Fleming.
involving
sons
Griffin's other roles at the Play- Young Actors' Guild member Joey
house include "Die Like a Dog In Royalty, who will also serve as

sound and light technician.
In realizing designer Pat Skinner's set, technical director Kyle
Mills has the help of a crew including Fleming, Royalty. Michael Carroll, Chris- Inman, Richic Jones.
Sherrie Valentine and Brad Vermuellen. Lighting design for the
show is by Logun Abbitt. Propos
and set dressing are by Janet Wingfield Schell and makeup design is
by Brian Craig.
To make reservations or for
information about special group

Library exhibit

KCA hosts
auditions
for school

Museum, the Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach,
along with the Murray Art Guild
and MSU first lady Charlene
Kurth.
She has been teaching watercolor
seminars since 1979. In 1986 she
was invited to the Soviet Union by
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, who was then
the U.S. Defense Attache at the
American Embassy in Moscow, to
present a seminar to a group of
international women. Dr. Kurth is
now president of MSU.
"Although my seminars are
structured, in that each day a specific set of disciplines are covered,
I feel any student, whether a begineer or continuing growing professional, will find content and meaning for his or her own painting process. Direction and critique only
release the creative sprit in each of
us," she said.
Artists interested in the workshop should send a $25 deposit for
the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach,
Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071. For more
information call (502)-762-4159 or
1-800-669-7654.

foe

The Kentucky Center for the
Arts is filled with the most talent at
the annual final auditions for the
Kentucky Governor's School for
,
the Arts.
On Saturday, March 14, the center played host to 385 young finalists from 78 countries, all of whom
were singing, dancing, acting and
interviewing for the honor of
attending the prestigious summer
program.
The Governor's School for the
Arts, an education program of the
Kentucky Center for the Arts, is a
summer residential program for
120 artistically talented high school
sophomores and juniors in the
areas of creative writing, dance,
drama, instrumental music, visual
arts and vocal music. The 385
finalists were among 1,200 who
initially applied and auditioned at
seven preliminary regional sites.
The 1992 Governor's School
will be held June 21 to July II on
the campus of Bellarrnine College
in Louisville. During the threeweek program, students receive
intensive group and individual
instruction in their art discipline. In
addition, interdisciplinary projects,
exposure to guest artists and field
trips to Louisville cultural institutions are offered.
A special benefit from participation in the program is the annual
College and Career Day held in
November of each year. On College Day, Governor's School students are given a special opportunity to audition and interview for
college admissions and scholarships before representatives from
colleges and universities from
around the country. Last year, more
than 90 colleges and universities
were represented at College Day.

icket prices are S6 for adults,
S5 for senior citizens and S4 for
studerfts and children.

h

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
March 19
Meeting — Camera Club, 7 p.m., Calloway County Public Library.
March 20-22 and 26-29
Play — "The Cocktail Hour," admission, 8 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays, 2 p.m. Sundays,- Playhouse in the Park.
March 22
Faculty recital — Scott Erickson, woodwinds and Media Erickson,
voice, free, 3:30 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
March 24
Guest alumni recital — Greg Varner, piano, free, 8 p.m., Annex Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
March 26 to 28
Play — "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," admission, 8 p.m. Robert
E. Johnson Theatre, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
March 29
Faculty recital — Don Story, clarinet, free, 2 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Extra Pounds
Got You Down?
Twelve hand-woven pieces by hand weaver, designer and teacher Sallie Guy are currently on exhibit at the Calloway County Public
Library through April 3. The public is invited to view the exhibit during regular library hours.

Call us and set up an
appointment with "our
fitness professionals."

Premiere
I lealth and Fitness Club
759-9999

University Square

MCMA announces special offer
The Murray Civic Music Association's board of directors proudly
announces its 34th annual season
with a special offer for new and
renewing members.
The series will include an old
favorite, world-class ensemble, The
Louisville Orchestra. New to
MCMA will be the RirieWoodbury Dance Company, which
has been selected by the Kentucky
Arts Council for a seven-week residency in Kentucky.
The exciting, contemporary
dance company will present a
major MCMA performance and
also be in the community for workshops and special school
presentations.
In addition, a chamber music
concert from a neighboring state,
yet to be announced, will be featured in addition to Duke Elling-

Opening night for the show is
Friday at 8 p.m. The show continues Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. The following
weekend, performances are scheduled for Thursday through Saturday, March 26-28 at 8 p.m. and
March 29 at 2 p.m.

•fr.,".xf WEEKLY
7.146 ARTS CALENDAR

Watercolor Week set
Murray State University will
observe Watercolor Week March
30 to April 4 with guest artist Barbara Thelin Preston of Burke, Va.
Preston's month-long watercolor
exhibit titled "A Carousel of Colors" will open at the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum on the Murray
State campus with a reception
Wednesday, April 1, from 7 to 9
p.m.
She will also work with 250 art
students from five area school systems — Calloway County, Graves
County, Marshall County, Mayfield
City and Murray Independent
March 30 and 31 at the Wrather
Museum.
A highlight of her visit to Murray will be a three-day seminar
held at the Murray Art Guild at 103
N. Sixth St. The seminar is limited
to 22 artists who will work with
Preston April 2-4 from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. The registration fee for the
seminar is $125.
"I offer these creative seminars
in watercolor as a means of keeping alive the effort to reach students on an individual basis, with
the intent to stimulate their personal styles and ideas, through teaching the power of color, the movement of design patterns and the joy
of this juicy elusive medium," Preston said.
Preston's visit to Murray is
sponsored by Murray State's
Department of Art. Wrather

rates, call the Playhouse in the Park
box office at 759-1752.

ton's "Sophisticated Ladies," a
musical featuring a cast of 17 plus
an orchestra.
The New York Daily News
described the show as "a miracle,"
and The New York Times called it
"a stroke of genius." Join us in
1992-93 for something old, something new, something borrowed,
something blue. MCMA is the
place to be!
Join now at this year's membership rates (the price will increase
this fall). The price of membership
includes a reciprocity with neighboring associations. Family membership is $55, individual memberships $25. Assure the continued
accessibility of world -class performing arts attractions in Murray
by becoming a patron (a tax deductible contribution). The public is
asked to respond by March 23.

JAMISON PRESIDENTIAL SUITE BEDDING..
THE OVERNIGHT VACATION!
For the first time ever, you can purchase the same premium
bedding used in all 1,891 rooms at the world-famous
Opryland Hotels".

•

I want to join
MCMA for the
1992-93 Concert
Season.

Ort

Designed Pod Crafted Excloaitify for

OPRYLAND HOTEL

Name
Addresss
City

State

Zip

Telephone
Date
Make checks payable to Murray Civic Music Association. Detach
coupon and mail your payment to Vickie Travis, 2225 Edinborough,
Murray, Ky 42071.
Adult No
Membership Fee $
Student No.
Check —Cash
Family
Patron Contribution $
Adult No.
Check — Cash —
Student No.
Total

•

Membership Fees
$55
Family
$25
Adults
$15
Students/Children
Family membership consists of two adults and any number of children
under one roof.
Patron Program
Corporate Sponsor
Benefactor
Sustaining Patron
Patron
Friend
*Above membership fee

$500 or more
$100 or more*
$50 to $99*
$25 to 549*
$15 to 524*
a
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^ •
c•
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SPORTS
Racer rookies enjoying tourney attention
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodges & limos Sports Editor

MILWAUKEE, Wis. -- Michael
Hunt has been here before. After
going to the NCAA Tournament in
1990 when the Racers met Michigan State, this year's tournament is
nothing new.
Then again, it's very new.
When the Racers lest that overtime game to the Spartans in Knox-

MIOV/EST REGIONAL
First Naiad
Thursday, Marc% II
NL
I Tha SW*" OWN
lillitaulta•
Karr S4•15 (I 7-(2) II )5 an
Moor (
(2040)
aa. Pappaisa (246) SO
Mannika Stan
rano dr
..
Harr (25 5) 705 pa
(21
11)
Marra Tech
Smarr' Cannot (23-5) o %Gramma L eklaili•••
0
"
-IL 30 dinill_dr

vine, Hunt wasn't on the floor and
he wasn't on the bench. He was in
the stands with the rest of the paying customers

Joining the Racers this year as a
walk-on, or more to the point, 3
sparring partner for Scott Edgar's
scholarship players, Hunt is enjoying what so many basketball players in the United States only dream
of: he's on an NCAA Tournament
team.
"I've been on campus for three
years and I got to see the team go
to the NCAA Tournament," said
Hunt, a junior from Madisonville

and one of five Racers experiencin the 64-team extravaganza for
the first time. "1 never thought I'd
he apart of it as a player."
Craig Gray, Jamal Evans, Bo
Walden and Maurice Cannon join
Hunt as Racers making their
maiden voyage in the tournament.
"I watched it on TV and know
all about it," said Evans, a junior
reserve. "It's great being here."
The tournament appearance

didn't surprise Evans. The Racers'
other three appearances have been
helpful in Racer recruiting.
"Murray State has a history of
being in the tournament," Evans
explained from the lobby of the
Racers' Milwaukee hotel the night
before the Racers' game with Arkansas. "With Popcye (Jones) still
here and Frank (Allen) on the
team, I knew we'd have a pretty
(Cont'd on page 11)

NCAA MIDWEST
"That covers a lot of time and
miles because back in the time I
started as a coach in intercollegiate
athletics it wasn't even fashionable
to have a black assistant. let alone
a black head coach." said
Raveling.
"I think that we've made meaningful progress, but I think that the
progress probably mirrors the same
type of progress we've made in our
social system." he said. "It's been
slow and it's been painful and quite
often we take four steps only to
find out we took two steps backwards. We've moved at a turtle's
pace.
"I think that's what has happened. As the (John) Thompsons
and the Nolan Richardsons and the
John Chaneys of the world do well,
I think it creates a blanket of security for athletic directors. ...
"It's been difficult to have black
coaches perceived as having the
ability to coach this game."
Richardson says black assistant
coaches and former players should
be given the opportunity to be head
coaches, if they meet the
requirements.
"Not that I'm going to give a
black coach a job because he happens to be black. I don't say that. I
say if he's qualified and can do the
job, he should have that
opportunity."

places," Sutton said. "I would
hope that if we are fortunate
enough to get back to Lexington.
we will be well-received. And, I
would think we would be."
Sutton and his staff resigned at
Kentucky after the 1988 season
during an NCAA investigation
into recruiting violations that
landed the Wildcats on probation
for two years.
One of the most significant
charges in the investigation was
that one of Sutton's assistant
coaches had mailed cash to a
recruit, Chris Mills.

Waraseisr, Mos.
Knack (26-6).
, Ohl Drawn (1544), 11-35 p.a.
N.C.
(23S) ft. Is.. kw (20-12). 30
arm due
Munch...um (21-4) n. Fairs (12-I2). SAO PAL
Sanwa (2)-i).. Prawns (22-5), 30 was.. dur
Second Round
Sunday, Marta 22
At The Castsum
lloresalsr, Mass.
N.C. Clarlan-ran Soo raw ass Knurly-Old
Doerr ran. 1.30
Marrhariss-Fardlon raw as Syracan-Priacoas
now, 30 =saw din

MICHAEL BANKS/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Maurice Cannon. pictured above driving against Morehead State's Patrick Tubbs during
Racers playing their first game in the NCAA tournament.
the ()VC tournament, is one of

NCAA SOUTHEAST

Ironically, Mills also will be in
The Omni in Atlanta on Friday
for the first round of the Southeast Regional.
Mills plays for 10th-ranked
Arizona, which meets East Tennessee State in the final game of
Friday's four-game s1/4.heclule.
St. John's (19-10) and Tulanc
(21-8) open the four-game set at
12:15 p.m. EST. Oklahoma State
(26-7) and Georgia Southern
(25-5) play in the second game.
(Cont'd on page 11)

Ball State-Utah highlight NIT play
most unique games in the entire
postseason.
What makes it special is that
Utah coach Rick Majerus coached
at Ball State for two years and led
the Cardinals to their best record
ever (29-3) in 1988-89 with some
of the same players
The others are Wisconsin-Green
Bay (25-4) at Manhattan (23-8),

(AP)—Ball State's first round
National Invitation Tournament
matchup at Utah Thursday night
comes complete with a little extra
baggage.
" This is a well-thought-out,
discussed and unique matchup they
have made." Ball State coach Dick
Hunsaker said. "It's not an afterthought. We will have one of the

Springtime Savings
For dependable power get a NAPA Specialty
Battery NAPA Batteries give you less downtime and longer operating life service. 18221

Only

$1995(While Supplies Last)

We carry batteries for Snappar and Briggs and Stratton Mowers

See us for all your
small engine needs.

Murray Auto Parts
641 North. Murray

Butler (21-9, at Purdue (16-14),
Richmond 122-7) at Florida
(16-12). Rhode Island (20-9) at
Vanderbilt (15-14). Southern Illinois (22-7) at Boston College
(16-13), Long Beach State (18-10
at Texas Christian (22-10), Louisiana Tech (23-7) at New Mexico
(18-12), and Arizona State (18-13)
at UC Santa Barbara (20-8).
In Wednesday night's action, it
was Tennessee 71. AlabamaBirmingham 68: Notre Dame 63,
Western Michigan 56: Virginia 83,
Villanova 80. Kansas State 85,
Western Kentucky 74. and Pittsburgh 67, Penn State 65.

EARN
6.70%

Lawn and Garden Battery

753-4424

'Anything can
happen'-Pitino
warns 'Cats

EAST REGIONAL
First Raund
Friday, Much 20
At n• Contrura

Sutton back in Rupp? It's possible Shaq expecting the usual
4-man defensive attack
ATLANTA (AP) — Eddie Sutton is two victories away from
coaching another game in Rupp
Arena.
Sutton's 11th-ranked Oklahoma State Cowboys will have to
beat Georgia Southern on Friday
and either St. John's or Tulane on
Sunday to earn a spot in the
NCAA Southeast Regional semifinals — scheduled for next
weekend in the Lexington, Ky.,
arena where Sutton coached
Kentucky.
"AS far as going back to Lexington, it's one of my favorite

of the Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky passed its first test
in postseason play with flying
colors.
Back in the Southeastern
Conference tournament after
sitting out the past two years
for breaking NCAA rules, the
Wildcats went on to win their
16th title in impressive
fashion.
Now it's on to the NCAA
East Regional in Worchester.
Mass., where Kentucky carries
a No. 2 seed into Friday's
contest against No. 15 Old
Dominion.
After what the Wildcats
accomplished during the season
and SEC tourney, coach Rick
Pitino believes anything can
happen in the next two
weekends leading up to the
Final Four in Minneapolis.
That's because the Wildcats
exceeded his expectations in
compiling a 26-6 record and
finishing No. 6 in the final
Associated Press poll.

Richardson calls for
more minority coaches
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Nolan
Richardson can see the progress
that's been made in the hiring of
black college basketball coaches
since he entered the profession 25
years ago. Still, he says, there's
room for improvement
George Raveling and Larry
Finch agree.
In this field of basketball, the
program has been slowly developing, but at least it's been developing," said Richardson, who's been
a head coach since 1981 and has
spent the last six years at Arkansas.
"I can go back to the days when
I first walked in as a junior college
coach :n the the state of Texas
(1978). 1 was the only black coach
Were," recalls Richardson.
"I can go back to 1967 when 1
took the high school job in El Paso,
Texas. and at the state convention
was the only (black) guy there.
went to Oklahoma and it was the
same situation."
Richardson. Memphis State's
Finch and Southern Cal's Raveling,
all black head coaches, led their
teams into the NCAA Midwest
Regional that began today at the
Bradley Center.
Raveling was an assistant at Villanova for seven years and then
three years at Maryland before getting his first head coaching job in
1972 at Washington State. He
moved on to Iowa and then to
Southern Cal six years ago.

Mike
EMBRY

AX-DEFER RED ANNUM Y
RATE CCARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early ..urrender
charges. apply.
(85,000 minimum)

BOISE, Idaho (AP) — Shaquille
O'Neal has seen the same defense
all season.
"Put four guys on Shaq and let
everybody else go," he said.
Things might be different,
though, when O'Neal and his Louisiana State teammates play Brigham Young tonight in the first round
of the NCAA West Regional.
BYU coach Roger Reid indicated his team will not concentrate
all its defensive efforts on LSU's
7-foot-1 all-American.
"I've seen teams put three people around him and he's going to
score," Reid said. "But we think
they've got other players. If he gets
40 and we win, that's OK.
"I'm not so focused on him,"

NCAA WEST
Reid said. "If you concentrate on
Shag, those other guys can hurt
you."
The 25th-ranked Tigers love that
plan.
"That's a brave approach," forward Vernel Singleton said. "I
think Shaq will appreaciate them
not really focusing on him. It's
nice for someone to play us honest
once in awhile. I think it will take
awhile for us to adjust."
LSU (20-9) plays BYU (25-6) in
the third of the four first-round
games at Boise State University.
Fifth-ranked Indiana (23-6) meets
Eastern Illinois (17-13) in tonight's
final game.

Duke hungry for Camels
NCAA EAST
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP) —
Before top-ranked Duke takes on
Campbell, the Blue Devils should
open the history books.
It was 1986, and the Blue Devils
came to Greensboro as the topseeded team in search of its first
national championship. Mississippi
Valley State was the 16th seed and
nearly upset the Blue Devils.
"We've always been prepared
and ready to play," said Duke
assistant coach Tommy Amaker, a
member of that 1986 team. "They
played hard. They were wellcoached and they came after us.
"We were fortunate to get out of
there with a win," he said. "They
had us down 10 in the second half,
and good plays by Johnny Dawkins
got us out of the hole. I think that
really helped us to get all the way
to the Final Four and the final

FARM
BUREAU

game because that really shook us
a little bit as,far as how teams were
going to come after us."
The Blue Devils (28-2) are in a
similar spot this season — facing a
team with long odds and high
hopes. Duke is trying for history
again — consecutive national titles
for the first time in 19 seasons.
"I really don't think our guys
would take anybody lightly. That's
one of the trademarks of our team
all year," Amaker said. "Our guys
are really hungry. With the chance
of doing something that will go
down in history, you can't afford to
take anyone lightly. Obviously, I
think they know what's at stake."
The Campbell-Duke game
tonight is the third of four in the
NCAA East Regional. Seton Hall
(21-8) took on La Salle (20-10) in
the opener, followed by West Virginia (20-11) against Missouri
(20-8).

Beech Grove Sporting Clays
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"We're good enough to win
the national championship,"
gushed Pitino at his news
conference on Tuesday.
But he cautioned: "We're
also thin enough in some
things to get beat in the first
round. think 50 teams are
capable of winning this
tournament."
Pitino's elation about his
team's impressive 80-54 victory over Alabama in the SEC
tourney final on Sunday was
evident two days later.
"If we can rebound like we
did against Alabama, the sky
is the limit for this basketball
team," he said. Kentucky had
a 37-35 edge on the Crimson
Tide.
Rebounding has been one of
those thin areas where the
Wildcats have been vulnerable.
Only 10 times have they held
an advantage on the boards
this season.
There's the lack of team
speed that somehow doesn't
surface when the players are
working in unison in the fullcourt pressure defense and the
passing is crisp and surehanded on offense.
And the 3-point shot can be
a potent weapon when they
drop for the Wildcats, but that
can turn into an exercise in
futility when they're not on
the mark.
Pitino also pointed out that
what Kentucky may lack in
physical talent, it more than
makes up for in intelligence.
The coaches don't have to
spend a lot of time on scouting reports because the players
pick it right up in game
preparation.
"Our basketball team is
intelligent," he said. "They're
good students of the game.
It's all part of the equation
and that's one of our
strengths."
While there is talk about a
possible matchup between Kentucky and top-ranked Duke in
the East final, Pitino is staying focused on Old Dominion.
"Anybody who thinks
they're good enough to look
ahead never gets there," he
said.
Kentucky returned as a
force much sooner than many
observers thought possible
when the sanctions were handed down in 1989.
"I do think the perception
has been positive and good,
not only in having fun in our
games and winning, but doing
it with integrity," he said.
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76'ers fall at Detroit as
Rodman, Walker produce

Actions& Reactions
CALLOWAY MIDDLE

girls basketball
Calloway Middle School recently held its boys andwho
were district
banquet. Pictured are the 'eighth grade girls team row,
from left)
(front
were:
plaques
receiving
Those
p.
runners-u
Yoo,
Julie
Blalock,
Cammie
er,
Shoemak
Tasha
Shannon Williams,
and
Felts
Kelly
Award,
Captain's
Holland
e
Jamie Kimbro, Stephani
Kelly Williams, April
Dards Carson. (Back row) Stephanie Bessent, Manness,
and Jackie
Wyatt, Regina Tabers, Christy Roberts, Cassie
Award.
Coach's
and
Academic
Guerin

BOXING
ATLANTA (AP) - Willie Holyfield, the 35-year-old brother of heavyin
weight champion Evander Holyfield, was shot and killed at his home
said Willie Holysouthwest Atlanta, police said. Homicide Sgt. Tom Kingand
charged with
field's brother-in-law, Michael Lucas, 35, was arrested
murder.

Racer rookies...
(Cont'd from page 10)
good shot at winning the OVC
Tournament."
Whether it's expected or not,
college basketball's biggest event
has a special atmosphere.
"It's unreal," Hunt said of the
tournament's atmosphere. "The
OVC Tournament was important,
but this on another level. More
people are interested and it's so
hyped.
"It was nice walking into the
Bradley Center (site of the Midwest regionals first-round games)
and seeing all those people there to
watch practice," Hunt said of the
team's one-hour workout on Wednesday. "And knowing tomorrow
that everybody is going to be
watching Murray State and Arkansas on national television. It's great
to be a part of it."
The NCAA Tournament is just
an added bonus for Hunt, as well
as his teammates, after such an
unexpected season that ended in a

fifth-straight OVC championship.
Hunt has only played in 15 of the
Racers' 29 this season, and mostly
his job is to come in and mop for
the Racer regulars. Even though
he's only averaged 2..3 minutes per
game this season, Hunt has become
a crowd favorite with Racer
faithful.
"I'll come home and people will
say that they saw me on TV," said
Hunt, whose future as a Racer may
end shortly, as Edgar is expected to
bring in a number of scholarship
players next season. "People know
1 don't play much but they look up
to me because I'm on the team and
work just as hard as everyone else.
"It's great the way the people
cheer for me when I get into a
game. It's wild."
It may, or may not, only last one
season, but Michael Hunt has
something that every basketball
player dreams of, but doesn't
always receive: a trip to the NCAA
Tournament.

(AP)-The Detroit Pistons, coming off a season-low 77-point performance, got an offensive tuneup
from their defensive standouts.
Dennis Rodman, averaging 9.4
points, had 16 points and 25
rebounds, and Darrell Walker,
scoring 5.1 points per game, scored
eight of his 14 points in the fourth
quarter Wednesday night, lifting
the Pistons to a 91-85 victory over
the Philadelphia 76ers.
"This was just one of those
nights," said Walker, who scored
eight of Detroit's first nine points
in the fourth quarter. "We knew
we needed a win, so I was going to
the basket more. If my shot was
there, 1 was taking it."
Rodman, who grabbed 20 or
more rebounds for the 33rd time in
his last 49 games, scored 12 points
on tip-ins and helped the Pistons to
a 52-34 rebounding advantage.
"Rodman's just relentless," SixCS coach Jim Lynam said. "You
have to try to get a body on him,
but that's tough to do."
"It was really tough out there,
but I reached into my bag of
tricks," Rodman said. "I needed a
lot of desire and determination to
keep me going."
The victory was Detroit's eighth
in nine games, with the only defeat
the 89-77 loss to Atlanta Monday
when the Pistons set a team record
for fewest points at home.
"We had a lot more energy and
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Trio fighting for Cubs' spot

her & Jewelry
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"That's his decision to make,"
Wilkins said. "I am just going to
go out and play hard-nosed baseball and let the rest take care of
itself."
Lefebvre said he hasn't decided
on his opening day lineup yet.
Girardi is healthy again after
missing most of last season with a
lower back injury that flared up
during spring training.
"Last year at this time I was
starting to get pretty bad," he said before a recent workout at the
Cubs' camp.
He ended up playing just 21
games for the Cubs last season. But
this spring, Girardi said, he's ready
to retake the starting job he had in
1990 when he played 133 games
behind the plate.
"I think I have to go out and
win it," Girardi said. "I don't
think anything is given to you in
this game."

MESA, Ariz. (AP) - Chicago
Cubs manager Jim Lefebvre is
watching a three-way battle for
catcher in training camp this
season.
Joe Girardi, Rick Wilkins and
Hector Villanueva are working
behind the plate, and all have
experience.
Girardi and Wilkins said they
think Lefebvre is looking for one
of the three to emerge as an everyday catcher.
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APPLICATION
Manna 4-6 pa 12 vol universal rotary vane
3.5-5 5 pa 12 vok solencid style
5.8-8 7 pa %Woe style
Fc4c1 Mune 8 cyl 84-76
Chrysler Monne 8 cyi 89-78
Voke WI 69-79
Volvo 4 cyl 8949
Mercury We* OMC 4.8 Cyl 89-65
Chris Craft US Marne 8 cyl 89-88
Chns Craft US Minns8 cyl 89-84
Mercury Marine 4 cy189-84
Mercury Maine 8 cy I 6948
Marmoset OfAC Mann'8 cyl 87-79
'12 volt universal rotary vane
'12 ,A311 Hign Performance universal rotary vane
'6 vol unviraiSal rotary vane
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Test your backhoe loader operating
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48 19
Portland
44 20
Gorden Stale
43 24
Phoong
16 30
Seam*
35 32
LA Clippers
34 32
LA Lakes
20 47
Sacramento
I-cinched playoff Conn
Tuesday's Games
Chcago 90 New Jersey 79
Nevi Yoe 99 Orlando 86
Allirauluse 127. Boston 1%
Houston 100. LA Clippers 92
Denver 118. Sacramento 100
Phoeni. 92 Dalias 81
Portland 111 lAnnesota 91
Gotten State 119 Seattle 107
Wednesday's Games
'Boston 96 Cleveland 94
'
Indiana 116 Miami 111 OT
Orlando 961 Atlanta 96
Detroit 91, Philadelphia 85
San Antonio 118. Sacramento 89
LA Clippers 117, Dallas 86
Portland 98 LA Lakes 93
Gorden Slate 123 lAnnagsola

NIT RESULTS

Bill Laimbeer's jumper gave the
Pistons an 86-81 edge with 1:50
NBA SCORES
left before Charles Barkley was
ejected by referee Bill Saar for
EASTERN CONFERENCE
arguing a no-call on a drive to the
Atlantic Division
W L Pct GB
basket a few minutes earlier. Joe
40 25 615 New York
and
30 652 4
37
throw
Dumars hit the free
Boston
30 36 455 104
Philadelphia
Laimbeer followed with another
37 44$ 11
10
Waft
29 36 446 11
Nes Jersey
jumper for an eight-point lead.
333 181.
22
44
Washington
16 51 239 25
Ortsndo
"I didn't stop by hitting thin
Central Deleon
EXHIBITION BASEBALL
55 12 621 air," Barkley said. "When I go to
1-C reago
43 21 672 10A
Cleveland
I
Wednesdays Games
down,
the hole and get knocked
41 26 612 14
Devon
Cinonnas 6. Si Laos 4
32 36 471 234
ana
whistle."
a
hear
to
expect
Boston 5, Pittsburgh 3
31 35 470 23.4
Atlanta
Montreal 10. NY Yankees 9
29 35 45) 244
ketekaist
Before being ejected, Barkley
Houston 3, Atlanta 2
25 38 397 28
Charlotte
7, Kansas City 1
Toronto
WESTERN CONFERENCE
scored 21 points.
lannesota 6, Chicago Wm.. So. 3
Aidweet Division
Texas B, Detroit 3
GB
Pct
W
L
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
NY Mats 9. Los Angst,' 8 12 ,nnings
43 23 652Utah
San Framed (s) 10 San Diego 6
2
41 25 621
Boston 96, Cleveland 94; Indiana San Antonio
Milwaukee tee 9, San Francisco se 4
37 30 552 64
Oakland 6. Cleveland 1
22 43 33$ 20Vi
116, Miami 111 in overtime; Houston
Denver
Chicago Cubs 4, Milwaukee Ass) 3
17 50 254 264
California 5 Smartie 4
Orlando 99, Atlanta 96; San Anto- Dale
11 54 169 314
lAnnesota
Baltimore 1 PhladeS>na 0 10 innings
Pacific Deem
nio 118, Sacramento 89; the Los
Angeles Clippers 117, Dallas 86;
Portland 98, the Los Angeles Lakers 93; and Golden State 123, Min305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
nesota 120.

[erred to OSU when his father got
Conference tournament last Sun- the job. Sean is the second -leading
day, Kentucky went to the East scorer on the team, averaging 11.6
Regional, where the Wildcats will points and just under Five assists
meet Old Dominion on Friday.
per game.
"I would like to believe that
The OSU leader is second team
everybody would have to be very All-American Byron Houston, who
happy for Eddie Sutton," current averaged 20.2 points and 8.7
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said. rebounds per game.
"Nobody likes what happened to
OSU, seeded second in the
the Kentucky program from a num- Southeast behind Big Ten champber of aspects, but everyone was ion Ohio State, is a 14-point favoreal happy to sec Eddie get back rite over Georgia Southern, wininto coaching and have so much ners of the Trans America Athletic
success right away," Pitino said. Conference.
Another Sutton also hopes to
Despite losing seven of their last
return to Rupp Arena - the
games, Sutton says, "Our ball
13
coach's son, Sean.
in my opinion, is back to
club,
Sean Sutton was the point guard
it was earlier in the year."
where
at Kentucky in 1988. He trans-

ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS!

SCOREBOARD

we hit the shots we needed to hit,"
said Isiab Thomas, who scored 18
points for the Pistons.
The game marked Philadelphia's
fifth loss in its last six games.
"All of our games lately have
been like this," Lynam said. "We
get close, and we can't convert any
big plays down the stretch."
The game was tied 76-76 with
8:38 to play before two baskets by
Walker, sandwiched around Armon
Gilliam's free throw, gave the Pistons an 80-77 lead with 6:07 left.'

Sutton back in Rupp...
(Cont'd from page 10)
No. 15 Michigan (20-8), featuring five freshmen in the starting
lineup, and Temple (17-12) open
the night session at 7:15.
Sutton took the job at Oklahoma
State after sitting out of coaching
for a year.
His Cowboys opened the season
with 20 consecutive victories,
including the championship of the
preseason National Invitation Tournament that had OSU on a collision
course to face Kentucky.
The Wildcats didn't last long
enough; they were upset by
Pittsburgh.
After winning the Southeastern
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Kappas make donation

7534563
OUR PRICES

Installation
and Service

Coleman nominated
for national award

YOU CAN'T BEAT

"We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St.. Murray

•

Miiiray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

Verona Grogan, right, acting director of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program, Inc., accepts a check from Karen Jackson,
left, and Jill Asher, center, co-chairwomen of the Annual Tour of
Homes of Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Jackson
and Asher expressed appreciation to those attending this annual event
and to Mr. and Mrs. Dan C. Hutson, Mr. and Mrs. Al Chapman, Mr.
and Mrs. Rick Jones and Mr. and Mrs. John Hart who opened their
homes for the tour.

•All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
•All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone (
•

**
*Rasing - Benton &Paducah ** *KeNerWiggins- Bankm* * * Fleming - Benton & Paduc - Benton & Paducah*

Lynda Coleman of Calloway
County High School has been nominated for the Reader's Digest 1992
American Heroes in Education
Awards,a national program honoring
educators who are making a difference in U.S. schools. Individual
teachers and principals,or teams of up
to six educators will receive $5,000,
with an additional $10,000 going to
their schools to support the activities
that earned them national honors. In
addition, up to five numer-up schools
will be awarded $2,000, with $500
going to the individual or team.
Coleman was selected for nomination by fellow teachers, principals and
administrators at Calloway County
High School. Coleman presently
teaches Honors English III and Honors English IV. She also serves as
chairman of the English Department,
academic team coach, and regional
leader for Kentucky's Assessment of
Education. Coleman's Honors English IV class publishes Recollections,
volumes of local history available to
the public.
The awards program is jointly
sponsored by The Reader's Digest
Association, Inc., the National Association Secondary School Principals,
National Education Association, National Association of Elementary
School Principals and American Federation of Teachers.

LYNDA COLEMAN
George V. Grune, Reader's Digest
chairman and chief executive officer,
said, "Extraordinary contributions
are made each day by ordinary teachers and principals. We want to find
these unsung heroes, honor them and
showcase their achievements to encourage educators everywhere to strive for their best."
The nominations will be reviewed
by a panel of distinguished educators
and winners will be announced in
April.

Simulator demonstration

:1

FREE!!!
Gifts To The
First 25 Families
Friday & Saturday...
Register for prizes to be given away
on the" final day of the promotion.
1st prize - $1000 shopping spree, 2nd prize- Lane Action Recliner
3rd prize- La-Z-Boy Recliner.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN

BENTON

PADUCAH

*Broyhill

Lanc LA:A119Y1

cho\x7c3c_ CAL-Ty

We are celebrating not one, but Two Brand New Gallerys in our
Paducah and Benton Locations. In Paducah we have a New
Broyhill Showcase Gallery and in Benton we have a New Lane
Action and La-Z-Boy Motion Gallery with Super Introductory
Pricing in BOTH GREAT LOCATIONS.

Dr. Ruth Jacquot,(third from left) a professor of environmental education at Murray State University, demonstrates an energyenvironment simulator to a group of Calloway County Middle School
Students from Patricia Lassiter's and Janay McKee's classes as part
of a major study of environment issues. From left: Tiffany Davis, Stephanie Ward, Dr. Jacquot and Amanda Williams.

Lottery jackpot grows
tioutsviLLE, Ky. (AP) -There was no jackpot winner in
Wednesday night's Lotto Kentucky
drawing worth $2 million, lottery
officials said.
The estimated jackpot for Saturday's drawing is $3 million.

The lottery said there were 47
tickets that matched five of six
numbers to win $456, while 2,333
players matched four of six to win
$25.
The numbers were three, eight,
nine, 13, 22 and 23.

FREE
$1000.
SHOPPING

4-Cycle Built-In

DISHWASHER

SPREE

STOREWIDE SAVINGS UP TO 50%
SPECIAL FACTORY INCENTIVES!!!
Every Broyhill occasional table...Every sofa &
loveseat...Every dlningroom suit...Every bedroom
suite...Every dinette & Games set... Every Broyhill sleeper
sofa... Every Broyhhill accessory...

Every La-Z-Boy & Lane Action Recliner... Every inclining
& reclining sectional... Every inclining & reclining sofa &
love seat... Every sleeper sofa... Every swlval rocker... Every
sofa...

IF IT'S BY BROYHILL IT'S ON SALE NOW!
Broyhill occassional tables as low as $98 each.

IF IT HAS MOTION ITS ON SALE NOW!
La-Z-Boy & Lane Recliners as low as $188

In Home
Design
Assistance
Available

STORE HOURS: Monday - Saturday 9 - 5.
Not all merchandise
at All Locations
•1141P.4eClunin suggested erre
—Cone:wade enors 'co erne, met
chendee 'nine *ironer prices are
pKr•thiel a• a 90.0. lc. the ran. or
Hang VON •00 minor across tte
end thin 'nay cnange The -111
prone.perm•
,
01 Our praner,• Or /amw
sen-g was

**DRAWING HELD
APRIL 4TH, 1992

Division el 4elley-Ifflogine Furniture. Inc
11111470114 CV
PADUILIK CV
91900•1, EV
20S N Mein
451 S 164
446r W1.8”
NISI
522
442 4455
S27 341•9

I101143ø4721

Your General Electric Appliance Dealer"

r * * Flemin. - Benton & Paducah * * * Kelley-M.(1111S - Benton * * * Flamm. • Benton & Paducah * 4 • Flemi • - Benton & Paths,

Air-0w=

• T.:

Model GS15S0P
• 10-year full warranty on Permal ut% tub and door liner
(ask for details).
• 4 cyclev7 options. MUM:RUBBER Normal Wash. light Wash
and Rinse lir Hold c yl les.
• Energy Saver Drying "Heat-Ofr option.
• 2-level wash action.
• Big capacity interior designed
for family-size loads.

Murray Appliance & TV

I -03.7AS-6224

•

ENERGY
SAVER
DRYING
OPTION

a.

212 E Main St

753-1586
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many demands could drive your
partner away.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
You may have to see a tedious task
through to completion. There is no
use complaining about a situation
you cannot change. Tighten your financial belt.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. IS):
A financial burden may be lifted if

you play your cards right. Take advantage of a unique opportunity that
comes your way. Read the newspapers and watch for sales.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): You
are unusually sensitive to first intpre,ssions today. Use your finely tuned
radar to get to the bottom of a mystery. Spend time with your lined
ones.

CLOSING
SALE

TODAY'S CHILDREN display great originality in both play and work
They have memories like an elephant's and seldom forget a favor or a slight
These youngsters' normally angelic dispositions will occasionally gi% e a>
to a burst of explosive fury. Talented and hard-working, these Pisces will he
happiest if self-employed.They like to set theirown goals and hours. An earls
interest in photography or filmmaking should be gently encouraged.

AT

°order a re.ised and updated Lop.
.Oi Jeglle
hcsi ...riling hook -S e.ierday. !twit) and fore,,
Iiou A•11.0/142 Cdn Help You l-and Your Pia,. in (rod.
- Plan.- ..end SM YS pit" SI p. +Lige and handling io
Dixon a /0 Andrew. and St. Steel P
419140 Kansas Cit., Mo fa4 1.4 I Make chekk. pa.able I.
Andrea.. and SI.%led I

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call I -9(X)-9)iti-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)

CRASS
FURNITURE

, Lacey's Offers
Delicious Dining
For A Deal!

MARCH SPECIALS
Seafood Buffet
Fri. & Sat. 4:00 to 9:00

Now Featuring Frog Legs, Snow
Crab Legs, Fried Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Clam
Strips, Crab Meat In Hot Butter
And Much More Including Soup and
Salad Bar With Crab Meat Salad
and Dessert Bar.

STOREWIDE
REDUCTIONS

$1099

Sunday Buffet
11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Featuring Steamboat Arou nd,Fried
Chicken, BBS, Ribs, Turkey and
Dressing, Baked Ham, Vegetables,
Soup and Salad Bar, and Dessert
Bar.

Reg. $6.99

$599

30% TO 60%

Now

Saturday and Sunday
Breakfast Bar
Featuring Country Ham,Bacon, Sausage, White & Redeye Gravy, Fried
Potatoes, Eggs, French Toast Sticks,
Homemade Biscuits,Fruit& Juice Bar.
"We Serve Maxwell House Coffee"

Lacey s
:119 N. Main St Benton, Ky.

$399

PLUS

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

CHOOSE YOUR OWN FINANCING
NO PAYMENTENO INTEREST
6 MONTHS

527-7275

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING-

47
six
,333
win
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DON'T MISS THE

FRIDAY, MARCH 20, 1992
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Your artistic flair will boost profits
nicely. Your good-hearted nature
wins you ‘aluable allies. Repay favors. July could be a turning point for
romance. Plot your course carefully
where career matters are concerned.
December brings travel to a warmer
climate. Early 1993 gives you a second chance at something you thought
lost forever.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor William Hun.
actress Holly Hunter, playwright
Henrik Ibsen,hockey star Bobby On.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): It
may be difficult to get people to cooperate with your plans today. Tempers could flare if wires get crossed.
Be careful not to blow a fuse.Suggest
a mutually beneficial compromise.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Work with all the resources available
to you. Someone in authority pulls
strings on your behalf. Important
developments are in the works. Return to a more frugal lifestyle.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Be
prepared to dump a losing proposition
or a person who has been using you
for financial gain. You have a wonderful future ahead of you! Hold the
line on everyday spending.
CANCER(June 2I-July 22): You
tend to do well in situations where a
steady hand is needed.Cooperate with
those close to you. Keep a secret! A
slip of the tongue could ruin a relationship.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22): Yourhard
work has finally paid off — you
should be elated. Find time to handle
those routine tasks you have been
postponing. Joining a community or
charity organization gives you a new
focus.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
may be asked to take on additional
responsibilities now. Ask yourself if
the increased status and financial
rewards will be worth the extra
pressures.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
confident, relaxed approach will do
wonders today. Welcome an invitation to a social gathering: you could
make interesting new contacts. In
busineSs.-accentuate your sincerity.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Things may not go according to plan
today. Be flexible. Your efforts lo
become better organized win widespread approval. Do not come on too
strong in a confrontation.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Intense emotions surface. You
may be "in love with love" hut not
realize it. Be more realistic in your
expectations ofromance. Making too

THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1992

OR

36 MONTHS ABSOLUTELY
FREE FINANCING

ght,

IT WORKS.

From The Management
"Being a new doctor in
Murray, my goal was to
reach as many people as
possible in this community
and the surrounding areas.
I needed to inform them of
my services and the benefits
ofchiropratic.Ifeel the Ledger & Times has more than
met my expectations in obtaining my goal."

Crass Furniture will be closed April4
thru April 14.
When we reopen on April 15,weinvite
you to shop with us for a NEW and
EXCITING CONCEPT in buying home
furnishings.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

CRASS
FURNITURE

Let Fran or one of our other
Advertising Representatives
help you advertise your business.

Call
Fran Faith

753-1916

the
Murray Ledger & Times

f)

753-3621

103 S. 3rd St.
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Fat-ski:iv EditiOn
Monday 3 p.m.
1Viyinesday Edition .
Tuesday 3 p.m.
nur- ,,(1.tv Edition ..
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
.. Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

ME RCILANDISE
. For Sale Or Trade
...Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Furnishings
Antiques
,
Vacuum Cleaners
,t Machines
Equipment
Firewood

ANNOUNCEMENTS

. Legal Notice
No::.
r SO r

11
1 ".,0

1:S

Card of Thanks
Ica

In Memory
& Found

1

EMPLOYMENT

To

753-1916

FARMERS MARKET
pr,,

od ce

LAO
Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Bids will be received in the office of Judge,
Executive George H. Weaks in the Calloway
County Courthouse for No. 9M and Riprap,
RS-2, AE -200 and Pnmer Bids to be in by:
Apnl 14, 1992 by 1:00 p.m. Matenals will be
according to Kentucky Highway Specifications
March 16, 1992

ataiishie rhru kge
Our most i.omprrhen
sive rwiticy pay s for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Carr With
'Medicare s rice g war
lines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insur
ancr Is more important
than ever f or free odor
malice

George H Weeks, Judge.Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky.

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

PUBLIC NOTICE
1992 CITY OF MURRAY DOG TAGS
;..NOW ON SALE - PLEASE PRESENT
CURRENT RABIES VACCINATION
RECORD AT TIME OF PURCHASE.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
College Scholarships available for Jr and Sr High
School Students Call now
for recorded information
1 502 886-2534

I

JO CRASS
I CITY CLERK

Exotic Lingerie
Shop At Home
64 Page Catalog

,IRKSEY Methodist
nurch taking bids for lawn

$4.00
$400 Off 1st Order

oe"g and church janitor
'53-1568 or 489-2102
A WONDERFUL Farnny
Experience Scandinavian.
European, South Amnencan Japanese High School
Exchange Students arriving in AJgust Become a
host tarriii American Intercuitural Student Exchange

Send To:
Miss Elizabeth

Fashions
P.O. Box 27
Brownsville, Tn.
38012

C.:ail 1 800 SBLING
FOP ,e:ise 2777 lbs Bur
ley totacoo to the highest
t,o1e, 753 8848 before

121h St 753-2255

AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
8 1 1 9 ,
4 7 1
1-800-649 3804

LEON TO DRI,E
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$1.75 per column inch mitre for Tuesday.

Days

Rental
980
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330 ..................Rooms For Rent
340
360

.............Houses For Rent
. For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
410
450
460

. Mobile Homes For Sale
. For Sale Or Lease
Horne Loans

120 .

230
250
290..
530..

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

r.

2..

3"

4"

5"

8"

7"

8"

9"

10"

1

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.60

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

TRANSPORTATION

Sales

Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

-17U
480 ..
485 .
on
495 .
500 ..

510
520.

Help
Wanted

Motorcycles
. Auto Services
.Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word 15.00 minimum lit day.
per wont per day Par each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Toes. aarieifleds go into Shopping Guide.))
$3.00 entra for blind box ads.

Help
Wanted

COVENANT Transport
Hiring tractor trailer drrvers

EXECUTIVE Director Kentucky Commission on HuNew equipment coming in 1 man Rights seeks execuyear OTR teams 27-31 tive director Minimum 5
cents. incentive, benefits, years human rights experiage 23. single 19-22 cents, ence Degree in social sciences required along with a
coast
pay
east
solid management back1-800-441-4394
ground Obtain application
DAY waiter or waitress, imand job description from
pure/floe pieterred Apply
in person, Seafood Ex- KCHR Louisville office by
press Olympic Plaza, calling 502-588-4024 Submit applications to Rev.
Murray
Edgar S. Coins, KCHR
DRIVERS Celadon drivers Chairman, Fourth Ave Unenjoy excellent pay and ited Methodist Church, 318
benefits quarterly bon- West St. Catherine St.,
uses modern air ride trac- Louisville KY 40203-2912
tors and good traffic lanes
No phone inquiries to the
Call 1 800-729 9770 Must Chairman. Deadline
have a valid CDL
4(30,
92. EOE
DRIVERS Great pay arid
benefitsl Talk to a company
that puts its money where
its mouth is We pay for,
your OTR experience up to
$0 28 per mile Call J B
Hunt 1-800-2JB-HUNT
E0E/sub1ect to drug
screen

LEAD guitarist & drummer
for southern rock blues
band Call Jim 759-1672
LOCAL business needs
full -charge accounting
clerk Send resume to P 0
Box 1040V Murray, KY
42071

DRIVERS KLLM Inc Walton KY terminal is adding
equipment and long haul
drivers with recent tractor
trailer experience Call
1 800-925 5556. MondayFriday

HELP WANTED
Full time RN needed
immediately. Current
Wive Ky. Nursing
License required, ACLS
certication preferred.
Positions avail* Emergency Room RN 2
p.m.-10 p.m shift, ICU
RN 6 p.m.-6 am. shift,
Accute Cafe RN 6p m.-

DRIVERS Start 24
cents-26 cents Earn to 30
cents, home regularly, tree
medical/dental. retirement
$1000 tarp pay, safety bo
nus. conventrals Require
23 years of age and 1 year
OTR Hornacty Truck Line
1-800-648-9664

6 a.m. shift, Longterm
Care LPN 10 p.m.-6

am
Call
Personnel Office
at 527-1336 or
send resume to

PHARMACIST west Kentucky Horne Therapeutics has
a neni for a part-iirne and
on call pharmacist that may
lead to a full time position
Please submit resume to
WKIIT, 3038 Lone Oak
Road, Suite 4, Paducah, KY
42003, Ann Pharmacy Manager, or call, 502-554-4663.

Marshall Co.
Hospital
503 George IkCieln Dr.
Benton, Ky. 42925

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
ID.op.., et 6 001

RJR HOME REPAIRS

Knights of Columbus Hall
r 34 ...est to Johnny Robertson Road
scLith to Sq Mete Road right on Sq Pisl Road

ewes

General Repairs, Painung and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows.
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

ALL PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
Murray
753041$ P 0 Ikni 1033
NOW Open Lakeview
9am- 7pm,
Crafts
436-5227 Located at Koch
Road and Lakeview Resort
near Cypress Springs
Restaurant

Challenging full-time opportunity: accountant with strong computer skills to
evaluate customer needs, make accounting software recommendations and provide on-site training Candidate must
possess excellent communication skills
Bring Resume including a complete and
current list of professional/personal references to CBM Computer Center, 314
Main Street, Murray, Ky No phone calls
accepted All resumes are considered
confidential Equal opportunity employer.

WANTED
TO BUY
Dark Fire Cured,
Dark Air Cured
or Burley
Tobacco Base.

Call
4924566

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
ii you are in reasonably good health Eit
• ari answer no to a few questions you
may quatify for preferred rates. Below
:ire a few 'monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY

MALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37
age 60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
ai 80 - 52.73

(Effective Jan 2. 19911

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

Notice

iNVITATION TO HID

! 515

Classified Ad Rates

fir0

010

; Rent-A-Car

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to cheek the first insertion of their acts for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

M4sical
T V & Radio

licts & Supplies
511SCELLANEM•S
.... Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

PLACE AN AD CALL

FOUND Brownie Troop
585 sash with badges in
Owen's Food Market park
ing lot Sat 3-14-92 Call
Owen s 753 4682

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Help
Wanted
BE on
V Many needed
tot commercials Now he
ing all ages For casting
information,
call

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency

615-779-7111, ext T-535
DRIVERS, over the road,
varVflat, 35 states 1 year
experience verifiable Start

759-4199
llopkinsvile Federal Sav. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. KT
"Our 29th year of service"

•

24-29 cents/mile with 3
years Benefits Call
1.0-444-4

9•6000
:4'1'11"
•4

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air conditioners
refrigerators , freezers
washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs Tor:
Tappan-Kelvina tor-Emerson-Brown
'Ail Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelestilbritten, Inc.
RADIOLOGY DIRECTOR
A growing Radiology Department at
Parkway Regional Hospital in Fulton,
Ky. has an immediate opening for a
Director of Radiology.
Excellent working conditions and benefits.
Send Resume To:

Administrator
Parkway Regional Hospital
2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, Ky. 42041
WE

EOE

EXECUTIVE
SALES POSITION
Financial products and
services. Metropolitan
Life, one of the largest
financial institutions,
seeks aggressive person to fill position in
local area. Salary up to
$40,0004-. Excellent
fringe benefits to include;
retirement,
medical/dental for entire family, 401K and
disability plan, 3-year
training program. College degree preferred.
No sales background
necessary.
Resume
please send to: Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, P.O. Box
7039, Paducah, KY
42002. EOE.
FIRST Christian Church of
Mayfield has opening for
Choir Director Please send
resume to P.O. Box 799,
Mayfield, KY 42066

MUNSON Transportaton
now hiring OTR T/T drivers,
experience only, secure
company, benefits, top
earnings. $30,000+ annually. Call 800-423-7629.

LOG Home Dealership. MILLIONAIRES MIL.
Top log home manufac- LIONAIRES, PANG.
turer seeks dealer. Pro- BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
tected territory, high earn- IN MURRAY. Charlie's
ing potential, full training Safe-T Pharmacy.
and leads provided. Need
not interfere with present MURRAY 12hp riding
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- employment. Models start- mower, 38- cut, 2yrs old
INGS. NEED a job? A ing
at
$9690. 435-4323_
GED? Hope for the future? 1-800-264-LOGS (5647),
stove, reYou may qualify if: 'You do Brentwood Log Homes, NICE and clean
frigerator, washer, dryer
not have your GED or high 427 River Rock Blvd., MurGuaranteed to work
school diploma; 'You are freesboro, ITN 37129
354-8528
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
'OFF Lawn' Mowers Mow
110
project is funded by the
tall weeds, brush 'h inch
Western Kentucky Private
thick, even saplings, with
trietrUetion
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
the amazing Troy-Bilt SickCall J.T.P.A. Out Of School PIANO
lebar Mower' Clear along
Lessions
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , 435-4573
fence rows, create fire
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
breaks, maintain roadsides
and more Free catalog
110

KY Certified Nurse Aid, 7-3
Want
and 3-11 shifts. Salary neTo Buy
gotiable Apply in person,
9-5, Mon-Fri. Haws Memor- ANTIQUES by the piece or
ial, Holiday Lane, Fulton, collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.
KY
POSITION available for
full-time cook, experience

RECEPTIONIST for travel
agency. Part-time, possibly
full-time. All replies will be
kept confidential. Send resume to P.O.Box 1040A,
Murray KY 42071.

required,(school and home
for mentally retarded), fulltime female nightwatch
person Stewart Home
School, 4200 US 127 SECRETARY/receptionist
South. Frankfort, KY. for physicians office. Com502-227-4821
puter skills required. Must
of diagINEXPERIENCED Drivers have knowledge
coding,
Wanted-Investing in your nois & procedure
insurance & medical tranfuture is an investment in
comNorth American's Future scriptions. Salary to
with experiThat's why when you join mensurate
PO
North American as a driver, ence. Send resume to
you are joining an innova- Box 1040-C Murray, Ky.
tive company that believes 42071.
in investing in your future
through ongoing training
and new technologies Our
training program consist
of 3 weeks of classroom
and vehicular instruction.
You will be trained using
the latest technology in the
industry Over 50 hours behind the wheel training at
our own safe track, truck
simulator training, satellite
dispatch training, CDL
training If you are at least
21 years of age, can pass
D.0 T qualifications and a
substance abuse test we
are prepared to offer one of
the best compensation and
benefits packages in the
industry. Mileage Pay starting at 20 cents per mile,
additional 2 cents per mile
mpg bonus, major medical,
dental, vision benefits for
you and your family, paid
vacation, retirement and
401K plans, driver gethome policy, career opportunity. husband and wife
teams encouraged to
apply If you are ready to
invest in your future, we are
committed to invest in your
future, we are committed to
investing in you by provrd
ing you the training and
opportunity to be successful in the trucking industry
We have terminal locations
in the following areas Harrisburg PA. Youngstown
OH, Knoxville TN, Fort
Wayne IN, St Louis MO,
Dallas TX, Aurora IL For
more information, call
1-800-759-6980. ask for
operator 0194 Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/11/
V
U S Forest Service set to
hire hundreds 156 locations Apply before April 15

for the western Kentucky
area. 2 years restaurant
management experience
preferred. Send resume'
with references to Andrew
Jordan, 303 Sheila Dr,
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
C
Situation
Wanted

1% ill Do
I I ousecleanin2
759-2599

IMAGE Consulting L099
your job? Forbes lop 20
seeking individuals for MX
career Training in color

759-1867
PROM or bridesmaid
dress, size 4 Jessica
McClintock designer.
Never worn, never altered
753-2907
RCA XL 100 color TV,
$100 1974 Ford LTD,
2-door, $300 759-4990 after 5pm
TAKING offers on a Pioneer Home Stereo, 150
watts per channel, tuner,
CD player, dual cassette,
turn table, 250 watt speakers. Call anytime,
753-6127.

WOLFF Tanning Beds
New commercial home units from $199. LamesLotions-Accessorias
4x5 TRAILER, metal bed, Monthly payments low as
150

Moles
For Sale

1' high wood sides
753-6029 after 5pm.
AAA Sale on Swimming
Pools! We're clearing out
last year's models at fantastic savings! Many styles
and sizes to choose from.
For example: Huge 19'831'
0.D. Pool with 15'x24'
swim area, includes sun-

financing arranged. Call
now
toll
free:
1-800-724-4370.
GARDEN Tillers-Rear-tine
Troy-Nlt Tillers at low, direct from the factory,
prices For free catalog with
prices, special savings now
in effect, and model guide,
toll -free
call
1-800-535-7900, Dept. D
IBM PSI system computer
For more information, call
759-4070.

BABYSITTING in my LOG Home Manufacturer
home. Experienced having March Madness
759-4490.
Sale. Selling all log home
WANTED: Alterations to do packages at 25% discount
during month of March.
in my home. 753-1379.
1-800-839-3562
HOUSEKEEPING &
babysitting services avail- LONG straight prom dress,
able. Experienced. size 8, including shoes and
costume jewelry. White tea
762-6264.
length prom dress
WILL clean houses and of- 435-4443 after 6pm
fices Reasonable rates
753-8994

analysis, glamour, fashion
and/or corp. seminars Resume, mail to: Image Consulting, Route 6 Box SS,
219 Serious calls only! Murray KY 42071, or cad
KRP Company
753-0222/14100737-0222

For information and applicall
cation.
1 719 590-9541 extension

WANT to buy Civil War,
World War I & II, pictures,
guns, swords, documents,
uniforms and equipment
Call 753-3633, ask for
Larry.

WANTED: Heating and Air
Conditioning Technician.
Also, Installer. Send resume to Box F, 330 South
4th Street, Danville, KY deck, fence, and filter. Now
40422.
just $888 complete. Full
WENDY'S is now accepting applications for manager and assistant manager

PORTABLE,lighted sign w/
letters, $349 Free delivery
Plastic letters, $47 50 box
1-800-533-3453

CASH for mobile home
tires 57-512 each. PROM Dress Size 8, fushia
with ruffles and sequins
527-2932

required. Part-time counter
clerk. Apply in person,
Spa.
9am-5pm. Mon-Fri at Pion- PORTABLE
492-8819
eer Convenience Mart in
FULL-Time presser Lynn Grove.
TOP dollar for junk cars and
needed. Paid holidays and
trucks. 759-4836 or
Murray
area.
JOBS
other benefits Apply in per- POSTAL
436-5322.
son at Boone's, 605 Main $23,700 per year, plus benefits. Postal carriers, sorters, USED and antique furniSt.
clerks. For application and ture, glass, tools, quilts.
HOUSEPARENT, exam information, call Spears U Say-it vinegar
$223 60/week, free room, 1-219-736-91307, ext. P-3482. jars.
474-2262,
board and laundry
8arn-8pm, 7 days.
901-642-6290.

health insurance paid and
retirement Work 23 days
off 5 days. Reliable person

Call
toll -free
1-800-344-9393 dept L

$18. Call today, free new
color catalog. ETS WATTS,
1-800-228-6292
1,40

Fenn
Equipment
1948 MASSEY Ferguson.
Excellent condition $2500
753-6831 or 753-7702.
4000 FORD Tractor for
sale, or trade for smaller

tractor. Good condition 1
tilt bed trailer, 1 small
trailer. 492-8622
FORD Series 352, 4-row,
no till planter. $1000.
753-9840.
200
Sport,
EquIpmsni
ULTRA LIGHT AIRPLANES. Beaver, CGFS, &
Hawk Ultra Light dealer
Lowest price anywhere. EiJ
Enterprises. 753-7581
210

Fkewood
A FIREWOOD for sale

437-4667
FIREWOOD, green or sea
soned 753-5476

KOPPERUD REALTY
OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, MARCH 22, 2-4 P.M.
jAginalitieio•
+-a
1111Malai
s,
a.
This rinntaailatt county home will be featured us an Open
House to give you the opportunity to preview it at your
ecetvenatince. The home features 3 bedrooms, 1 5 baths, a
new fireplace. cenneirtiled dining room and one acre -of
lend The bona also boasts central gas heat, central air.
Prised at $67,500. MIS 3522.

Directions. Take NE 5 slam to Hwy 732, tiara
rtgbt fellow 732 /sr 1.7 ales. House is on right
with Kopperud Reeky slip IN yard.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Miscellaneous

Firewood

OAK and hickory $2750 COINS and stamps make
investdelivered or $2250 pick- wonderful presents,
ments and hobbies We
up 436-2778
also feature proof sets,
OAK, no bark $20 picked- silver dollars, coin and
up $25 delivered Murray stamp supplies, foreign
436-5560
coins and paper money.
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
220
(Dixieland Shopping CenMusical
ter) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
NICE piano,lust tuned, rea- the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
sonably priced. Electric gui- (Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton). We
tar with amplifier
buy coins and stamps and
759-9334
appraise estates. CHRISTrepair
PIANO tuning and
OPHER'S COINS,
759-9661
753-4161
SOUNDDESIGNS James
C Gallimore Electric ProLogic Theater systems and ROMANTIC Candelight
Whole House stereo sys- Weddings, Smoky Mountains. Clergy, elegant
tems 759-1835
chapel, photographs, %orals, limos, videos, accomo210
dations, modest prices.
Charge It! No waiting, no
Illscellansous
blood tests, Gatlinburg, TN.
1-800-WED-RING.
GATLINBURG Summit
top
mountain
Breathtaking
SONY am/fm car CD
views. Fireplace, balcony, player, $185. 12' subs,
kitchen, indoor pool, jacuz- mids and tweeters in box,
zis. Honeymoon and $200. Nakamich am/fm
weekend specials! Free cassette, new-$700,
brochure, 1-800-242-4853, sacrafice-$300. 436-5384.
(205) 988-5139.

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Miscelansous
TIME Share Units and
campground memberships. Distress sales,
Cheap! Worldwide selections Call Vacation Network, U.S and Canada,
1-800-736-8250 or
305-566-2203. Free rental
information.
305-563-5586.
250
Business
Services

ANCEL

PRIVATE Investigator
D.B.A. Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102.
Murray, 753-2641
270

1990 SUNSHINE 2br
$12,000 759-2593

Mobile
Homes For We

LIKE new, 2bdrm brick duplex with garage, dishwasher, W/D hookup. No
pets. 753-7688 or
759-4703.

Used
Cars

Pubic
Sale

Homes
For UN

3-Party
Yard Sale

BARKLEY Lake home
very private 4 acres 1400
waterfront $175,900
502-821 791 1

Aelowitireeslata

EXTRA large 1 br, large
1985, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
kitchen/breakfast room,
with
baths,
full
2
2br,
large LR, full bath and pasunken tub, end bay winwater/sewer, garbage
dows, stereo system, ceil- tio,
and heat furnished
ing fans. Furnished, includ- pick-up
available, 1 and 2br,
ing washer and dryer, cen- Also
some utilities paid
tral H/A unit, back deck,
or 753-8756
front porch, steps, under- 753-4012
pinning 759-4533.
1 AND 2 bedroom apart1986, 14x56, 2br, 1 bath, ments for rent. Essex
central H/A, all electric, Downs and Calloway Garscreened-in porch, out- dens. EHO. Call 753-8556
building. Located in Coach
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
Estates 759-1756
KY, is now renting. You
1986 CHAMPION Dou- must be 62, handicapped,
blewide, 28x44, in excellent or disabled. New 1 and 2br
condition Many extras in- units. 502-527-8574 for
cluded $22,000 759-9442 more information Equal
or 753-6567
Housing Opportunity.

490

46)

410

3 u

2
'

2-10

24(1

210

Fri. & Sat.
March 20th & 21st
Rain or Shine
Hazel,turn left at bank.
Left at stop sign to
Calloway SL, right on
Calloway.
items,
Household
Tupperware, curtains, lots of misc.

Rummage
Sale

FOR sale by owner 3br, 2
bath, approx 1800 sq ft 2
car detached garage. 3
miles east of Murray Mid
530's 753-5258 after 6pm
By appointment only.
HEY Look at Mel Quality
abounds New home on
large wooded lot 3br. 2
bath, large carport central
gas heatiair Super buy
Professional Real Estate.
Nights.
759-1 59 1
753-7955
RECOMHIGHLY
MENDED, 8 room ranch
with a floor plan you will
love Large MBA with
dressing room, bath, and
walk-in closet. 2 additional
bedrooms and bath in other
wing. Great kitchen with
extra cabinets and all the
built-ins Sun room and 2
car garage. $79,500. Call
Kopperud Realty for details. 753-1222 MLSI
3960.

1985 PONTIAC Grand Am
OWNER Anxious to Sell
Super Location Quality 3 4cyl maroon 354 8985 be
or 4br home on two wooded fore noon 474-2211 after
noon
lots Central gas heat/air
walk-in closets. 2 car gar- 1986 98 OLDS, loaded
age plus a new 24x24 gar- White winavy blue interior
age workshop at an unbe 492 8159 after 5 30pm
lievable price Better Hurry
Professional Real Estate, 1986 MERCURY Topaz
Nights, LS, one owner, silver WI
759-1591
blue cloth interior, loaded,
753-7955
69,xxx miles, new ores Call
SOLD OUP A great time to 753-5904 Of 753-3895
list your home Most of my
listings have been sold or 1989 BERETTA GT 32,xxx
under contract Paul miles, loaded. red Sell or
RE/MAX, take over payments
Dailey.
753 7653
753-0385 before 3 30pm or
leave message
470

Motorcycles

1989 FORD Escort, 39,000
miles, 4-speed, $4100
762-6317 after 6pm, keep
trying

1988 WARRIER Like new
$2000 474-2240

1991, 16x80 CHAMPION,
Wed.-Sat.
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
Concord Classic. 3br, 2
LE, loaded, extra clean,
Mar. 18th-21st
baths, large rooms, lots of
one owner $7800
BANCHEE 4-wheeler, very
storage and cabinet space, NEW 2br duplex located on
753-0913 after 5pm
p.m.
a.m.-5
9
condition
good
fast,
ceiling
ceilings,
vaulted
Northwood Drive. Call
436-5384
1990 FORD Taurus SHO.
fans. Includes livingroom 753-1266 between
Fox Meadows
27,000 miles, 5-speed,
furniture, central H/A, 8.00am-5•00pm, ask for
1989
250,
AM
SUZUKI
Extra nice
loaded
E-7
kitchen appliances, decks, Paulette.
753-4832
435-4250
underpinning. 759-9220.
Rain or Shine
NEW 21x duplex, gas heat,
YR 48 and 60" cut belt
1990 JEEP Wrangler A/C,
1980, 12x60, PRESIDEN- CUMMINGS Meter Poles located on Northwood Dr.
drive Yazoo mowers and
reTIAL. 2br, includes new
JUST Bring Your Clothes YR 48' and 60' cut right very dean, low miles Must
Specializing in mobile $400/mo., deposit and refrigerator, new front door home electric services 200 ferences required.
For the lake lover, 4br, 2 angle drive Yazoo mowers sell $7900 753 9775
and storm door. Deck and amp $375. 100 amp $325 753-4873 after 3:30pm.
bath, brick/siding home Phone 502-227-2760
CAR Stereo Installation
underpinning, meter pole. 435-4027.
Wet bar in family area All
753-0113, Sunset Boulevard
TAKING applications for
Excellent condition.
appliances, nearly all furniMusic, Murray's Alpine Car
OUR Pledge—When you section 8 rent subsidized
502-628-3778.
ture to remain and more. 2
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Sat. March 21
compare quality, insulation, apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedcar garage, 12x27 workCenter, I block from MSC
options and set-up, you will rooms Apply Hilldale Apts.
503 N. 4th St.
shop. Includes 20' Harris
dorms.
call
or
Ky.
find that we will have the Hardin,
factory
on
repair
EXPERT
deck.
Boat,
large
8 a.m.- 3 p.m. Pontoon view of lake Pr- stereos, 1 -day service on
very best value for your 502-437-4113 ENO.
Fantastic
housing dollar. Dinkins MoLawn mower, box iced to sell quick. Profes- most. Installation '4 price.
Saturday, March 28, 1992 • 10:00 a.m.
bile Homes, Inc., Hwy 79
springs & mattress, sional Real Estate, Bear's Audio and World of
Regardless of Weather
East, Paris, TN.
753-1107,
kitchen ware, home 759-1591 Nights, Sound,
Vans
1-800-642-4891. One of
753-5865
753-7955.
Stella, KY Community
stereo, plus size ladies
the Southeast's oldest and
lbatrr,
1981
GMC
customized
2miles
Northwest
3BEDRM,
Miles
(6
Community
pickfor
KY
shields
DIRECTIONS: From the Stella,
largest home centers.
clothing and lots of JUST REDUCED! Neat two NEW bugvans,
east on 280. $250/mo. plus
foreign and van, $4000 759-4406
bedroom home perfect as ups and
of Murray) Turn South Off KY HWY 121 Onto Lynn Lawson Road little goodies.
TRAILER for sale 2br, deposit. No pets. 753-7415
first home or retirement domestic, clear and smoke 1992 PLYMOUTH Voyager
Proceed Approximately 1.3 Miles to Sale Site. Watch For Signs!
need work Must be moved or 753-0780.
home. Fireplace with hea- tint $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed SE van, only 1200 miles,
ESTATE
REAL
489-2368 after 6pm
.13n
talator. Detached garage mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto loaded, like new, way beand
garage
lbath,
3BR,
Country Living At Its Best!
Reel
with large workshop area Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500 low dealers cost 1986
fenced-in yard. $375 plus
Mrs. Violet Johnson is moving closer to relatives, leaving the family farm
Estate
MLS #3827. Con28n
$39,500.
reAstro Van, $2700 1977 El
References
deposit.
after many years - She is creating for the successful buyer. . .
Mobile
tact Kopperud Realty,
nice, $1950.
Camino,
527-8585
quired.
49n
9000 SQ.FT. commercial 753-1222.
OPPORTUNITY! OPPORTUNITY! OPPORTUNITY!
Homes For Rent
753-0603
N.
313
or
sale,
rent
4br
FOR
brick
with
building
Used
The Johnson Farm is located in the Stella,KY Community6 Miles West of
2BR,2 bath, 7 miles east o 5th. 2Br house, $350/mo. home, partial central H/A, NEAR university. Small but
Cars
Murray, KY. 51 Arrest Of Excellent Calloway Co. Farmland Offered in
Murray. Call Linzy Beane Gas heat, central air. or will rent commercial spacious 2 or 3br, newly
Tract
by
followed
Sharp
sm.
10.130
offered-at
Two Tracts. Tract #1 will be
decorated. $29,000. 1973 GTO, needs engine
"residence. 436-2582. -753-5292.
building. 437-4145.
Used
#2. Both tracts will then be offered together.
$500 753-9417 after 5pm
753-8642.
753-9866.
pets.
2BR, no
Trucks
NICE 2br brick,
ATTENTION Veterans:
TRACT 1 - Private Living in this 5-room house with maintenance-free
Ave.,
Park
BUICK
in
1976
Home loans to purchase or NEW 3br, 2 bath house
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
CHEVY V-8, short
vinyl and aluminum siding. This beautiful wooded area is being offered
100% Southwest Villa Subdivi- new fires. 1976 Buick Le- 1962
refinance.
disWalking
gas.
or
electric
mature
dish,
TV
system,
septic
and
automatic Exc.ellen
mebed,
Both
rough.
with 5 acres ± complete with water
Sabre.
closets,
11
Big
rooms,
sion.
purchases/90% refinances
tance to college. 753-5209.
good. Also, rub- running condition, good
grapevines and an additional electric, septic system and pad for trailer
up to $144,000. Phone lots of cabinets. Call chanically
ber tire wagon. 492-8594 tires. $525 OBO. 436-5384.
hookup on site.
753-3903 to see anytime
Mortgage
Phillips
Clarence
360
255
after 6pm
Co., 1-615-684-1029.
1977 GMC Truck, a/c, psi
TRACT 2- 46 acres ± of excellent tillable land complete with large feeder
For Rent
OUR Home of the Month
thoblle
access.
excellent
and
barn
tobacco
a
350 engine, low mipb,
2dr.
LeSabre,
Or Lease
BUICK
features
stable suitable for horses or cattle,
1985
home
Exceptional
Home Lots For Rent
FOR SALE: 101.6 acre
Good, sound old
leage.
Condition
room,
Good
family
,
bath
loaded
2
3br
required
be
will
chasers
farm north of Paris. 48.5
PURCHASE TERMS:Successful Purchaser/Pur
LOT for rent in Mobile 3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur
247-5794 truck 753-8161.
formal dining on two nicely $2400
Remainder
acres.
tillable
to make an earnest money deposit of 15% of purchase price in guaranteed
lease.
or
sale
ray
for
Home Village, water furnafter
woods. Call Marvin Alexan- wooded lots. You'll appreci- gam-4pm 492-8826
1977 LOCAL 4wheel drive
funds and sign a real estate purchase contract the day of auction with full
ished, $70/mo. Coleman 753-3293.
and 6pm.
utility
bills
low
the
ate
or
der,
1-800-748-8567
Chevy pick-up. ps/pb, a/c
balance being due in 30 days.
RE, 753-9898.
50 ACRES farmland near 901-587-4244 days, the special features inside
1985 CUTLASS Calais, am/fm radio, long wheel
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Large European Bow Front Dresser - Sofa/
Spring into this beauty. ProColdwater. 489-2490.
901-587-4568 nights.
loaded, excellent condition base, good condition.
300
fessional Real Estate,
Daybed & Chair,Oak Bed,Ottoman,Hex Table w/matching Coffee Table,
CREEKVIEW Self-storage HAVE 5 qualified buyers 759-1591. Nights, 247-2981. 247-9881, $2000 firm 759-1965
Business
Zenith Console Color TV, Eastlake Marble Top Dresser, Bookcases,
8am-3-30 pm.
489-2150
warehouses on Center desiring nice 3br, 2 bath 753-7955
&
Rentals
Chair
Rocker,
Sofa,
Dining Table w/6 chairs, Solid Wood Frame
Shoney's.
Drive
behind
home in or close to Murray.
Ottoman, Victorian Square Table, Bicentennial('76)Fruit Jars, Antique
20'x30' COMMERCIAL $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
Call Bill Fanclrich at MTG.
Gun - Pre WW II Italian 24 - Gauge Double Barrel Shotgun - Handsome
space on U.S. 641 North
753-4000,
Carved Stock & Metal Engraving - Rare Antique Fire Engine Bell,
near Shoney's. Call John GROWERS Mini WareStoneware, -Elsie the Cow" Cookie Jar, Art Deco Buffet, Antique Baby
Downs at M.T.G., houses. Space available, KENTUCKY Lake Prop753-3808.
Cradle, Desk & Chair, Mirrors, Old Upright Radio, Sofa, Dressers,
erty. 2BR mobile home,
753-4030.
Sat., March 21st, 1992 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late
furnished, 3
Dishes, Log Cabin Quilts, Crosscut Saw, Exercise Bike, Doors &
completely
Storage
NORTHWOOD
property,
COMMERCIAL
Barrow,
Wheel
Mrs. Billie Smith 1625 College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky.
Windows, Iron Rake Wheels, 2 Ashley Wood Stoves,
lots, central , heat, boat
917 Coldwater Rd. For- now has available a 6x24
WaOldsmobile
75
shed.
Pressure Cooker,Westinghouse Upright 16 C.F. Freezer,Stone Jugs,Old
Just off North 16th at 5 Points.
merly Juanita's Florist. De- unit with electricity. gon. 15' boat, 25hp motor.
Tack, Dehorner, Log Chain,8 HP AMF 36" Riding Mower, Kool Air Fan,
Mrs.
753-2905.
$35/mo.
rereferences
posit and
Like new 1991 Dodge Car Spirit L.E. V-6,loaded,4 door,4 speed,
15' camper. All together,
Wood Saddle Stirrups, Blackboard, Antique Metal Frame Loading Chute
miles. This car will sell at 12
actual
6,500
quired. Terms and lease
only
with
new
bought
Smith
$12,500, or will sell sepaand More!
370
Son
negotiable. 753-6069.
noon. Small scratch stone pitcher that says George 0. Hart &
rately. 436-2664 or
Livestock
All announcements by the Auctioneer the day ofthe sale take precedence
502-835-9315.
Over Furniture Polish - old cats paw stone pitcher - Occupied
Walk
& &Wolk*
310
over printed material. Not responsible for accidents.
- wheat
Japan pieces - old vinegar cruets - other old glass & china
KOPPERUD REALTY ofWent
lamp - cast
Aladdin
lamps
BULL Sale, Saturday
kerosene
mill
coffee
china
pattern
fers a complete range of
To Rent
March 28th, lpm.(2) Charrack - what
ironware - old radio cabinet -nice coo-coo clock - magazine
Real Estate services with a
(5O2492-S796- James R. Cash • Real Estate Broker
HOUSE with a few acres in olais. (1) Limosusin. (2) wide selection of quality
lamps - hi-back
floor
-2
vase
large
set
fireplace
items
not
what
&
not
Calloway County. Polled Herefords. (10) homes, all prices.
with
rocker -(2)iron beds - twin bed - odd chest & vanity - credenza
Crossbred cows and
436-5661 after 5pm.
free
toll
rocker
753-1222,
nice
stand
night
suites
bedroom
nice
FounLayne,
calves. Bruce
bevel mirror -(2)
Ext
E
-800-251-HOM
1
old
material
clean
of
lot
KY.
Run,
tain
bookcase & books - needlework - old quilts
711L.
chairs 502-434-4502,
pictures & frames - blankets & linen - vacuum cleaner - odd
tables end
32n
&
Ltd
Two Blocks South East of 12th & Chestnut In Murray, Ky.
coffee
Properties
t.v.
RE/MAX
color
couch, chair & matching love seat HUDSON Company. SadSAT., MARCH 21, 1992 • 10 A.M.
Apartments
Perrin, Paul Dailey,
- small
Bob
stand
microwave
nice
stereocenter
supt
Horse
&
entertainmen
lamps dles, Bridles
(Regardless of Weather)
For Rent
- 36" electric stove - washer &
759-1823, Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center.
ref.
753-4545,
ee
plies.
frost-fr
nice
appliances
kitchen
Noon
12
Auction
Real Estate Offered At
1 -502-753-SOLD,
lamp table 1BR furnished, nice, near 753-6763.
The Dorothy B. McKenzie Estate
dryer - flatware - day bed - metal shelving - nice 6 leg
1-800-369-5780
day753-6111
university.
A Beautiful Home From Any View
electric fan - wrought iron set - Lawn Boy push mower - step ladder
time, 753-0606 nights.
tools
&
wrenches
tools
garden
&
hand
blue fruit jars - porta-pot
130
380
for
1BR, furnished and utilities
Lots
other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible
Pets
auction
your
and
paid. Lease and deposit
information
For Sale
more
For
accidents. Lunch available.
& Sweets
required. No pets. Now
needs phone 435-4144.
available, near downtown. 8WK old St. Bernard pup
Prestigious
HOMESITES
436-2755 after 5pm.
pies. Big, friendly dogs.
Area. Turn at Woodgate
1 OR 2br apts. near down- $200. 901-782-3513.
sign on Johnny Robertson
Terms: 15% Down Day of Sale
town Murray. 753-4109
1001 Sharpe St., Murray, Ky.
AKC registered male Road County taxes, city
Balance Within 30 Days
Spaniel, 4mos old
Cocker
utilities. Eight new homes.
2BDRM, 2bath duplex with
color Has Paul Dailey, RE/MAX,
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 11281 Firm 2333
carport on Valleywood Dr Beautiful golden
Two lovely lots, charming house and contents can mean opportunity for you - This
to
able
not
owner
shots,
753-7653.
dining
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
ideally located 3 bedroom, 2 story brick home features a large living room,
Available 4-1-92 $350/mo.
take care of him. 753-1949.
room and eat-in kitchen The attached brick double carport is convenient enough 759-4406
150
but leave the car at home - from this ideal location, a short walk gets you to MSU
Satur2BR,2 bath deluxe duplex, DAISY Grooming
Farms
campus, shopping center, post office, churches, parks and more. The corner
appointment
by
day,
garage, gas heat, apFor Sale
vacant lot being offered with the house and wiN not be offered separately
753-7819
pliances; Mchelle Dr. ColeGood farm
All non reel estate Items sold under absolute terms with payment due In full
man RE, 753-9898.
HAPPY Jack Mange Lo- WANT to buy
acres
100
up
to
and
day of sale.
and
healing
r•
2BR apartment, ap- tion Promotes
Sat., March 21st at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Mildred
The Contents 01 The Fine
any mange, 759-9439
to
growth
hair
pliances, washer/dryer
Estate Will Impress The
Dodd.From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.94 East to McClure's
dogs
furnished No pets Deposit hot spot, fungus on
Informed Buyer.
46.0
corti
without
horses
and
Happy Holiday Travel. Follow auction signs to auction
and lease required. New
Beautiful Mirrors, Vases,
Homes
States
Southern
zone. At
approx. 5 miles. Mrs. Dodd is moving to town.
Concord, KY 436-5401.
China,Punch Bowl & Cups,
For Sale
stores.
feed
better
and
& end
Sofa Table, Windsor Back
B&W t.v., t.v. cabinet - 2 recliners - electric sewing machine - coffee
2BR Duplex, nice, central
2BR, all new appliances,
- lot
asses
gl
water
-old
safe
vases
obedient,
flower
Rocker & Chair, Occasional Chair, Grandfather Clock, Sergeant-Bakkvin Baby
an
tables
HAVE
lamps
chairs.
odd
&
tables - couch
H/A, deck, appliances ColGrand Piano, Silver Service & Trays, Elegant Sofa, Wall Hugger Tables, Deco
dog for show or home newly decorated Good
electric heaters - odd chest & vanity -4 drawer file
toys
Price
Fisher
old
of
RE,
753-9898
eman
ck dining
Dining Table & Chairs, Candle Holders (silver & brass), Antique Slant Top
Classes or private lessons starter home, excellen
cabinet - 2 night'tends - elect. keyboard -radio - golf clubs -(3)T-ba
2BR duplex, carport, stor- Serving Murray for over neighborhood 1108 Vine
Secretary with Glass Door Hutch, Dishes, Antique Dining Table - Chairs - Hutch
glass &
old
some
lamp
kerosene
chest
drawer
4
chairs - washer & dryer 345-2681
age shed, w/d hook-up
and Matching Sideboard, Rogers Flatware, Tapestry, Tiffany Lamp, Deco Sofa &
12yrs 436-2858
-chrome dining chairs flatware
appliances
kitchen
-small
set
Jewelry,
Berry
china.
Collectible
Chair,
&
$300/mo. 498-8977
Chair, Antique Bedroom Suite, Oak Dresser, Desk
decorRED minature Dachshund 3BR, 1 bath, newly
wineglasses & decanter - set ofbunk beds - kerosene heater•typewriter table BOOKS - Many Books
evenings.
in excelhome
brick
ated,
901-986-3693
puppies
From The Personal Library
& books - toy chest - vinegar set • milk glass pieces - kerosene lamp
bookcase
ATTRACTIVE, unfurn- days 901-352-2416 nights lent neighborhood Nicely
of Rainey T. Wells - Signed
• treadle sewing machine • CMS cut saw - small laundry stove
bowl
red
with
shaded fenced-in back,
fficiency apart
fan.
electric
bed
iron
motorcycle
With Personal Notes,Other
80
tree trimmer chain saw - Yamaha
uired, WHITE Cockatiel w/large yard. Carport w/storage
ladder -•
Old and CoPectible Literadecorative bottles - guitars - bicycle - lawn chair - chicken coup - step
cage, $75 759-4520
Priced to sell! For
area.
and
ture, Many Elegant
other
Many
listing.
partial
a
is
This
parts.
for
car
older
appointment, call
late 1970's van body rent, no pets
Antique Lamps, All This
held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
leave message.
Auction
753-5904,
listed.
not
items
6pm
ter
and More!
410
ALOT of house for only
All announcements day of sale take precedence over printed melarial. For
Pubic
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
contact
$29.500. House perfect for
more information
1bdrm duplex on 280,
Saki
the handyman. Has four
$250/mo. 2bdrm off 94E,
435-4144
$260/mo. lbdrm 641 By- FARRIS Auction Company. bedrooms, hardwood
W Dan Farris - Auctioneer
pass, $175/mo. Deposits W Dan Ferns, Auctioneer, floors, TVA insulation, two
Paschall Auctioneers
Terry
Beane
Darrell
PO Box 149 Hazel KY 42049
required, water furnished. P 0 Box 149, Hazel, KY. woodstoves. MLSO 3901
Realty,
Kopperud
(502) 492-8796
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
Absolutely no pets (502) 492-8796/8795. We Contact
753-1222
James R. Cash - Real Estate Broker
753-8848 before Elpm
all
it
sell
and
appraise
14x70, 1984 MONTEGO,
2br. 2 full baths, gas heat,
central stereo system,
large kitchen with bay window and center island
Large livingroom, lots of
cabinet space, extra nice
759-1466 after 5pm.

Moving
Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION

ESTATE AUCTION

FARRIS AUCTION CO.
ESTATE AUCTION

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall Auctioneers

PUBLIC AUCTION #2

Dan Millet. - Auctioneer

Farris Auction Company

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
530

510

Used
'Nob

Servlose
Offered

979 CHEVY Luv 4x4
truck 19 Criss Craft. 283
VS in board boat w Trailer
436-5396

AlA LANDSCAPING and
tree removal Tree and
shrub trimming mulching
and hauling, mapor and mi
nor groundskeeping
492 8254

1985 CHEVY k. ton pick
up Auto ac dual tanks,
good shape $4950 Phone
Frankfort 502 875-4050 or
502 875 1844
1986 FORD Bronco II
759 4936 after 5pm

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495

G & L
Lawn
Service

1987 FORD Pick-up V.
ton auto ac dual tanks
good shape $4950 Phone
Frankfort 502 875 4050 or
502 875 1844

Pride
In Our Work

510
Campers

Day 435-4168
Night 753-5847

1976 COACHMAN 22
Camper Self-contained
roof air gas eiec refriger
ator new rubber dual axle
759 1628 after 4prn

Free Estimates

Jamboree mini mo
23F
tor home Fully self con
tained generator microwave & awning 17XXX
actual miies 753 5447 at
ter 5cm
29 CENTURY Travel
Trailer a c awning shower
wth bath tub full size bed,
carpet factory stereo gas;
eiectric hook ups All extras
Extra nice
inctuded
$560C 753 6878
SPA ;Hut Tub) seats 5
adults 35' deep 2hp
2 speed pump 3 standard
and 2 Arnirlylets ozoriator
cover steps 15 months
oict $3000 cash and carry
firm 75.3 3488

""

ALPHA Builders- Carpen
try remodeling porches,
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance et,: Free estimates
42 2303

'•77.
y

3

ALL Round house and yard
maintenance Mow, trim
clean gutters rake yard
trim bushes haul trash
small construction work
vehicle maintenance Free
estimates Call Scott
753 1235

S na.iiing yard work.
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759 1683

Boats
I Moroni

•

AAA Additions Decks
vinyl siding carpentry
work house and floor level
ing drive ways 40. years
experience Free esti
Call collect
mates
901 247 5173

es telient curio,
see to apprecs
Tiaiage kept
';•4 J DE 70hp
753 2249 a'te'

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 rhapor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
phance Works 753-2455

,989 CHAMPION
r S h & Ski Loaded
w 53hc ,ohnson and
trailer 489 2895
LA'E model Evirrude
..crnscn 'Ono lower unit
• 377 35no, Evinrude motor
$650 Also newly rebuilt
Toyota 22R engine $1225
Or best -offer Phone Frank
fort 502 227 2760
SSA 1NE Darnell Marine
Complete boat and motor
repair arid service All work
guaranteed Fiberglass
specialist Buy sell Or
trade Used boats motors
and trailers Salvage parts
1 miie from Murray on Hwy
94E 753 0079

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years ex
cerience Bobby HoPPer,
436 5848

Serykes
Ott•r*4

$ervices
Offered

Service*
Offered

Perky & Sons
Lawn and Garden
Service-.

KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica. all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-55.60

PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care & Maintenance Mow
ing trimming hauling
landscaping No yob too big
Or too small Lowest prices
in town Free estimates
Call 759 4415 leave
message

BRYON'S LAWN SER
VICE Free estimates
489-2691 after 5pm

Specasictrg n yard preps
Mora, seeding. *rotary,
teaks% I adorn girders
35 Years Expwencs
Gene Prier
753-51130, 759-4/42
7534317 efler 5 pat

L AND L Lawn Service
Free estimates Call after
5pm, 753 4001

BILL Musser Yardwork
treetrimming fencing
436 2043

YARD mowing, trimming
odd lobs Hauling. mulch
gravel. dirt, sealing drive
ways Free estimates
436 5501

BJ ENTERPRISES Home
repair, electrical carpentry
painting roofing No job too
small 753 7581

YARD mowing landscap
ing tree trimming and tree
removal Free estimates
Tim Lamb 436 2528

BLOCK bock concrete fin
ishing Basements loot
ings garages drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753 5476 Charles Barnett
CARPENTRY framing
roofing foundations
436 5598

CHIN ("him Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191
CLEAN Up and light haul
ing
Free estimates
436-2102 Closed on
Saturdays
COLSON Lawn Service
Professional mowing and
trimming Guaranteed lowest rates $15 $80 per
most yards
month
2 5 2 5
4 8 9
1 800 638 3921

WEST Ky Aluminum Put
an end to costly painting
and draft windows with Al
coa Siding and Certain
Teed Replacement WinBill Speed,
dows
492 8103
WILL do mowing and light
hauling 753 4355

R‘‘
Enterpriws

Cortlatit
Ii u ild.111iills

NEED your gutters cleaned
Of repaired? Call 753-0834

7

NINTENDO Repair Free
estimates Information, call
5132564973 Send to
best TV/VCR Service 1688
Woodman Drive Dayton
OH 45432

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
753 7032 before 3 30pm

PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24 hour emergency, same
day service 489-2525

YARD landscaping w/20
years experience Breaking
and disking gardens bush
hogging No fobs too big or
too small 436-5430

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street, MOWING Yard Work At
Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5. fordable reliable efficient
Free estimates 753-9100
Mon -Fri. 753-0530

l..irpttlfr. brit IN.
%lent% Wet k.

GAL.

Our Best
7-Pc. Painting Kit
9" rol.er frame, rater metal tray.
angular sash brush, mini-trim pad, extension pole and roller cleaner Everything you
needl 12944

SUNSHINE
MAKERS
Simple Green

Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

BACKHOE Service and
Hauling Drrveways, found
ations and septic systems
new or repair Best prices
and results Call 759-1039
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations,
etc 759 4664

Custom Woodworking

DELK S Painting Service
Interior exterior free estimates 18yrs experience
Mayfield 247 9816

• 'Op by & see our showroom
Filpaez*
,P• 10,AAAV 'Bon••:1
f S1 %NC

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs Experience • Free Estmates
PHONE
502-437-3026

624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive. automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

•

Block, brick. stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

77

Laird

Iii

La rd Brick

Plus:

...
as
....

=I
•
•INI0
OS
as
aa.
adMI
1=0
OS
MO
MEM

.Patio Payers •Fieldstone •Flagstone
-Other Related Masonry Material

..
..
..
..

FREE SPRING CLEANING ESTIMATES Gutters,
bush arid tree removals.
hauling planting, pruning,
mulching mowing. etc Call
Jerry at 753-0611

a.

Hours•. 8 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday
8 a.m.-12 noon Sat.

.alli
..
..
..

•

...
..
,..
-, - Hwy. 641 So.

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436 2642

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
merc.ral continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Horne, remodeling. painting, Wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No pot) too
small 436-2052
HANDYMAN will do plumb
ing electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753 0596
HOME Repairs WM do carpentry painting plumbing
and electrical 436-2575 at
ter 5pm
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
Gallimore
JAMES C
Electric Fast efficient
courteous service
750-1835

Top quality plastic trash can leatures locking lid and handles 7 wheels for easy
portability 73240

MURRAY

•••
OS

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

OM
=0
SO
oa-IMISIIMINDMIIMMaiSliMIIBINDMEMIMISSIMIIMOIMIUM•1111S-1110=-IMIIIIMIOSSIDISMISMNIMIS1
IMINNIMIIMINIIIIMIIIIIMIIMIMIMIIIIMMOMM=SBINIIMIII
410=11=a0M•EP•1111•11101•1•0•MIMIIMIIMIIIIIIMMISIM
iN.MB 1.001.....
, 1.14.MN MO0.MD..
..MOM.NMI.
NI.
.....••••=,.•••,...W.M.MD NM.11.1I..IMP MD....MN

Laundry

asket

Holds the heaviest loads without sagg mg or
capacity
i tr.
bushel
buckling
E3987 68E01

208 E. Main St.
753-3361

04 No MANUFACTURERS'
ese0
MAIL-IN REBATES

FULL Service Lawn Care
City or county, free estimates 436-2744
GALLOWAY Roofing Specralizing in new roofs, re
roofs and tear-offs
Guaranteed work
502 753 7941

•i•
ISI•

..
247-3232 a.

Puryear, TN

32 Gallon
Refuse Container

lis.
OS

m••
.1=.
-aMil
••In.
.011
as
•=1.
as
.m.
Soni

OW= 288

MM,

_.

of

For a beautiful finish that lasts Custom
colors higher, 15786

688

me
a-

DOWNS Home Improvemerit Anything from re
...
modeling to small additions ...: Doing business as Puryear Brick offering a line ..
..•
a.
to your horne 13yrs exper
•M,
Ua•
of brick from 34 manufacturers throughout the SS
M
ience all work guaranteed
....
MG
....
••••
..
•Ml.
Call Kyle at 753 4418 after ..
-5
boutheast
l
al
.M
..
3pm for a tree estimate'a
MIMI
...
•Cross Ties

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint
,-ig Free estimates 18
years exporence Local references 489 2267

Mathis Transmission
Service

Ed

ISM
a 1.1
f/o in
4 GM
-a
.110
MIMI
1111111
atial
SUB
4M

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

The Brick Man

..m.

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
Don and repair Free est
mates 7517203

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOS WOODVIORKJNG
AU Types 01

Smith Masonry & •
Home Improvement E.

IS
.717MMISIIMISIMMS11=IIMED1111•11GOINDIMMOIMI=IMIMMIIIMINISSIMINDIMISIIIII■•••••11111111•11111•111MIS D•
INIMMIS114=11=1MMININSIMIIINIGOIMI••=11•1=110•UrIMIIMI=111MIISIMIGNIMINIMIODISIMillelall•IMINSIN
sir-IMO
Sal
OM
••••
Mel
i
INS
nal
".'
fa
Mil•
Ms
OS
4_
MI
Ms
SS
•Ime
SNi•
Ms
OM
-•
Ms
OS
,,
-0
as
Oa
...,

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759 475.4

5 Star Flat Latex
Wall Paint

Concentrated cleaner and degreaser is
great or all your cleaning needs 67 7 or
Comes with a FREE , all- purpose scrubber
86548

5112-489-2476 fir
489-2982

A TO Z Services General
contract -g electrical
plumbing roofing carpentry, yard and house mainte
nance Free estimates All
work guaranteed Call
759 9047 after 3pm

East Main St. • 753-4461

Hardware

PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625.

WILL do plumbing instatla
bon and repairs All guaran
teed 753 4355 753 1134

THERMALINE Replace
merit Windows Custombuilt,easy dean Senior ci
tizens discounts 759 4433
after 3pm

A&A Auto & Van Rental
21)

MOODY Mower Repair
Pick up and delrvery, all
work guaranteed
753 5668

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Lecenced in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

CONSTRUCTION
Houses additions framing
Tripp Williams 753-0563

MOBILE home repair,
Interior'Exterior house
Reasonable
painting
Call anytime,
rates
489-2762 ask for Bill

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674

TENNESSEE River Insulation Decrease your utility
bills with adequate insula
Don All types of insulation.
old apd new homes Free
estimates 901 642-9174

753-4461

LOCAL carpenter and in
tenor painter Guarantee
lowest rates in town 10
years quality experience
759 1672

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement new
installation, pumping see,
ers, footings basements
Backhoe loader service
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical Clean
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Man
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

For The Perfect
Family Vacation...Go In Style.

VISA

SAM'S Yard Service Mow
ing trimming hauling
753 1598 Free estimates

RENTAL

-.sows"

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set up for
large protects Our busi
ness is built on quality
382 2214

ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg gravel sand,dirt, drive
753-4545,
way rock
753 6763

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night.
753 5484

CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753 5812

LEES Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning, call
753 5827 Free estimates
Dupont certified for
Stainmaster

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding.
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

STORAGE Buildings.
8x10 as low as $500
Decks and all types building and, rereodeling
759 1039 or 474-2318,ask
for Matt

Beautiful home, wooded lot, 3 bedroom, 2 bathe, lap garage, quiet
area In nice subdivision in county. A
must to See $93,500.

LAWN MOWING. If yeiu
want someone who is depend
able, reasonably priced, and
will do the yob nght, please
call David at 753 6986 Refer
ences available

REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753 8056

YARD mowing, hauling,
tree trimming, odd fobs, city
or county 437 4703

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761

Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky 42025

530

Services
Offered

MONTEZUMA
TEQUILA

TEN HIGH

99
17„9

1.75 L9
99
FINAL
COST
After $2.00 Coupon

FINAL
COST
After $3.00 Coupon

•

99

750
ml 10 FINAL
COST
After $3.00 Coupon

EARLY TIMES
1.751

1.75 L21
"
RNAL
COST
After $3.00 Coupon

11111110

GORDON'S
VODKA 80*

OW CHARTER
8YEAR

GEORGE
DKKEL

KAHLUA

1 751 599
FINAL
COST
After $4.00 Coupon

A

;

":'..•
z
1"_';

99
1.7518
FINAL
COST
After $2.00 Coupon

YELLOWSTONE

3'

1299

1.75 L

b*

COST
After $2.00 Coupon

385

FINAL
COST
After $2.00 Coupon

AN

Prices Effective Thru March 31st

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

'PARTY MART
WILL MATCH ANY
LOCAL
COMPETITOR'S
CURRENT
ADVERTISED
PRKE..

Party Mart
Hannan

Plaza 509 Lone Ook Rd. Hwy 45 Poducoli 442-0011

OPEN 8 A.M. TO 9 P.M., MON. THRU THURS. - FRI. & SAT. III 11 P.M.
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Looking Back

Today in History
Ten years ago
Today is Thursday. March 19, the 79th day of 1992. There are 287 days
Fire destroyed the home of Harleft in the year. This is the date the swallows traditionally return to the
old Hopper, located west of U.S.
San Juan Capistrano Mission in California.
Highway 641 North, on the mornHistory:
in
Today's Highlight
ing March 18.
Fifty years ago, on March 19, 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
Becky Wilson, Adele Kupchella,
ordered that men between the ages of 45 and 64 register for non-military
Carol
Julian, Clara Humphrey,
duty.
Martha Cook, Louise Weatherly,
On this date:
Marvin Mills, Kathy Cochen and
In 1687, French explorer Robert Cavelier, sieur de La Salle — the first
John Thompson are new members
European to navigate the length of the Mississippi River — was murdered
of Board of Directors of Murrayby mutineers in present-day Texas.
Paris.
in
premiered
Calloway County Community
Gounod
Charles
by
"Faust"
opera
the
In 1859,
Theatre.
In 1917, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the eight-hour work day for
Murray High School B Team
railroads.
received a second
Cheerleaders
Time.
Daylight-Saving
approved
Congress
1918,
In
place trophy at Regional KAPOS
In 1920, the U.S. Senate for the second time rejected the Treaty of VerCompetition at Reidland. Cheersailles by a vote of 49 in favor, 35 against, falling short of the two-thirds
leaders are Wege Rushing Emily
majority needed for approval.
In 1965, Nicolae Ceausescu, a member of the Romanian Politburo, was Apperson, 'Caroline Schoenfeldt,
Lanette Hopkins, Angie Hamilton,
appointed first secretary of the Communist Party.
In 1976, Bbckingham Palace announced the separation of Princess Mar- Staci Gray, Kelly Thomas and
garet and her husband, the Earl of Snowdon, after 16 years of marriage. Sheri Wildey. Sponsors for the
In 1979, the U.S. House of Representatives began television broadcasts cheerleaders are Gail Farris and
Diane Wilson.
of its day-to-day business.
Mrs. Calvin Key presented a
Catholic
eighth
Roman
the
as
installed
was
O'Connor
In 1984, John J.
archbishop of New York, succeeding the late Cardinal Terence Cooke.
Ten years ago: Twenty-seven people were killed in the crash of a
National Guard jet tanker near Greenwood, Ill.
DEAR ABBY: Your statement,
Five years ago: President Reagan, in a news conference, repudiated his
policy of selling arms to Iran, saying, "I would not go down that road "No always means no," is sound advice when it comes to sexual favors.
again."
However, your statement, "Being
prices,
One year ago: The Labor Department reported that consumer
married to a person does not entitle
edged
had
gasoline
prices,
in
decline
monthly
benefiting from a big
one to sexual favors" is misleading.
upward only two-tenths of a percentage point the previous month.
Persistent and unjustifiable reToday's Birthdays: Judge John Sirica is 88. White House national sec- fusal to engage in marital relations
urity adviser Brent Scowcroft is 67. Actor-director Patrick McGoohan is by either spouse could be considered
64. Theologian Hans Kung is 64. Author Philip Roth is 59. Actress-singer desertion,abandonment,or cruel and
estabPhyllis Newman is 57. Actress Ursula Andress is 56. Actress Glenn Close inhuman treatment, thereby
lishing grounds for divorce. Since
37.
is
Willis
is 45. Actor Bruce
the law varies from state to state,
Thought for Today: "History is always repeating itself, but each time the factual circumstances of a parthe price goes up." — Anonymous.
ticular case would be controlling.
Perhaps you should have mentioned

program on "Depression Glass" at
a meeting of Hazel Woman's Club.
Twenty years ago
Bill Barker has been named as
superintendent of Murray Electric
System to succeed E.S. Ferguson
who retired.
Pfc. Greg C. Turner, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Guy C. Turner, is serving
with Second Infantry Division of
the U.S. Army in Korea.
Dr. Robert F. Alsup, professor of
education and director of Reading
Clinic at Murray State University,
spoke a meeting of Murray Lions
Club.
Births reported included a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Thomas
and a boy to mr. and Mrs. Michael
Alderdice, March 6; a girl to Craig
and Janet Banks, March 7.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77
camped the past weekend at John
James Audubon Park at Henderson.
They hiked the Audubon Trail

'Aft

which cover most of the park of
600 acres.
Thirty years ago
Donald W. Dugger, seaman,
United States Navy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sid M. Duggcr, is serving
aboard the amphibious force flagship USS Tacomis, operating with
Sixth Fleet in Mediterranean Sea.
Charles D. Provinc of Hazel was
named for "Mr./Woodman" award
by Hazel Camp 138 of Woodmen
of the World. The presentation was
made by District Manager James
Parker.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Jackson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert McCoart and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Morrison.
Mrs. Layne Shanklin, Mrs.
James Brown, the Rev. Robert Herring, Pam Melton and Mrs. Macon
Rickman were membsrs of a panel

Dear Abby
that.
K. KARL SPALVINS, ATTORNEY
AT LAW. KNOXVILLE,TENN,
DEAR ATTORNEY SPALVINS:
The key wordsin yourstatement
are:"persistent" and "unjustifiable,"in which case I would have
to agree with you — and the law.
I said,"Both parties must be
willing — or it's no go." If either
party is too tired, too angry or
just "not in the mood" for love
occasionally, it's understandable, and therefore forgivable.
When sex is forced, it is hu-

your boyfriend (the father of
your son) is not ready for marriage. However, whether or not
DEAR ABBY: I have a boyfriend he is "ready for marriage," he
problem.lie keeps promising me that has a legal obligation to conwe will get married. Well, we now tribute to the support of his son
have a 3-month-old son,and we aren't according to the laws of your
married yet.
state.
We have been together a year and
You are foolish to believe a
three months. I have set a date that fellow who consistently breaks
we both agree on; then he breaks it his promises. It would appear
off and delays our wedding. What that his son may grow up before
should I do?
he does.
NEEDS HELP IN OHIO

miliating and traumatic — and
the law calls it "spousal rape."

DEAR NEEDS HELP: Face it,

Daily Comics
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Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

c___
TMR

1 Search for
a bargain
5 Secret agent
8 Newspaper
paragraph
12 Vast ages
13 Mr. Gershwin
14 — majesty
15 Exist
16 Terence —
18 Play part
19 Title of
respect
20 Remain
21 Hypothetical
force
23 That man
24 Interior
26 Glenn —
28 "Something
— Amelia"
29 Crony:
colloq
30 Solemn
wonder
32 Untidy
person
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GARFIELD
BUT, THERE'S A HOOF
IN MY MEAT LOAF
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3

colloq.
33 Armed
conflict
34 Killed
35 Footlike part
36 Deface
37 "Evening —"
38 Kind of
collar
40 Walk wearily
41 Tellurium
symbol
43 Tag player
44 Conduct
45 Exist
47 Swiss river
49 Handle
51 Wheel track
52 Public
notice
55 Palo —
56 Nice season
57 Actual being
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5 Hindu guitar
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To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
Letters for All Occasions," send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95($4.50
in Canada)to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris. Ill. 61054.
(Postage is included.)
What teen-agers need to know about
sex, drugs, AIDS and getting along with
their peers and parents is now in Abby's
updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
Teen Should Know."To order,send along,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95 1114.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris. III. 61054.
(Postage is included.)
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CALVIN and HOBBES

NICE, SIMPLE LINES...
0000, HONEST STYLtNG...

*5*
DEAR ABBY: Here's one for the
limerick collector:
There was an old lady named
Myrtle
Who bought herself a new girdle.
She held in her breath.
It squeezed her to death,
Now the graveyard is fertile with
\1 rtle.
-MONA
***

•

THE SHIRTDRESS IS \
ONE OF THIS SPRING'S
5.
,
FASHION MU5T

on "Communication Through
Parent and Family Life" at a meeting of Almo School Unit of ParentTeacher Association.
Forty years ago
Leslie Putnam has been selected
as a member of a forum at a meeting of National Association of
Teachers of Singing at Belmont
College, Nashville, Tenn., on
March 19.
Mrs. Bud l Hargis., Mrs. Virginia
Herndon and Mrs. Ray Ross are
new officers of Almo High School
Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cleaver and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Laymon Reeder, March 14; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Cable, March 15; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Adams, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Brandon and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Atkins,
March 17.

something
distasteful
11 Apportion
16 Let it stand
17 Take a vote
20 Ignore
22 Fulfill
25 Loop
26 Vehicle
10 II
9
27 Caesar -28 Cleo's
nemesis
29 Equality
31 Female sheep
ta
33 Pale
34 Having shoes
38 Slogan
ill
37 Writing
tablet
ill
39 Agave plant
ill
40 Tranquillity
WI 41 Bark cloth
42 James —
Jones
44 Fasting
period
45 Hot cross 46 Kitchen
ending
45 46
48 Decay
50 TV's
51
McClanahan
•
51 Legal matter
53 Bond
nemesis
54 Myself

UU

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please write in
simple language about dialysis, the
treatment for kidney failure.
DEAR READER: One of the kidneys' prime roles is to eliminate certain waste products. When the kidneys
are damaged, they function less efficiently; waste builds up in the body
but not to the point of being lifethreatening. However, when the kidneys cease functioning altogether(re-.
nal failure), unexpected waste quickly
builds up to toxic levels, if this waste
is not removed, death ensues.
clears
mechanically
Dialysis
wastes from the bloodstream (hence,
from the body as a whole) and re-establishes a normal balance of acids
and minerals.
Although the actual dialysis machines vary, the basic technique is
standard: Blood is shunted from the
body through a device that cleanses it,
then is returned to the body. This is
called hemodialysis because the blood
is involved directly. It is the most
common method of maintaining life
in the presence of renal failure.
Other forms of dialysis are sometimes used,as a temporary expedient,
to remove wastes. For example, in
peritoneal dialysis, special fluid is introduced into the abdominal cavity
and left for several hours while it absorbs wastes from the blood; the fluid
is later withdrawn and discarded.
Many patients requiring dialysis
have benefited from receiving kidney
transplants. During this procedure,
the patient's malfunctioning kidney(s)
are removed and replaced with donor
kidney(s). Successful transplant patients do not require dialysis.
In many'ways, dialysis is a modern
miracle that enables patients with
non-functioning kidneys to lead relatively normal, productive lives. Such
patients shoul&be pnder the care of
nephrologists. '
To provide further information. I
am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Kidney Disorders.
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to PO
Box 91369. Cleveland, OH 44101-3369
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 8-year-old
daughter has been diagnosed with
Friedreich's ataxia. What is it? Is
there any cure or treatment?
DEAR READER: Friedreitit's
ataxia is a rare, inherited neurological disease,characterised by progressive difficulty walking, followed by
arm weakness and cardiomyopathy
(degeneration of heart muscle)
Symptoms begin between the ages of
5 and 15. There is no treatment
Rather, efforts to maintain independence are paramount and include
physical therapy and help with everyday tasks. as the need arises Patients
with this disorder should be under the
care of neurologists
a)on NrwspAnn ENTISRPRIs6 4/16P1
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Workshop addresses health
care issues in the nineties

Charlie L. Lassiter
Charlie L. Lassiter, 71, of 1401
Story Ave, Murray, died Wednesday at 4:08 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
He had served four terms in the
Kentucky House of Representatives, Fifth District, from 1962 to
1970.
Mr. Lassitek.taught school at
Coldwater and Kirksey and had
served as principal of Faxon and
Almo Schools. He retired in 1982
after 35 years of service to education. Sixteen of his last years were
as Director of Pupil Personnel for
the Calloway County School System. Since 1982, he had served as a
liaison for thftschool system.
An Army veteran of World War
II. he was a graduate of Murray
State University. He was member
and past master of Temple Hill
Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons, and served as secretary
from 1974 until the present time.
He was a member of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star, a former member and past
worthy patron of Temple Hill

Chapter No. 511 Order of the Eastern Star, and a past deputy patron
of District 22 of the OES.
A member and past president of
the Murray Lions Club, he had 11
years perfect attendance. He was a
former member of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital Board
of Directors and was currently
Democratic Election Commissioner
for Calloway County.
Mr. Lassiter was a member of
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church where he
attended the Older Adult Sunday
School Class, was a member of the
Church Official Board, served as
Sunday School superintendent for
20 years, and served as a Certified
Lay Speaker of Paris District of
United Methodist Church.
Born Aug. 28, 1920, in Calloway
County. he was the son of the late
labie L. Lassiter and Emily Ann
Fleeman Lassiter. One brother,
Richard Lassiter, died Jan. 24,
1980.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs.
Ruth Lovett Lassiter. to whom he

John T. Karns
Memorial services for John T.
Karns were today at 11 a.m. at St.
James United Methodist Church.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The Rev. Rollin Oswald, the Rev. Edward Gregory and the Rev. Charles Mehaffey officiated.
Pnvate committal services weree
at Linwood Cemetery, Cedar
Rapids. with Murdoch-Linwood
Funeral Home, 520 Wilson Ave.,
S.W., Cedar Rapids, in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Karns, 70. of 1031 Pawnee
Dr. NW., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
ImesIntents Since 1854
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died Monday at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ethel Johnson Karns; one daughter,
Mrs. Barbara Ecknch and husband.
Gorald, Swisher, Iowa; one son,
Lawrence Karns and wife, Laurie,
Murray; six grandchildren.
A memorial fund has been established in Mr. Karns• honor.

Dewayne
Duffle Spencer
Dewayne Duffle Spencer. 52,
formerly of Murray, died Wednesday at 540 p.m. at his home in
Charlotte. N.C.
He was a member of a Church of
Christ and a former member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Mr. Spencer v.as district manager for Carmike Cinemas.
Born Dec. 29, 1939, in Calloway
County. he was the son of Calista
Swift Spencer and the late William
Onzell Spencer.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Carmen Winning Spencer, to whom
he was married on July 30, 1960:
one daughter, M. Sandy Spencer.
Durham, N.C.; three sons, Tommy
Spencer, Durham. N.C., Tony
Spencer. High Point, N.C., and Ken
Spencer and wife. Elaine, Salisburg. N.C.
His mother. Mrs. Calista Swift
Spencer of Murray, survives along
with one sister. Mrs. Sharon Shultz
and husband. Jim, Union City,
Tenn., one brother. Danny Spencer,
Martin, Tenn.: three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 11 a.m. Saturday.

was Married on Feb. 8, 1947; one

son, Jerry L. Lassiter and wife,
Debbie, and one granddaughter,
Susan Elizabeth Lassiter, Murray:
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Ethel Lassiter Johnson and Mrs. Mary Lovett
Fones, Murray; two brothers-inlaw, Purdom Lovett and wife, Jo.
Murray, and William Lovett and
wife, Lou, Toledo, Ohio.
The funeral will be Friday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick
Lewis and the Rev. William B.
Miller will officiate.
Burial will follow in Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home. after 4 p.m. today (Thursday). Masonic rites will be at 7
p.m. tonight at the funeral home.

CHARLIE L. LASSITER

"Health Care Issues of the 90's" will
be the topic of a workshop Friday,
March 27, in the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and Technology Auditorium at Murray State
University.
All medical and nursing personnel,
philosophers, students and others interested in the future of health care are
invited to attend the workshop which
begins at 8:30 a.m. and ends at 4 p.m.
Sponsored by the Murray State nursing honor society Sigma Theta Tau,
Kentucky Nursing Association District 13 and the Murray State Department of Nursing, the workshop will
explore continuing health care dilemmas for the future and will question
ethical issues related to such dilemmas.
Among the guest speakers are
Nancy Galvagni, vice president of the

Bobbie R. Grogan
Bobbie R. Grogan, 76, of 1112
Hopi Trail, Frankfort, formerly of
Murray, died Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
at Bradford Square, Frankfort.
Mr. Grogan received his B.S. in
Ag Education from Western Kentucky University and his Master's
in Ag Education from the University of Kentucky. He taught vocational agriculture at Todd County
High School for a short time before
serving in the U.S. Army during
World War
Except for the seven years from
1957-64 when he was with the
Kentucky Medical Association, his
entire career was with vocational
education. Besides teaching at the
high school level, he had been a
regional agricultural supervisor for
four Western Kentucky regions,
and had worked at the Bureau at
Frankfort from 1964 until his
retirement in 1980 as the Deputy
Director of Vocational Education.
Mr. Grogan remained active in
several areas during his retirement.
One of his main interests was legislation. He was a member of the
Kentucky AARP Legislative Committee from 1987-1991. During this
time he tracked legislation that
affected older Kentuckians from its
introduction through the legislative
process.
His wife, Mrs. Odine Swann

Grogan, also from Calloway County, preceded him in death. Born
Oct. 5, 1915, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late Bob Grogan and Flora Stubblefield Grogan.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Jennifer Partin, Louisville;
one son, Gary Grogan, Frankfort:
three sisters, Mrs. Lily Wrather and
Mrs. Berlene Young. Murray, and
Mrs. Rubene Smith, Atlanta, Ga.:
one brother, Cleo Grogan, Murray;
five grandchildren.
Services will be Saturday at 11
a.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Frankfort. Dr. William R.
Jennings and Dr. J.T. Harmon will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Harry Lehman, Dave Lawrence, John Kim,
Steve Douglass, Ed Grogan, Maurice Genton, Fred Gordon, Robert
Kelley, Jim Mattox and Bill
Pennington.
Honorary pallbearers will be Ed
Pollock, Paul Jones, Don Wood,
Dick Weinbarger, Monroe Beane
and Ronald Nugent.
Burial will follow in the Frankfort Cemetery.
Friends may call after 7 p.m.
tonight (Thursday) and after 5 p.m.
Friday at Rogers Funeral Home,
Inc., 507 West Second St.,
Frankfort.
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Kentucky Hospital Association; Dr.
Wally Montgomery, general surgeon
from Paducah; Barbara Dermody,
executive director of the Kentucky
Nursing Association; and Dr. Ozzie
Wiggins, philosophy professor from
the University of Louisville. Sessions
arc planned on health care legislation,
medical issues, nursing issues and
ethical dilemmas in allocation of
health care resources.
The fee for the workshop is $25,
which includes tuition, workshop materials, continuing education credits
and refreshments. The fee will be
waived for Murray State nursing
students.
To register for the workshop, contact Ann Minor, Director of Continuing Education in Murray State's Department of Nursing, at (502) 7622193.
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Kelsey Tate
Christopher
chosen as
Miss Spring

Miss Spring 1992

IMO

By CANDY MATHERS
Murray Lodger & Time* Staff Writs(

Kelsey Tate Christopher

•

A special section of

Mirrray Ledger & Times

March 19, 1992
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Kelsey Tate Christopher has
been named Miss Spring 1992. A
Murray High School senior, and
Murray native, Christopher is one
of four childern of Ron and Ellie
ChristOpher of Hazel Hwy.
Throughout her years at MHS,
Christopher has been extremely
active in school as president of student council, french club, speech
club, president of her class during
her sophomore year, chaplain of
Tr -Alpha, and served as a member
of latin club, Future Business
Leaders of America, computer
club, chorus, theatre, soccer, track
and tennis teams, and broadcaster
for WH NIS-TV.
Christopher regards her participation as a member and current
president of speech club as one of
her most rewarding experiences in
high school. "I've gotten to meet
so many people throughout the
country — I've gone to New York,
Chicago, Cincinnati ... it's
improved my writing skill,
improved my communication
skills, it's been a fun and learning
type of experience."
Christopher has excelled in
speech team, winning and placing
in many of the debates and other
events she competes. As a junior
she was named Outstanding in
Forensics.
Christopher has been named to
the honor roll each of her high
school years and will graduate
seventh in her high school class.
She was named to Who's Who
Among American High School Students and has maintained a grade
point average of 95.
Christopher is currently applying
to universities — planning to
pursue a college degree after graduation from Murray High School,
and is interested in a career in
international business. "I would
really like to be able to travel and
also I enjoy languages and like
learning about other cultures and
find that business is an interesting
field," said the new Miss Spring.
Christopher is active in the
United Methodist Youth Fellowship in Calloway County.
Upon receiving her latest honor,
Christopher said, "I had no idea. I
was totally shocked and surprised
when Mr. Apperson told me — but
I was very flattered and very honored and excited about the whole
thing...I feel very honored being
named Miss Spring."
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Miss Spring

--Spring into style!
The elegance and classic beauty of Kelsey Tate Christopher, our Miss Spring — 1992, are in fashion at any time
of the year, but especially suited for the bright colors and
new styles of spring. Kelsey, daughter of Ron and Ellie
Christopher, is featured throughout this section as a model
for the spring fashions and accessories offered by our local merchants.
The word for spring accessories for 1992 is color, from neons to
pastels. Read more about it on page 3. Or find out how spring's "new"
navy cures the late-winter blues (page 4). Take a peek at the new look in
false eyelashes on page 5, and discover the secret of plaid on page 6.
Those crazy French designers at Chanel have cooked up a line full of
"gags" (page 8), and hair rollers have gone high-tech to celebrate the
styles of the '40s (page 10). Meanwhile, our advice for the vacationer is
to remember the basics — like the big, crisp, white cotton shirt and the
"goes with everything- black (page 11).
ADVERTISERS' INDEX13
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This season's fashions
are sure to please.
Build your spring wardrobe
from our great selection
of styles and colors.
it'll be your best Spring ever!
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Riot of color common in spring accessories
By DIANE SUSTENDAL
For AP Spacial Features

NEW YORK — Inspired by
gardens, modern art, the West
and water, accessory designers
have come up with great ideas to
change the way the good old basics look this spring.
Transforming the simplest uniform of a blouse and jacket with
skirt or trousers has never been
easier. Moving from workaday
slick to party time pretty to wildly West and folkloric is easy with
a toss of a hat, a ton of beads, an
armload of bracelets and a scarf
or two. From samplings at the recent
Spring '92 Accessoric Circuit
show, lucite and acrylic resin
seem the materials of the moment
for jewelry. They turn up in clear,

frostcd and bejeweled bangles
and beads.
Colors and treatments abound.
There are hard-edge neons; matte
and icy pastels; mother-of-pearl
and gilt finishes; lucite set with
rhinestones and hand-painted or
molded to mimic semiprecious
stones such as sea coral, turquoise and amber.
The acrylic accessories are cut
into pins and earrings with amusing Western motifs such as sheriff's badges and cactus earrings
by Harriette Bauknight for Kaso.
Martha Sturdy and Maria Snyder
are among designers fashioning
cuffs, cubes and discs into artistic, futuristic forms. James Arpad
sinks dazzling rhinestones into
his designs while Jose & Maria
Berrcra's hand-carved lucite
seashells are meant to adorn

wrists, necks and ears. For true
romantics, the resins are molded
into hearts and flowers which
become pendents, pins and
earrings.
Western looks seem as at ease
in the city as in the wide open
spaces. Silver-tipped and beaded
belts, bolos and bracelets embedded with semiprecious or faux
stones, and tooled leather bags
are just the right touches for an
urban cowgirl. Eric Beamon's
amusing take on the West is a
soft suede bandana edged Native
American-style with beads. For
casual moments, toss on a hat
that looks as if it's been around
the corral for a while and head on
Out.

The greening movement goes
(C'ont'd on

Prom Night Make It Perfect.

photo by Allison Photography

Kelsey Christopher models a colorful spring sweater dress.
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An Rx for late-winter
blues: spring's new navy
• ).
By FRANCINE PARNES
For AP Spectai Features

If you've been bitten by the
shopping bug or are suffering
from spring fever, there are plenty. of antidotes.
One of the most potent is probably a navy pantsuit and IA hue
shirt, some hoop earrings, a pair
of sexy sandals. maybe even a
big straw hat.
Another remedy is a long gossamer skirt — neutral color, but-

ton front — with light, loose
sweater. Add a long chiffon scarf,
acrylic cuff and platform shoes.
Susan Sokol, president of Calvin Klein Collection in New
York. says the free-flowing skirt
is one of spring's big trends.
"It's the femininity of the long,
flowing skirt that covers the leg
but lets you see through it."
Ah, legs. If not in soft-tone
fishnets, they'll be uncovered, or
at least appear to be.
"The leg for spring is going to

he neutral, white, nude or without
hose at all — if you can get away
with it," says Alice Vickers,
fashion director for Saks Fifth
Avenue in Denver.
You'll still be in step with
mules, though they're hard to
wear. So.try platform sandals, not
too high, or ballet shoes — the
latter a must, according to Brent
N1cDaneld, a vice president of I.
Magnin in San Francisco. Pick
(C'on('d on page 14)

Congratulations Kelsey!
photo by Allison Photography

Drop everything it's time to shop. Kelsey is raring and ready to go on
a spring shopping spree.

Spring into Springl
Make this spring
the best yet with
the latest looks
from
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The eyes have it for spring
By FRANCINE PARNES
For AP Special Features

The ticket to sexy eyes just
might be false lashes, long and
lush.
These fabulous fakes are a
mainstay of the mega-model's
makeup bag. They're great for
filling in light-colored or sparse
lashes and just plain fun to wear.
"Just about every model wears
false eyelashes and looks vampy
and wonderful," says Linda
Wells, editor-in-chief of Allure
magazine. "So why should you
be stuck with your anemic
eyelashes?"
Carnaby Street revisited,
they're not.
What's making news now, says
makeup artist Stan Campbell
Place, is a high-tech generation
of faux fringe that's thinner,
lighter and softer than the wildly
exaggerated impostors of Twiggy's era.

"The lashes have not actually
become easier to put on —
they're applied the same way as
in the '60s — but the difference
is in the lashes themselves," says
Place, a MaybeHine consultant in
Columbus, Ohio. Fewer hairs are
attached to the base, so it's a
more natural look. And this time
around they're more flexible,
more discreet and more
comfortable.
Made of human hair or synthetic fiber, fake lashes are packaged
with a little tube of adhesive.
You'll pay about $6 a pair for
either a full strip or little clumps
to attach a few hairs at a time
with tweezers.
"If the whole strip is too Joan
Collins for your taste," Wells
says, "individual clusteits of
lashes work well. You have the
option of sticking them on at the
outer corner of your upper eyelids, which is a slightly more
subtle approach."

False lashes were originally
created by makeup artist Max
Factor in 1919 for a starlet named
Phyllis Haver. They were popularized by Marlene Dietrich and
Katherine Hepburn in the 1930s
and got a big wink from Lucille
Ball in the 1950s.
But it was in the psychedelic
'60s that fake lashes enjoyed
their heyday. Typically made of
neon-colored mink or sable and
combined with rhinestones and
glitter, they were obviously, outrageously phony.
Today, Wells says, "they go
along with the current ultrafemininity in fashion ... curvy
dresses, long hair, full pouty
lips.'
But they're not for every
occasion.

They look really ridiculous in
the office because they're so
exaggerated," Wells says.
"They're meant to be a little bit
of frippery for a major black tie
night."
When you go heavy on the
lashes, go light on the makeup,
she says, to avoid looking like a
drag queen.
To track down a pair, you
might have to scour the back
shelves of the corner drug store.
Current revival notwithstanding,
neither Max Factor nor Revlon
makes them anymore.
But tvlaybelline hasn't missed a
beat since 1965, when it introduced lashes made of real hair.
Updated for the '90s in nylon,
they're $4.75 a set and come in
three lengths and thicknesses, all

••••

in black. Sales for 1991 were up
20 ps;rcent over 1990.
Merle Norman also has been
cranking out fake lashes all along
and has repositioned them for the
1990s.
We don't call them false eyelashes anymore. We call them
extra lashes because it sounds
more professional," says Jolene
Moser, manager of a Merle Norman store in Denver, They're
S6.50 a pair in black or brown.
But the real eye-openers are
from Bust & Move Adventures, a
trendy San Francisco company
that offers long sweeps in electric
blue, bubble gum pink, silver and
black. They're aptly called Lalapaloozas and cost S5 a pair.
(Conrd on page 14)
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Miss Spring

The secret of plaid:

Catch the trend, miss the trap
By FRANCINE PARNES

Dixieland Shopping Center

.•

For AP Special Features

Suffering from a wee bit too
much plaid?
Take heart. Come spring it'll
be just a blip on the fashion
screen.
By all accounts, designers went
stark-raving plaid for fall, elevating their Highland fling to a fev-

Come see our
Neu, selection
of
Spring Dresses!
if)

moderately-priced apparel where
women looked on traditional
plaids as nothing new.
"Plaid was the single strongest
fashion statement that was made
for the season," says Lynn Manulis, president of Martha International, a designer boutique in
New York.
Two styles that did particularly
well for her were Byron Lars'
bold royal and black hunting
plaid jacket at $350 and Yves
Saint Laurent's bright pleated
sarong skirt, $750.
In Philadelphia, Nan Duskin, a
designer specialty store, had no
trouble finding takers for Oscar
de la Renta's spangled plaid
embroidered evening suits at
S7,000 and up.
Ralph Lauren's flagship store
in New York sold out, at SI,000
each, of the Douglas jacket, a
long double-breasted plaid,
according to Women's Wear
Daily.
I. Magnin was pleased with the
performance of designer plaids in
orange, yellow and red.
"They did well at the box
office," says Wilmer Weiss,
senior vice president of communications in San Francisco." We
bought more of them and they
sold well because women wanted
to have bright colors."
Sears targeted its bright tartans
to teens.
"We took plaid and used it as
a detail for back-to-school, like
an accent on a junior shirt or a
fold-over waist denim jean," says
Dorrit Bern, a merchandising
manager for Sears Roebuck in
Chicago. "We're not trying to
give our customer a uniform, just
Photography

erish pitch. Plaid was embroidered, sequinned and brightened in
electric colors like fuchsia,
orange and lime. It was plastered
on gloves, shoes, handbags, bras,
tights, buttons, jewelry.
When all was sewn and done,
winners were high-priced wear —
both day and evening — and
accessories. Juniors did well, too.
The big snooze was in

Great for
Easter

Al-S. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-2720

photo by Allison

Miss Spring 1992 arrkes to have her portraits made at Allison Photo(Conrd on page 12)
graphy on her first day of modeling.

Kelsey
is ready
for Spring with
shoes in her
favorite styles
and colors!
Southside
Shopping
Center
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Congratulations, Kelsey
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Miss Spring 1992
NO MAI 1ER
WHAT
SEASON,
SHE'S
ALWAYS
OUR
MISS
SPRING!
Suite 104
Walnut Plaza
Murray

RON CHRISTOPHER
LAW OFFICE

753-1266

WINK

Kelsey Tate Christopher

•

Our New Spring
Fashions Are Here!

NTS

•

Downtown': Murray

'.
'

Kelsey looks s000 good in this sandscorcher of a suit. You will too, in the
size and style made just for you. Suits
and cover-ups in Missy and Jr. sizes
from Catalina, Robby Len, Backflips,
Mystic Bay and Hot Coles.

Kelsey has a fresh perspective on
style wearing selections from Bright's
Spring and Summer Collection - Dresses and suits from Leslie Fay and Oleg
Cassini that enhance your wardrobe
and perk up your spring.
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Stop in and 'BRIGHT"en your
Spring with soft, feminine, functional fashions from Bright's!
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Subtly
mixed
patterns...
separates
working
together
this
Spring's
fashion
scene
con be
summed
up in three
short words..

Miss Spring
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Crazy gags at Chanel

•P•' =

411
ity4

PARIS (AP) — Throwaway
chic at Chanel as seen in a recent
summer couture show made for a
raggedy Ann silhouette — or a
midsummer night's nightmare.
Many thought the saucy collection laid on by designer Karl
Lagerfeld was the most hilarious
of the season.
There was much that was
attractive. But it was obscured by
gags: enormous net or feather
hats, huge coifs of corkscrew
curls for a Kewpie doll,- hats
made of wool ratting like the fillers under Pompadour wigs.
Chanel's longer skirt length —
mid-calf in suits — still doesn't
quite work. The skirts look hard
to walk in, even though some are
split. Chanel's new jackets usually zip down the back with outsized buttons on the front. Some
look too tight for comfort.
The lace-up cork platform soled shoes are too funny to flatter. And Lagerfeld also got carried away by the look of leather
pants, fringes, and see-through
details, taking luxury to
vulgarity.
The wispy jagged hankie hems
on some of the clothes, dangling
like expensive chiffon rags,
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cr.
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THE EDGE

added to the raggedy touch.

As Chanel always sells accessories no matter what, Lagerfeld
can get away with this poor-littlerich-girl profligacy.
Some of the new jackets with
tressed leather or raffia piping
were quite fine.
Best in show couture style
were the Chanel dresses and jackets done in sequins and jewels to
look like plaid or tweed.
Claude Montana's collection
for Lanvin shone with a designer's pure class. Very feminine
clothes came out with flared-skirt
trench coat dresses in duchess
satin, short dresses sculpted with
important collars or daring
decolletes.
The magnificent long taffeta or
faille coats worn with lean pants
were terrific, covetable for a rich
wardrobe. Especially remarkable
was the lead-in number, a fullskirted, long navy princess coat
over white silk pants with a
striped chiffon top for a mariner
touch — trailing red chiffon
scarves from shoulders.
But other admirable ideas
included the fabulous billowing
gazar or organza evening coats
with huge puff sleeves to wear
over shorts, long pants or minis
— a very pretty coat in light rose

pink.
Montana never fools around
with form; his silhouettes are for
the bolder dresser. But many
would love his huge taffeta
smocks, his amusing bolero pullover tops with panelled trains for
flared pants.
Even the Chinese-lantern
organdy toppers were gorgeous if
a little difficult for travel.
Sun-pleated and swingy short
skirts, silvery beaded and fringed
dresses looked exquisite for evening wear, usually short with
raindrop-bead trim, trailing tulle
trains or panels.
Montana will leave the house
of Lanvin when his contracts
expire in October, the fashion
house announced Tuesday. One
wonders what this 'troubled traditional house will do — not only
does it not yet have an imagemaking ready-to-wear designer,
but it is losing its latest star in
Montana.
Emanuel Ungaro backed off
from his earlier attempts to lower
hem lengths, contributing only a
few (and quite fun) models in
pleated Georgette crepe under
several versions of toppers —
(Cont'd on page 12)

Peoples Bank Is Proud To Be A
Supporter Of The Arts In Murray
honors Lowry's many years of active leadership in the
arts. Art organizations nominated businesses for the
award on the basis of the scope and spirit of their contributions to the arts including time, money,expertise and
personal involvement.
We're proud of our achievements in our community. Why not make Peoples Bank your bank?

Miss Spring Kelsey
Christopher, is shown
with the BETTY IL
LOWRY AWARD,
currently on display at
the North Office of
Peoples Bank Peoples
Bank became thefirst
recipient of the award
to be given annually
by the Business Condi for the Arts to an area business
for its support of the arts.
The Betty H. Lowry. Award is named for the first
president of the Business Council for the Arts, and
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Miss Spring

Congratulations Kelsey!
New Spring '92 Introductions
Just Arrived

:a
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Set. 8-4, Sun. 1-4
759-4512
Hwy. 94 East
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Catch Spring Fever
At Murray's
Pier 1 Imports

IC
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Come In & See Our
New Rattan Furniture, Spring Silks
and Decorative Accessories.
*** *

in
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a

Also Large Shipment of New Spring
Jewelry, Hats, Scarves, Belts and
Purses.

in
Cr
photo by Allison Photography

Ready to begin. Kelsey Christopher is on her way to try on clothes for
the days photo shoot.

Pier 1 imports
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
1206 B CHESTNUT ST.

\

Prom, Party and Pageant Dresses
Prom Wegistly Available • Tuxedo Wental

great Selection of Accessoriel

photo by Allison Photograph

A smile that could stop spring! Kelsey models for a portrait by t
Allison photographer.
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Miss Spring

High-tech rollers claim 90's hair

,1

.,•

says Linda Wells. editor-inchief of Allure magazidt.
To the contrary," she says. -Today
they're really fast, much more freeing
and easier. You toss in a couple of
rollers haphazardly. shoot a blow dryer
on them, pull them out and brush your
haw in shape."
During Fashion Week in New York,
when Seventh Avenue struts its stuff
and hair is almost as important as the
clothes, it's now commonplace for the
models to be backstage with curlers In
their hair,
"Just about every hairstylist has a suit-

freeze:dried (iidget hip, curlers have
become Iligh-tc‘h styling aids, with
statc-of-tlic art n.unucs like CurlTechnics and Molecular Hairsctters
User-friendly, they're designed to prevent hair damage and deliver curls In 10
minutes without benclit of — remember
—
hooded hairdryers.
Whether \icier°. velvety, rubberor sicarn heated, they're back
in a kii.dc-r, gentler harm
•Thc dancerocs thing about rollers is
that you're tempted to thank they're a
giant step tiackw.uds. a great backlash
that imprisoned women in their bed-

By FRANCINE PARNES
For AP Special Features
Alter ..C3-•••.,11.) of Y. a_ski-and-ibear hair,
tric mood of ihc moment is 1940s glam(stir that v.ould do '.croruca Like proud.
The ticket t., the 1(•4 is a blast from
the past Hair toilet,
But today s curicrs are a tat cry from
the empty Budv.eise7 beer cans or the
sloepirig a night :k Ts
pa.'
,our head on a
are
new crop is bred

100M.)...

case full of rollers," Wells says.
Curlers mark the comeback of oldtime Hollywood glamour. At the spring
'92 fashion shows last November many
of the models stepped onto runways in
wavy,shoulder-length coiffures shaped
by curlers.
"We saw a lot of Veronica Lake —
you know, hair covering one eye and
wavy on the sides," Wells says.
For those with shorter crops or bobs.
curlers pinup-up the volume by adding
height at the crown or turning the hair
under.
What's stylish now is loosely tousled,

I

(fioe Dugorlic
Baseball Cards
& Supplies

753-2744
616 S. 4th• Murray

I

comfortably combed-out locks that
don't look like you slaved hours to perfect them. Shirley Temple ringlets
they're not. Forget shellacked, contrived bouffants of the 1960s or Orphan
Annie bubbles of the 1970s. Today's
curlers provide flexible, springy body
and add lift.
So a generation that's never used
them shouldn't be put off by them. Any
klutz can roll 'em.
Velcro rollers, Wells says, are easiest.
They're lightweight and adhere well.
Since they need no pins or clips, there's
less that can go wrong, Dwight Miller
says. And since heat isn't involved,
they save time, too.
Besides,says Miller,artistic director for
Matrix Essentials in Solon.Ohio,a maker
a professional beauty products, they're
we roller of choice among fashion models
But there's more. Even heated curlers
are becoming more sophisticated.
Those with a velvety surface, such as
Clairol's Kindness, claim to cushion
and protect fragile hair.
Heated rubbery curlers with a grooved
surface (Clairol's Curl-Technics) provide a secure grip for flyaway hair.
Steam rollers (Richard Caruso's
Molecular Hairsetters) are made of
sponge and come with a steamer, worth
considering for its moisturizing ability.
Whatever your choice, pop in a few
rollers, transform your hairstyle in a
flash, and you'll feel like a new person.
'What better way to achieve an image
for an evening than by going in for a
big 'do'?" asks Jody Byrne, president
of Trends and Sources, a salon industry
trend forecasting firm in Berea, Ohio.
"You can feel flamboyant for an
evening and then return to work (and
normal)in the morning."

"BUY, SELL, TRADE."

Ready,
set, roll ...

• Daily Lunch and
Dinner Specials
• •P

• Children and
Senior's Menu
pboto by Anima Tbetograrby

Kelsey Christopher returns with clothes and packages from a spring
shopping spree.

•

11111 • 60 item Food Bar and
Sundae Bar with
regular entries
•

•

By FRANCINE PARNE.S
For AP Special Features
An introduction to hair rollers for a
generation of women who have known
no style other than blow-and-go:
Start at a salon and have a stylist layer
your hair, says Dwight Miller, artistic
director for Matrix F•-orisis in Solon,
Ohio.If it's really long an sop and you roll
it, you'll end up with a headful of ringlets.

(Cont'd on page 13)

• Banquet or Meeting
Room - Up to 80 Peoples

.r

'

111111
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Take a walk through the
gardens with

4/
,s4-‘0_1

.•

PORTMEIRION

Congratulations
Kelsey!

Cookware, Dinnerware, & Accessories
We carry: Botanic Gorden, Pomona & the

Queen's Hidden Gorden mode In England

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Family Steak House
Bel-Air Center • Murray

753-0440

Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.- 9 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m..10 p.m.
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Surf's up, so pack up and don't forget a big coverup
•

•
;

By FRANCINE PARNES
For AP Special Features
'Pack your bag with a few quick additions to last summer's wardrobe and
head for your favorite resort.
You'll need an oversized white shirt,
black tank suit, sarong, wished silk separates and nautical looks. Wear them
now and next summer as well. Black
and white score high for wearability
and effortlessness, either in solids or
graphic prints. Spice them up with a
quick dose of color.
But let's get back to basics. Like the
big,crisp white cotton shirt
"Every collection-in Europe showed
one, and for spring you'll see it everywhere," says Mary Jo Scofes, a ciivisonal merchandise
manager at
Jacobson's in Jackson, Mich.
Trot it out as a cover-up, over jeans, or
tied over a tank dress.
One of the most versatile white tops is
DKNY's cotton zip-front anorak lined
with terry cloth, about $265.
"It's the one essential item in the
resort collection," says Patti Cohen, a
DKNY vice president of public relations in New York. "It works with
everything from a bathing suit to jeans,
pants and shorts."
Eleanor Bremer's contribution is a
white cotton broadcloth pirate shirt that
laces up the front, about $80.
"Nothing looks better than white if
you want to show off tanned skin,"
Brenner says.
Unless it's black.
If you can only take one color, take
black, says Scofes of Jacobson's. "It
goes with everything," she says."and
you can dress it up or down."
"You could go away with just a black
and white wardrobe, but I'd add a hot
colored tank or bike shorts to add a little vanety — and no way do they take
up space," Brenner says.
"I always like to pack a black tank suit,
which works as my base for dressing,"
says Miriam Ruzow, president of
Goma swimwear in New York."It's a
must-have that goes with leggings at the
disco and shorts for tennis or exercise."
But versatility isn't limited to plain
black or white. Eye-popping graphics
energize, too.
"Graphics go with all your colors and
are the kind of thing you can throw on
top of anything," Brenner says. "It
works in the city ,for your weekend life
and will look great this summer mixed
in with colon."
You'll pay about $120 for Brenner's
cotton sweater with black and white
diamond front; about $300 for her
graphic print blazer.
Gottex offers a checkerboard bikini in
black, white and gold, about $82, with
matching graphic print leggings, about
$110.
Then add a sarong or a pareo. The
newest Gottex parent are inspired by
French artists, with prints of cancan
girls inspired by Toulouse Lautrec. But
be prepared to pay for these works of
art. They start about $170 each.
If your budget balks, spring for a large
chiffon scarf. It can be tied as a sarong
by day and a wrap at night. Scofes says.
Stock your vacation bag with travelfriendly playwear such as washed silk.
"It's wonderful take-away kind of
clothing, and we love its ease and fluidity." says Susan Sokol, president of
Calvin Klein collection in New York.
Avoid wrinkling by packing your
washed silk garments on a hanger with
a plastic bag over them, she suggests.
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Mention this ad
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and Receive

10% OFF
PROM FLOWERS
if we design them.

FREE BOUTONNIERE
With Every Bouquet
Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-1142
Mc/Visa/Discover/Amer. Express

I
photo by Allison Photography
On your mark, get set, smile! Kelsey Christopher smiles for a
portrait,

Make A "Grand"
Entrance This Spring!

I

to a new
spring outfit.
You'll love our
exciting new
arrivals. We
have the
clothes you
love to be
yourself in,
op by today.

1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee
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$148 at Neiman Marcus.
"The nautical look." she says,"is very
fresh and smells of the sea, boating,
yachting and outdoor sports."

cart

, .,
,...,.,,, , , •

j -

with goldtone buttons, $98. Complete
the look with white cotton and Lycra
leggings. $38. Last year's white bike
shorts,jeans or cotton ducks will work,
too.
Eleanor Brenner's sea-worthy contribution is a cotton knit navy blazer with
white piping. It can go sm.; shirt, if
belted. For an evening of dining and
dancing, add flowing white trousers. At
the beach, wear it as a cover-up. About

blazer.
You won't have to dig so deep into
your wallet for breeze-catching washed
silk separates from Saks' Real Clothes.
An oversized short-sleeved polo shirt,
$913, floats over shorts, swimsuits, you
name it. Pick white, purple or lime.
Flippy pleated walk shorts are $110.
Real Clothes also has a good selection
of nautical wear. Start with a striped
cardigan in red, white and blue cotton

Pluck them out of the bag and they're
ready to serve multiple functions.
"They're dressed-up casual clothes
that you can wear throughput the day
and then out to dinner "she says.
Interchangeable washed silk pieces
from Calvin Klein include easy pleated
trousers, wrap skirts, elastic-waist
shorts, long sarongs, blouses and blazers. You'll pay $200 for a blouse or
tank top, $600 for a double-breasted
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Miss Spring

Catch the trend...
"I don't think the point was to fashion points elsewhere,
blouse with plaid buttons. I don't
"Plaid for spring is traditionalgo into a traditional plaid to
think anybody bought a plaid
ly a tough sell because it's norwardrobe, and it wasn't nearly as
begin with," he says.
successful as anyone thought it'd
One of the best-selling suits, maHy associated with bundling
Morrison says, was a bright blue up at first chill," Morrison says.
be."
Sears and Jordan Marsh also
plaid double-breasted style by She predicts the plaid story will
Moschino with faucet handles for turn into bright tweeds, checks
offered moderate-priced business
buttons. At about SI,110, it sold and subtle windowpane patterns.
suits in traditional colorations
"Madras will be the new plaid
out at Nan Duskin.
like Black Watch and black and
Coats didn't do well, Morrison for spring," says Tom Morata,
v.hite plaids.
says, "because people found they vice president of Nan Duskin.
"Because the career woman
Wilmer Weiss of I. Magnin
didn't match anything."
ants something that will last for
Accessories caught on, howev- agrees.
more than one season, we offered
Dick Auer, owner of thc Dener. because they offered a quick
the missy customer a career garhit of plaid and were in stores ver boutique, votes for houndment that is fashionable yet not
disposable," Bern says.
ahead of ready-to-wear. Key stooth, while Manulis of Martha
items were headbands, belts, ear- International opts for stripes and
Some smaller shops proceeded
rings, charm necklaces, tights, dots.
with caution lest they be caught
"Going forward, plaid won't
with their racks full of markfabric handbags and shoes,
according to Nancy Long, acces- be as strong as last season," says
downs.
"We were not overly enasories editor for the Tobe Report. Weiss of I. Magnin, "because
Plaid will likely fade come life moves on and so does
mored by the push on plaid initiated by the press and manufac- spring, when the fickle Finger of fashion."
turers," says Dick Auer, owner
19( Aucr's, a designer shop in
Denver. "We simply elected to
buy what we thought could sell.
8)
As flounces, draped strapless
We didn't want to over-plaid the (Cont'd from page
tank
tops
to flow- dresses, poufs and bustles
from
jeweled
store."
marched out, it all looked like a
From the start, plaid came up ered jackets.
Otherwise
the
designer
opted
Belle Epoque celebration. But
prejudice.
a
long-standing
against
for perky, light fabrics, flared most of these costumes are not
"People are afraid of plaid
peplums, a few of the dark suits for the real world of the 1990s,
because everybody associates it
— with the Ungaro touch of which plays down ostentatious
with parochial schoolgirl unicelebrations.
interesting large lapels.
forms," says Roseanne Morrison,
For purity of line and lovely,
A suite of simple black draped
fashion editor of the Tobe Report,
dresses with flowers worn on wearable couture, Philippe Venet
a weekly trade publication in
wrists like corsages were there to can win hands down. His light
New York.
remind
us that he knows how to and body-skimming clothes from
to
gain
mass
appeal,
In order
do real clothes. Then he followed low-belted coats to dresses with
says Morrison, plaid had to be
up with the bouffant full skirts fitted jackets, are perfection in
packaged in novel silhouettes and
and huge sleeves, flowered mixes everything from easy cut to
colors.
305 So. 12th St. 110011P.of fabrics, to show what a good details like the perfect welt
"People buy what they don't
time he has putting on a show. seaming.
753-4587
already have, so designers offered
plaid that deviated from the traditional palette," she says. "There
•47
0 were lots of bright accents and
WIWIIKORI
trims, which pulled in outstandNEW YORK (AP) — The sug- point. No mistake. And you'd
ing sales because they were
gested retail price for this pair of better hope, no run.
different."
They're "Aurora Borealis"
pantyhose is $425. No decimal
Weiss of I. Magnin agrees.
pantyhose from Louis Dell'Olio
Anne Klein Couture for spring. In
white, black, pink or lavender,
each pair is aglitter with 400
hand-set Swarovski crystals.
v
If that seems too ostentatious,
•
perhaps French lace pantyhose in
white, ivory, true black, pink or
lavender? They're a mere $250 a
pair.

iCont'd from page 61
one piece to add to her
‘. ardrobe.''
Jordan Marsh stores mapped a
slIategy,
"Wc m.ide our plaid statement
1...ky, contemporary junior
says Leslie Dressler.

Boston-based fashion director.
"We believed in plaid as a junior
look because it was new and
fresh and touted in a lot of magaiines, but we didn't look at it as
an investment item.
"My gut feeling is plaid sold
pieces. like a uhite junior

Crazy gags at Chanel...

ppine2P1

No run at any price

lng

1

Touches

any good outfit
can be

••
•
•

•

I• *
.
•
•••

ANIS

a great outfit
with a
little help
from our
shoe department.

Beauty and the beach
NEW YORK (AP) — When
you "suck it in" and still feel
fat, you might feel more fit in
swimwear of specially woven
fabric.
The fabric is Miratex. Makers
say thlt even though it has extra
vertical stretch, it has three times
the hold of most,swimwear fabric. The suit, called MiracleSuit, is
billed as being lighter in weight
than most control swimwear
because it is built of one layer of
fabric rat* than around, a girdle
lining.

hoe
hack
Olvnips( Pla/a • 759-4795
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(Cont'd from page 10)
If you color or perm your hair, you're
in luck, he claims. Either treatment will
add body, making it easier to use rollers.
"Natural hair isn't the easiest hair to
do unnatural things to," he says.
Once you'rc ready to get rolling on
your own, wash and towel dry your
hair. Work glaze or gel through it.
Blow dry till about 80 percent dry.
Now you're ready to roll But keep in

Brush up your
hair styles

photo by Allison

Kelsey Christopher looks over the 1991 Miss Spring Photography
section
photographer Harry Allison in preparation for this years Miss with
Spring
section.

What makes hair spray work?
The next time you reach for the pump,
try reading the ingredients on the label.
Yikes! Some of them are pretty tough
to read — let alone understand. But hair
spray is really little more than glue.
The key ingredient in hair spray is a
sticky material called resin. After it's
sprayed, resin coats your hair. This
causes a real bonding experience —
your hair shafts are "glued" together!
Hair sprays come in two types of con-

a
It

:1
It

Diners: pumps and aerosol. Finger
power makes the pumps work,bit most
aerosols are powered by the same
chemicals found in car exhaust fumes.
The chemicals make it easier to spray.
but they also cause smog!
So scientists are looking for ways to
make safer aerosols. Until then, you
might want to choose hair sprays in a
pump bottle. That way we won't all end
up in a sticky situation!

NEW YORK (AP) — Here's
some college lingo for some of
the latest hair styles, as translated
by Supercuts, Inc., a nationwide
chain of 600 salons.
Two of the most popular are
"Sorority Bob" for her,
shoulder-length hair worn straight
with or without bangs, and "Frat
Do" for him, the GQ look, usually short, neatly cut and combed.
Two other styles popular for
him are "High and Tight," the
modem description of the crew
cut, and the "Shelf," buzzed at
the bottom, full on top.
Not all are complimentary.
"Zipper Head," for example, is
hair parted down the middle, a
style popular with dweebs. "Hat
Hair" is the aftermath of three
hours in a baseball cap.

mind that wherever the roller goes, a
curl will appear. Most people need
height, and you can get it with just a
few curlers on top.
Hair should roll around the roller once
or twice, says Miller. Make it throe
times, and it's too long.
Blow with an electric hair dryer with
a diffuser until completely dry.
Let your hair cool before removing
the rollers. Otherwise you'll lose some
of the curl.

You should have curls all over the top
of your head.
"This is the scary pan," Miller says,
. "because the curls can be very defined.
Separate the curls with your fingers
and pull them apart. Spray them, but
don't brush or comb because they'll get
too fluffy."
Use hair spray last.
"Gel and glaze create the style," he
says, while hair spray sets it in place
once it is finished.

20 DAYS OR $20
GUARANTEED
Anxious to get your class ring? We guarantee you'll have your new ArtCarved
Class Ring on your finger in 20 days! If
not, well give you $20 back. That's fast
delivery. GUARANTEED!
OFFER F.NDS May 31. 1992

ARTORVED
CLASS RINGS
Quahty a the difference.

Some restncoons mav appl'.
dealer tor detail,
See

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center, Murray
BRING THIS AD
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Aren't Expensive, They're Priceless!
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An Rx for late-winter blues...
(Lotni'd frian page 4)
from metallic. Mesh. quilted
patent or lealher in a host -of
colors.
A fine counter-point to the
ultra-fcm.inine look is the masculine touch -- print vests. fedoras.
neckties and pin-stripe suits.
"1he hest thing is a new navy
suit with a white collar and
cuffs... says Joan Kaner, fashion
director of Neiman Marcus in
New York. Or a navy pant.suit
with a white shirt. collar out and
cuffs turned hack so you get a
flash of white.
"If you're young enough or
have a great deal of attitude. you
can get away wi:h wearing a tie
and braces the way Ralph Lauren
snowed
sne sa\
a fun
\•••

rN.• a‘er,

]! ‘o.;r:,• not

‘,0z,

choker, a chiffon pocket handkerchief — or [he double-breasted
blazer, sans shirt. If that seems
too bare, choose a white business
shirt for day and a lace bustier or
lace bodysuit for evening, either
from ready-to-wear or the lingerie department.
"The lace adds a whole new
dimension to a suit," says Susan
Sokol of Calvin Klein Collection.
Kaner of Neiman Marcus calls
polka dots and stripes a natural
"because of colorations like
black and white, red and white or
navy and white. They're really
true spectator color
combinations."
Polka dot handbags, gloves,
hats, scarves, shoes and flower
pins are strong sellers at Neiman
Marcus. If coin-site. dots aren't
enough, add some stripes.
Denim in a choice of colors is
a popular daytime look. While
there are numerous variations on

then tuck it into the waistband.
"It has the look of a tie with
the softness of chiffon," sh_c__
says. "The trick is: Don't make it
hard-edged. If you're fully madeup and coiffed, it'll. work."
A short navy pin-stripe wool
coatdress — more like a long
jacket -- is one of the newest
menswear looks from Donna
Karan.
"You've got your jacket, your
dress. you put it on and go,'' says
Patti Cohen, a Donna Karan vice
president in New York.
Speaking of one-stop dressing,
there's also the shirtwaist. It
looks newest. Kaner says. with a
fuiskirt to the knee or below.
belted‘A,de at the waist.
"It.s one-piece dressing.- she
sa,s. "tio
‘:,onorrucjl.
"
Lio:r•.cs are

e.'•rle
an. 0'

4
a WIT-1,,ser
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scarf

knot
and

to he sure. `,ut softened
:n emininc Jet. • like short
iace hems. a flower :•:n. a pearl

Kelsey Christopher
Knows Spring Starts
Here!

blue. Anne Klein Collection has
short coats and skimmer dresses
in apricot, lime and other sorbet
colors. There are a lot of brights
out there, too.
"It's a different way to have
fun with, something that's a

The eyes have it...
(Cont'd from page 5)
"They make you feel really
flirty and feminine," says Ali
Ferber, co-owner of Bust &
Move. "First we saw the fad in
underground clubs. Then the
trickle-down theory set in, and
we started seeing it mass-market
on the street in the middle of the
day."
They've sold more than a
quarter-million pairs since they
were introduced last summer,
Ferber says. Cotored lashes
account for a quarter of sales and
are best saved for the prom. Halloween and Friday the r3th, she
says.

•411

In Our New T-Shirta
Like Kelsey Is Wearing.

Place

Southside Shopping Center

'
•

• .
•

•

• •

,

4r, •

'••••••••-

•

•

•

staple," says Kit Spoelstra, sales
promotion coordinator at Jacobson's in Jackson, Mich.
Add the best of the West —
cowboy boots, bolo tic or silver
belt — and you're ready for
spring.

,

'

•

a

r

•

"We're selling women who
remember wearing them the first
time around, and 16-year-olds
who see the models wearing
them."
Bust & Move lashes are sold in
boutiques and specialty stores
around the nation, such as Retail
Slut in Los Angeles; Patricia
Fields in New York; Flashy Trash
in Chicago; BLT's in Greenville,
N.C.; Surfer Rosa in East Bismark, N.D., and Junkman's
Daughter's Brother in Athens,
Ga.
• • • •
For more on Bust & Move, call
1-415-777-9575.
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Riot of color common...
shape fabric for gob and baseball caps as well as garden party
(Cont'd from page 3)
gloves. Gingham in bright colors
romantic with hats, scarves, bags caps.
covers
belts, earrings and handrevivals
are
gingham
and
Pique
and jewelry adorned with flowthis season that harken back to an bags in the season's only real
ers, berries and vines. Ivy seems
era of beach rompers and golf "throwaway" group of
ubiquitous. Kokin intertwines ivy
hats. Both are brought up to date accessories.
on net for A Mid-Summer
Straw, for earrings and
by designers who have interNight's Dream stole. Ivy is printbracelets
and handbags and hats,
that
are
ways
in
them
preted
ed across shirts and scarves at
gets
a
vote.
Pearls continue to
hopelessly
not
but
heart
at
young
Shady Character, and it is
silly. Pique is an elegant fabric twirl, and fishnet stockings are
wrapped around the crowns on
that's done in casual hats and still cool and somewhat shocking.
broad-brimmed straws by Hat
_
and
Monica
Mahoney.
Attack
Zaq-a,,Zizra:.e._.,
._>:
Dried flowers adorn many of .._...,-.
,
the more romantic hats, such as
Formal Wear
those from Darcy Creech. Silk
flowers accent handbags by
Headquarters
designers such as Elaine Armstrong and Jill Stuart. Flowers
formed in acrylic enamel, rhinesTuxedos, Dresses,
tones and molded silver flourish
- ,
Accessories
on the jewelry scene. Enamel
i'
flowers, reminiscent of the 1960s
All In Stock
)).
turn up on oversized pins and
Over 150 Styles of Tuxedos to
earrings. Enamel also is used in
In
selection
Largest
from.
choose
.4
hearts on cuffs which mimic real
West Kentucky.
jewelry by such famed designers
..*
as David Webb and Vedura.
Select Early For ti
''
4/
This year's down-to-the-sea •.
•
Discounts
numbers are less military —
unless you count all those
Spring Merchandise 0
anchors that dangle from gloves
75cyoOtt
and belts — than in previous seasons. The oceanic overtones 51
come from spidery coral, aba- 9Mon.- Sat. 9-6,
lone, cork and sand pebbles (t
Sun 1-5
which decorate everything from
By Appointment
strings of beads to the hems of
scarves. The latter is a clever way
to keep a scarf draped at the neck
/
1
411•
rather than dropped on the floor.
vt. 0
)
).
Terry cloth turns up as a ship- .(
Mush
Men's Westrei: 'Fl uxed°,
ri

5

9

H

9

5
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)" r r
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0 Eabvpm a s
Paris,
jr.!
T

Hide-bound
for summer

VS

Mayl‘,
247-1500
••^,-..•f•-->•17.210 ,

•

urrapyarel
kiMA
753-1300
lay:":1*-A----X'

•

NEW YORK (AP) — After a
winter of harsh treatment, give
your leather coat a touch of
human kindness before storing it
for the summer.
If drycleaning is in order, consult a leather care expert because
normal drycleaning methods
won't work, according to the
Leather Apparel Association, Inc.
If you decide not to dryclean,
wipe off dust and dirt with a soft
dry sponge or cloth. Brushes and
buffing blocks specifically for
suede or nubuck are available. If
the hem needs repairing, tack it
with rubber cement.
Hang the garment on a broad
hanger, not wire, to maintain its
shape. And never store it in plastic, which will dry out the leather. Use a cloth or paper cover
instead.

Plog

•
•
•

a

time for new beginnings.

Build your spring wardrobe with the
hottest looks from Guess, Esprit*, I.B.
Diffusion*, Cambridge*, BIS* and more!
Congratulations Kelsey!
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orspring
Welcome to Wal-Mart!
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Come in and see all our exciting
new lines for Spring...clothing,
patio furniture,
sporting goods
and so
much more!
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Visit Our
Garden Center
Now Open
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 • Sun. 12-6
Hwy. 641 North • Murray
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